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Abstract
The monomeric and assembled structures of proteins significantly influence their function.
In order to rationally design proteins for specific applications, it is necessary to understand
the ways in which those proteins fold and aggregate. In this thesis, I consider problems
of protein folding and aggregation with a focus on two specific applications and investigate
different methods for understanding the effects of chemistry and external environment on
their monomeric and assembled conformations. First, I employ molecular dynamics and
nonlinear dimensionality reduction to study a family of antimicrobial peptides with different
side chain lengths and demonstrate a critical side chain length that determines backbone sec-
ondary structure in solution. Second, I study the effects of environment and chemistry upon
oligopeptides that spontaneously assemble into bioelectronic nanostructures. By employ-
ing coarse-grained molecular dynamics to reach sufficient length and time scales to observe
salient properties of assembly, I demonstrate that aggregation proceeds hierarchically, that
flow has little effect on the early stages of assembly, and that aggregation in a specific pH
range improves peptide alignment. I also identify regions of model parameter space defining
particular peptide chemistries that are expected to rapidly agglomerate into fibrils with de-
sirable optoelectronic properties. In sum, this work establishes new computational methods
and machine learning techniques, deepens understanding of how to control the conforma-
tions of antimicrobial peptides in solution, and presents a multiscale model for the rational
design of peptides for bioelectronic applications such as organic photovoltaic cells, organic
field effect transistors, and biocompatible pH sensors.
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Chemical and environmental factors play an enormous role in dictating the structure and
thus the function of peptides and proteins [2–6]. They control the folded configurations taken
on by the protein subunits, as well as their interactions in the full three-dimensional protein
configuration. For example, the chemical sequence and presence or absence of potassium and
sodium ions controls which of several folded morphologies is adopted by the telomeric caps of
nucleic acids, which, in turn, can affect the aging process [7]. Chemical and environmental
factors also affect the ability of multiple proteins to form assembled aggregates of up to
mesoscopic scale and the morphology of such aggregates. For example, the number of proline
and glycine residues contained in a protein dictates its capacity to assemble to form long
cross-linked β-sheets called amyloid fibrils that have been repeatedly implicated in a number
of neurodegenerative diseases [8], while changing the pH at which amyloid-capable peptides
assemble changes their assembly properties [9]. Alteration of the chemical makeup of the
proteins that form membraneless organelles in the cell has been implicated in amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, frontotemporal dementia, and inclusion body myopathy [10].
Understanding how chemistry and environment change the structures adopted by pro-
teins at the microscopic and mesoscopic levels is therefore of great importance for the design
of proteins and peptides for particular applications. For example, the responsiveness to pH of
hydrogels for biomedical applications can be controlled by their protein subunits [11], while
applications such as tissue engineering and drug delivery rely on hydrogels whose proper-
ties can be controlled via light bombardment [12]. One proven method for understanding
the microscopic details of chemical and environmental effects on systems of proteins and
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peptides is to employ molecular dynamics simulations, wherein Newton’s laws of motion are
solved numerically to update the positions and velocities of a system of atoms and molecules,
according to some set of parameters that dictates their interactions (a “force field”) [13, 14].
For example, molecular dynamics simulations were employed to show a critical dependence
on interpeptide interaction in the misfolding of the yeast prion protein [15], to show that the
conformations of a subregion of the ovomucoid third domain are more strongly affected by
the variability of their protonation state than by the precise pKa value [16], and to elucidate
the mechanisms behind penetration of cell membranes by certain antimicrobial peptides [17].
Although all-atom simulations provide a highly-detailed picture of interactions at the
molecular level, they are subject to challenges, including (i) finding low-dimensional inter-
pretable descriptions of protein microscopic phenomena in order to provide physical insight
for the underlying mechanisms, and (ii) studying systems in which many-body interactions
are important, such as protein self-assembly systems, in which aggregates can grow to micron
or even larger sizes, sometimes over the course of minutes – time and length scales that are
prohibitively computationally expensive to simulate at full atomistic resolution [18]. In what
follows, I will describe how I employed a combination of machine learning techniques, multi-
scale coarse-graining, and simple biophysical models to understand the effects of chemistry
and environment on two different sets of peptides for two different applications.
Portions of Chapters 2-5 are adapted from a series of publications that emerged over the
course of my Ph.D. work, as indicated by footnotes on the opening page of each chapter:
• Rachael Mansbach and Andrew L. Ferguson “Machine learning of single molecule
free energy surfaces and the impact of chemistry and environment upon structure
and dynamics” Journal of Chemical Physics 142 105101 (2015) [doi.org/10.1063/1.
4914144] [19]
• Rachael Mansbach and Andrew L. Ferguson “Coarse-grained molecular simulation
of the hierarchical self-assembly of -conjugated optoelectronic peptides” Journal of
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Physical Chemistry B 121 7 1684-1706 (2017) [doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b10165]
[20]
• Rachael Mansbach and Andrew L. Ferguson “Control of the hierarchical assem-
bly of -conjugated optoelectronic peptides by pH and flow” Organic & Biomolecular
Chemistry 15 26 5484-5502 (2017) [doi.org/10.1039/C7OB00923B] [21]
1.1 Radially Amphiphilic Peptides for Antimicrobial
Applications
One of the most pressing concerns in the area of public health today is the growing issue
of antibiotic-resistant bacteria [22]. A promising approach for identifying novel drugs with
antimicrobial action is the design and control of peptides with segregated hydrophobic and
hydrophilic residues, which preferentially assemble on and disrupt the membranes of bacterial
cells while displaying a lower affinity for mammalian cells [23]. This is still an active area
of research, with only a few candidate peptides having reached clinical trials, due to the
continued existence of unwanted side effects such as serum binding or the requirement of
potentially-toxic concentrations to be effective [24].
In the first part of this thesis, I focus on a series of engineered amphiphilic peptides,
denoted the PAXG series (see Fig. 2.5). In specific, I discuss the use of atomistic molecular
dynamics as a tool to understand how changing side chain lengths control the backbone
configurations of these peptides, which are capable of taking on helical conformations in
water under appropriate conditions. Such structures radially segregate the hydrophilic end
termini from the more hydrophobic segments of the side chains near the backbone, leading
to a decreased propensity for serum binding and for self-assembling in ways that may detract
from their ability to bind to bacterial membranes [25].
In Chapter 2, I employ a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique to extract the
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important collective variables describing the configurations taken on by the backbones of
the PAXG series of peptides. The configurations of a protein with N atoms may be thought
of as a point in a 3N -dimensional space, where the coordinates of the point are given by
a vector containing the three Cartesian coordinates of each atom. However, due to the
collective nature of the motions of the bonded and thus spatially correlated atoms, those
configurations can be described with much fewer than 3N variables [26–29]. A prototypical
example is dialanine peptide, whose backbone configurations can be described with just
two variables representing two of the dihedral angles of the backbone [30]. I modify a
nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique called the diffusion map [31–34], which can
be thought of as a nonlinear analogue to principal components analysis (PCA), to compare
systems existing under different environmental or chemical conditions. By employing this
“composite” diffusion map, I extract the five most important collective variables describing
the process of PAXG backbone folding and identify a critical side chain length beyond which
PAXG backbones fold into helical conformations in aqueous solution. The resulting analysis
leads to a precise rationalization for the molecular mechanism underlying the backbone
conformations the peptides take on in solution and represents a significant step towards
rational design of similar radially amphiphilic peptides for antimicrobial applications.
1.2 Optoelectronic Peptides Displaying
pH-triggerable Assembly
Another important design target for peptides is the creation of bioelectronic nanostructures
from the assembly of constituent peptides containing aromatic subgroups. Peptides of this
nature are especially desirable for such applications due to their solubility in water, ease
of manufacture, biocompatibility, and the optoelectronic properties that arise from delo-
calization of electrons in the overlapping π orbitals or similar processes [35–41]. They also
display controllable assembly through environmental and chemical effects such as pH change,
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bombardment by light ions, and the presence or absence of metal ions [42–48].
The so-called DXXX-Π-XXXD series of engineered peptides with aromatic central cores
(see Fig. 3.1a) displays triggerable assembly under low pH conditions into large semi-linear
fibrils that fluoresce [49–51]. There is experimental evidence to suggest that the morphology
of the final aggregates is controllable via both (i) external variables affecting the kinetics
of aggregation, such as the presence of a non-equilibrium flow or the rapidity at which the
system pH is modified, and (ii) internal variables affecting the microscopic interactions of
the aggregates, such as the chemistry of the side chains or the chemistry of the π-conjugated
cores [50–53]. Experimental evidence is not sufficiently high resolution to study such effects
at micro- and mesoscopic levels, leading to difficulties in developing design precepts based
on a solid understanding of the microscopic forces at play. In the second part of this thesis,
I investigate the effects of external flow, different pH levels, and chemistry on aggregation
at different levels of resolution in silico.
In Chapters 3 and 4, I study the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD member of the DXXX-Π-XXXD se-
ries by employing a coarse-grained molecular dynamics model based on the Martini force field
[54, 55] that I reparameterize to better recapitulate the single-molecule dynamics observed
in all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. In contrast to all-atom molecular dynamics, in
which each atom is represented by an interacting point particle sphere, in the Martini coarse-
grained model, approximately four heavy atoms are represented by a single bead. Although
there is a loss of resolution in describing the system in this manner, it permits the study
of systems of hundreds of monomers on time scales of hundreds of nanoseconds, sufficiently
large to probe those early stages of self-assembly that would be prohibitively expensive
in all-atom simulations. By analyzing coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of the
DFAG-OPV3-GAFD system, I identify three different types of peptide clusters that assemble
in a hierarchical manner independent of concentration. By appealing to the Smoluchowski
model of irreversible aggregation [56, 57], I describe the mechanism of self-assembly and
identify its characteristic time scales. I also study the effects of pH and non-equilibrium
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flow on early-stage self-assembly and demonstrate that, although pH strongly affects micro-
scopic assembly properties, flow is not expected to have a significant and observable effect
on aggregation properties until length scales of hundreds of monomers and time scales of
hundreds of nanoseconds, far beyond the scope of these coarse-grained simulations.
Bearing this in mind, in Chapter 5, I turn to an even more highly coarse-grained model
in which a single peptide monomer is represented by a rigid body decorated with small,
virtual “patchy” particles. With this model I am able to reach length scales of thousands of
monomers and time scales of hundreds of microseconds. Despite significant loss of resolution,
minimal models of a similar nature have been successfully employed as sources of deep insight
into systems of aggregating peptides and offer a way to understand the contributions of
various interactions in a physically-intuitive manner [58, 59]. Employing this patchy model,
I perform a scan over the parameters governing the interaction of peptide monomers and
study their effects on the kinetics and morphology of the resulting aggregates, from which
I am able to identify design precepts that may be used to produce peptides that rapidly
aggregate into well-ordered stacks displaying strong interactions between their π-conjugated
aromatic cores. Finally, I identify six sets of optimal model parameters for further exploration




Probes the Effects of Chemistry and
Environment on Alkanes and
Antimicrobial Peptides
2.1 Introduction
The conformations adopted by polymers and proteins dictate their structural and functional
properties [2, 3, 60, 61]. The solubility of n-alkanes in water is intimately related to the
collapse of the chain at sufficiently high molecular weights [34] and the activity of biologi-
cal enzymes is contingent on the structure and fluctuations of the active site [62, 63]. The
conformational ensemble explored by polymers and proteins can be controlled by chemi-
cal modification of the molecules themselves (e.g., side chain chemistry), or by changing
environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, solvent conditions). For instance, hy-
drophobic polypeptides such as deca-alanine adopt α-helical conformations in water, whereas
deca-glutamate exists as a random coil [25]. Similarly, moving a polystyrene chain from a
good solvent, such as xylene, to a poor solvent, such as methanol, results in collapse of
the chain from a swollen, extended conformation to a compact globule [64]. A quantitative
understanding of the impact of molecular chemistry and environmental conditions upon the
microscopic conformations adopted by polymers and peptides is of fundamental interest in
understanding the structural and functional properties of the chains and a prerequisite to the
rational design of polymers and proteins with desired structural and functional properties.
Reprinted in part from Mansbach, R. A. Ferguson, A. L. The Journal of Chemical Physics, AIP Ad-
vances, Vol. 142, Article ID 105101, (2015) [19]; used in accordance with the Creative Commons Attribution
(CC BY) license.
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The conformation of a molecule comprising N atoms exists in the 3N -dimensional phase
space defined by the Cartesian coordinates of its constituents. Cooperative couplings be-
tween the degrees of freedom render the effective dimensionality (i.e., the number of variables
required to effectively specify the conformational state of the molecule) far smaller than 3N
[26–29, 31]. Two-dimensional descriptions have been calculated for dialanine [65] and the
src homology domain [29], and three-dimensional descriptions for the antimicrobial peptide
microcin J25 [66] and n-alkane chains [34]. In a geometric sense, the cooperative couplings
cause the molecule to explore only a restricted volume of the complete 3N -dimensional phase
space, and the shape and extent of this intrinsic manifold [31, 34, 67] can be systematically
extracted using machine learning techniques [26, 29, 31, 68–70]. Molecules containing more
than a few atoms are expected to possess nonlinear intrinsic manifolds that cannot be easily
discovered by linear approaches [29, 31, 34, 66]. Diffusion maps are a powerful nonlinear
dimensionality reduction technique that have previously been used to recover the intrinsic
manifolds of polymers and peptides from molecular simulations [31, 34, 66, 71–77].
In this chapter, we apply diffusion maps to conformational ensembles constructed by
aggregating molecular simulations of (i) n-alkanes at different temperatures and in different
solvent conditions, and (ii) peptides with different side chain chemistries. Provided that
there is partial overlap between the molecular configurations sampled by each system, these
“composite” diffusion maps can discover the intrinsic manifold spanning the multi-system
ensemble and expose the impact of environmental conditions and molecular chemistry upon
the accessible molecular conformations and pathways. By explicitly linking the impact of
external control parameters (e.g., solvent environment, temperature, side chain chemistry)
and single molecule behavior (e.g., conformational ensemble, structural stability), this ap-
proach can guide and inform how to tailor molecular chemistry and environment to obtain
desirable structural and/or functional behaviors. In this work, we quantitate how solvent
conditions and temperature influence the folding of an n-alkane chain and how side chain
length mediates the helix-coil transition and stability of helical conformations of short pep-
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tides.
The goals of this chapter are threefold: (i) to present a new method to quantify the
impact of molecular chemistry and environmental conditions on the microscopic structures
of single molecules, (ii) to validate this methodology in the analysis of the well-studied but
conformationally rich example of a solvated n-alkane chain, and (iii) to apply this approach
to develop new molecular-level insight and understanding into the tunable stabilization of
helical peptides by side chain chemistry. The structure of this chapter is as follows. In
Section 2.2 we provide details of our molecular simulation methodology and our composite
diffusion map approach. In Section 2.3.1 we detail the application of our methodology to
n-eicosane alkane chains to characterize the impact upon chain structure and folding at two
temperatures and in three solvent environments. In Section 2.3.2 we apply our approach
to a family of homomeric decapeptides with potential antimicrobial properties composed of
non-natural glutamate amino acid derivatives to demonstrate that the helix-coil transition
and stability of the helical conformation may be controlled by tuning the length of the amino
acid side chains. In Section 2.4 we present our conclusions and perspectives for future work.
2.2 Theoretical Methods
2.2.1 Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
We conduct molecular dynamics simulations in the GROMACS 4.6 simulation suite [78] in
order to study microscopic properties of the alkane and peptide systems. Different systems
are initialized in different ways and modeled through the use of different force fields.
We now describe those simulation parameters that are the same for both systems being
studied. In all cases, high energy overlaps were removed by performing steepest descent en-
ergy minimization to eliminate any forces exceeding 2000 kJ/mol-nm. Simulations were con-
ducted in the NPT ensemble at 298 K (and 323 K for the alkane system) at 1 bar, employing
a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [79] and Parrinello-Rahman barostat [80] with three-dimensional
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periodic boundary conditions. Initial atomic velocities were assigned by drawing randomly
from a Maxwell distribution, except where indicated otherwise. Equations of motion were
numerically integrated using a leapfrog algorithm [81] with a 2 fs time step and bond-lengths
fixed using the LINCS algorithm [1]. Electrostatic interactions were treated using Particle
Mesh Ewald (PME) with a real-space cutoff of 1.4 nm and 1.2 nm for the alkane and peptide
systems respectively and a 0.12 nm Fourier grid spacing [82]. Lennard-Jones interactions
were shifted smoothly to zero at the real-space cutoff, and Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules
used to determine interaction parameters between unlike atoms [83]. Equilibration runs were
conducted such that at the end of each run, temperature, pressure, energy, and density had
attained stable values.
2.2.2 Molecular simulations of n-eicosane
We conducted molecular dynamics simulations of n-eicosane (C20H42) in three solvent en-
vironments – neat phase, aqueous solution, and ideal gas – at two temperatures – 298 K
and 323 K – for a total of six systems. The ideal gas phase refers to an isolated chain
that interacts only with itself. Initial chain configurations were generated by using the Gly-
coBioChem PRODRG2 Server (http://davapc1.bioch.dundee.ac.uk/cgi-bin/prodrg)
[84] and chain interactions modeled using the united atom TraPPE potential [85]. To ini-
tialize the aqueous phase simulations, a single n-eicosane chain was placed in a 6×6×6 nm
cubic simulation box and solvated by SPC water molecules [86] to a density of 0.977 g/cm3
at 298 K and a density of 0.957 g/cm3 at 323 K. The size of the simulation box was large
enough that each solvent molecule was able to interact with at most one periodic image of
the chain. In the neat phase, 1331 chains were uniformly distributed in a large 99×99×99
nm cubic simulation box at a density of 0.017 g/cm3 and equilibrated to a density of 0.85
g/cm3. The melting point of n-eicosane at 1 atm is 309 K [87], so under these conditions
we observe crystallization of the system into a number of crystal domains. At 323 K, we
observe melting of the crystalline solid into a disordered liquid. The size of the simulation
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box at each temperature was approximately 9×9×9 nm, which was large enough that each
chain interacts with at most one periodic image of its neighboring chains.
The neat phase at 323 K was equilibrated by gradual heating of a crystalline configuration
harvested from the 298 K run to obtain the initial conditions of the equilibrium liquid phase.
We conducted 30 ns production runs, during which snapshots of the system configuration
were harvested every 2 ps. In the case of the aqueous phase, we saved the united atom
coordinates of the single n-eicosane chain. In the neat phase at 298 K, we followed the
coordinates of a single chain residing in the center of a single large crystalline domain of
approximate size 3.5×3.5×2.5 nm to eliminate the impact of crystalline boundaries upon
chain dynamics. We verified that the chain did not migrate out of the crystalline domain
over the course of the production run. In the neat phase at 323 K, we tracked the coordinates
of a randomly selected chain within the hydrocarbon liquid.
Simulations of a solitary n-eicosane molecule in the ideal gas phase were carried out by
performing configurational-bias chain regrowth Monte Carlo [14, 34, 88] at 298 K and 323
K. Monte Carlo sampling was performed for 150,001 steps with coordinates saved every 10
steps.
2.2.3 Molecular simulations of polyglutamate-derivative peptides
We conducted molecular dynamics simulations of decamers of the five polyglutamate deriva-
tives poly(γ-(3-aminoethyl)-L-glutamate) (PAGG10), poly(γ-(3-aminopropyl)-L-glutamate)
(PAPG10), poly(γ-(4-aminobutyl)-L-glutamate) (PABG10), poly(γ-(5-aminopentanyl)-L-glutamate)
(PATG10), and poly(γ-(6-aminohexyl)-L-glutamate) (PAHG10), plus polylysine (PL10) as
a control [25] (cf. Fig. 2.5). Initial peptide configurations were manually constructed as-
sisted by the GlycoBioChem PRODRG2 Server [84] and the Bax Group PDB Utility Server
(http://spin.niddk.nih.gov/bax/nmrserver/pdbutil). Peptides were prepared as zwit-
terions, and the terminal side chain amine groups constructed in their protonated state
–NH3
+, to mimic the protonation states in water at pH 7. Accordingly, each peptide car-
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ried a formal charge of +10.
Single peptide chains were immersed in a 6×6×6 nm cubic simulation box and solvated
by TIP3P water molecules [89] to a density of 0.991 g/cm3 along with 10 Cl– counter ions
such that the system carried no net charge. The size of the simulation box was sufficiently
large that each solvent molecule was able to directly interact with at most one periodic image
of the peptide chain, even when the latter was in its fully extended conformation. Peptides
were modeled using the CHARMM27 force field [90] that we augmented using existing force
field parameters to model the non-natural amino acid side chains.
A 32 ns equilibration run was conducted for PAPG10, PABG10 PATG10 and PAHG10
and a 92 ns equilibration run was conducted for PL10 and PAGG10, at which time the
temperature, pressure, energy, and peptide radius of gyration, Rg, attained stable values.
We then performed 28 ns production runs, saving simulation snapshots every 2 ps.
2.2.4 Composite diffusion maps
The diffusion map [32, 33, 91, 92] is a nonlinear manifold learning algorithm that has
been profitably employed to discover low-dimensional descriptions for polymers and pep-
tides within the 3N -dimensional Cartesian phase space specifying the positions of the N
constituent atoms [31, 34, 66, 67, 72, 73]. Diffusion maps are more powerful and flexible
than linear approaches (e.g., PCA [93]) since they do not make linear approximations to
the inherently nonlinear manifolds occupied by long polymers and peptides [29, 31, 34, 66].
The low-dimensional embeddings discovered by diffusion maps expose the conformational
space explored by the system, reveal the slow dynamical modes governing its evolution,
and provide dynamically meaningful order parameters in which to construct dynamically
meaningful free energy surfaces [31].
In this work, we apply diffusion maps to molecular simulation trajectories following
the methodology detailed in Refs. [31] and [34]. In brief, given an ensemble of R system
snapshots, we compute the symmetric R-by-R matrix, P, where the matrix element Pij cor-
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responds to the pairwise distance between system snapshots i and j. Diffusion maps require
that the scalar distance metric should serve as a good structural proxy for the dynamic prox-
imity of system snapshots on short time scales [31, 66]. Specifically, the distance measure
should be well correlated with structural similarity below some characteristic value of the
measure ε. As we shall see, the pairwise distances matrix will be convolved with a Gaussian
kernel of bandwidth ε, effectively discarding elements containing distances much larger than
the characteristic distance. An appropriate value of ε can be inferred from the data in a sys-
tematic manner [67]. We employ as a natural distance metric for biomolecular systems the
root mean square distance (RMSD) between the atomic coordinates of pairs of system con-
figurations that we translationally and rotationally align using the Kabsch algorithm, which
has worked well in prior studies [31, 34, 66, 94]. In this work, our system snapshots comprise
the (united) atom coordinates of single n-alkane or peptide chains. The environment of the
chain in the n-eicosane simulations (i.e., water, other chains, vacuum) is not explicitly con-
sidered in our distance measure, but its effects are implicitly captured in the configurations
explored by the tagged molecule [34]. (Explicit representation of solvent molecules in the
distance metric in a spatially invariant manner is complicated by their inherent fungibility
[76, 95]. Some recent work has proposed a distance metric based on graph matching between
molecular clusters to enable direct application of diffusion maps to multi-molecular phenom-
ena [96].) Similarly, by considering only the coordinates of the heavy backbone atoms of the
peptide chains, the impact of the side chains upon the backbone configurational ensemble
is implicitly captured. By constructing composite diffusion maps over the configurational
ensembles harvested from multiple simulations under different environmental conditions for
n-eicosane and side chain chemistries for the peptides, we use diffusion maps to explicitly
resolve the impact of these factors upon the single molecule configurational ensembles and
dynamical motions.
Having computed the R-by-R pairwise distances matrix, P, we create a stochastic Markov
matrix by convoluting the elements of the P matrix with a Gaussian kernel with bandwidth
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, i, j = 1 . . . R. (2.1)
This soft thresholding of the pairwise distances attenuates large values – where the distance
metric may not reliably reflect dynamic proximity – to retain only local distance information
[31, 34, 96]. The Gaussian kernel is the infinitesimal generator of a diffusion process, and
by forming this convolution we model a random walk over the data points in the high-
dimensional space [32]. It is by analyzing the spectral properties of this random walk that
the diffusion map generates a low-dimensional embedding of the data [32, 33]. We specify ε
in an automated manner using the approach in Ref. [67].




k=1Akj, if i = j
0, otherwise
to form the right stochastic Markov matrix M,
M = D−1A. (2.2)
The elements Mij may be interpreted as the transition probability from snapshot i to snap-
shot j, and M may therefore be regarded as defining a discrete random walk over the data
[32, 33]. The matrix M is closely related to the normalized graph Laplacian, which is a dis-
crete approximation to the backward Fokker-Planck operator describing a diffusion process
in the presence of potential wells [34, 67, 92].
The right eigenvectors of the M matrix {~φ1, ~φ2, ..., ~φR}, possessing associated eigenvalues
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λR, are discrete approximations to the eigenfunctions of the Fokker-Planck
equation [32, 33], which are identifiable as collective modes of the diffusion process over
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the data. By the Markov property of M, λ1 = 1 and ~φ1 = ~1 (i.e., the “all-ones” vector).
Frequently, the eigenvalue spectrum exhibits a spectral gap separating a small number of
lower order modes from the remainder of the spectrum [31, 34, 66, 72, 76]. The leading
modes govern the long-time slow evolution of the system to which the higher order modes
are effectively slaved [31]. Under the Mori-Zwanzig formalism [97], the modes above the gap
define a “slow subspace” for the diffusion process, constituting the low-dimensional intrinsic
manifold to which the dynamical evolution of the system is effectively confined [96].
For a spectral gap after the (k + 1)th eigenvalue, the important slow dynamics of the
system are contained within the first k non-trivial eigenvectors (recall that ~φ1 = ~1) motivating
construction of the k  3N -dimensional diffusion map embedding of the ith snapshot, ~xi,
into the ith component of the top k non-trivial eigenvectors [31–34],
~xi → (~φ2(i), ~φ3(i), ..., ~φk+1(i)). (2.3)
We employ in-house C++ code to construct diffusion map embeddings that uses the
Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi Method implemented in the Parallel ARPACK libraries to
compute the leading eigenvector/eigenvalue pairs of the M matrix [98].
2.2.5 Free energy surfaces
Assuming that the simulation snapshots from which the diffusion map was constructed
constitute a sample from an equilibrium distribution, free energy surfaces (FESs) over the
intrinsic manifold may be estimated from histograms over the diffusion map embedding [34].
Clearly the ensemble composed of data drawn from independent, non-interacting simulations
under different conditions do not meet this criterion, but it is satisfied for points sampled from
a single (sufficiently long) simulation. Specifically, βF (~χ) = −lnP̂ (~χ)+C, where β = 1/kBT
is the inverse temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, ~χ is
a k-dimensional vector specifying a point on the intrinsic manifold spanned by the vectors
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(~φ2, ~φ3, ..., ~φk+1), F (~χ) is the free energy at ~χ, P̂ (~χ) is a histogram approximation to the
density of points on the manifold at ~χ, and C is an arbitrary additive constant. In the NPT
ensemble, F is identifiable as the Gibbs free energy.
As detailed in Refs. [31, 34], an attractive feature of the diffusion map is that under the
assumptions that the system can be well-described as a diffusion process on short time scales,
and that the pairwise similarity metric is a good measure of short-time molecular motions,
then the intrinsic manifold discovered by the diffusion map is dynamically interpretable in
the following sense: (i) Euclidean distances over the intrinsic manifold correspond to diffu-
sion distances in the high-dimensional configurational space, measuring the time required
for one configuration to dynamically evolve into another [32, 99], and (ii) the eigenvectors
spanning the intrinsic manifold are identifiable as the slow collective configurational mo-
tions governing the long-time evolution of the system to which the remaining fast degrees of
freedom are effectively slaved [32]. Accordingly, pathways traced over the intrinsic manifold
describe the evolution of the system in its slowest dynamical modes, revealing the microscopic
molecular mechanisms underpinning the system dynamics. The RMSD distance employed
in the present work is expected to satisfy both of these assumptions, conveying this dynamic
interpretability to our diffusion map embeddings and FESs (cf. Figs. 2.2, 2.3,2.7,2.9) [31, 34].
2.2.6 Visualization of diffusion map modes
A drawback of nonlinear dimensionality reduction approaches relative to linear techniques is
the absence of an explicit mapping between the input variables (e.g., the atomic coordinates)
and the variables parameterizing the low dimensional embeddings. This can make it chal-
lenging to identify a clear physical interpretation of the low-dimensional collective modes
[31, 34, 96]. Protocols exist to systematically search pools of candidate variables to find
combinations approximating the nonlinear collective modes [100, 101], but the complexity
of the identified combinations can themselves obscure physical interpretability. Indeed, the
very existence of a simple physical interpretation for the modes underlying a complex dy-
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namical process is not assured [31, 96]. In the current chapter, we present a modification of
a procedure detailed by Berry et al. [102] to visualize the collective modes discovered by the
diffusion map (i.e., the eigenvectors {~φl}k+1l=2 ) by extracting those configurations in the high-
dimensional ambient space that contribute strongly to a particular mode. This procedure
offers a transparent visual interpretation of the diffusion map modes in terms of dynamical
motions in the original configurational space, providing an interpretive bridge between the
high-dimensional space and the collective variables spanning the low-dimensional intrinsic
manifold.
Following Berry et al. [102], we form a projection of each of the top k non-trivial eigen-
vectors of the M matrix as,
~ql = D~φl, l = 2..(k + 1). (2.4)
Since the main diagonal of the D matrix is the stationary distribution of the random walk
over the data points [34], the {~ql}k+1l=2 constitute a scaling of the slow collective relaxations
over the data by the steady state Markov distribution. We collect the ensemble of R system
snapshots in the R-by-3N matrix X, the rows of which are the 3N -dimensional snapshots
{~xi}Ri=1. The matrix-vector product of the lth R-by-1 scaled diffusion map mode, ql, with
the R-by-3N snapshot matrix, X, is the sum of the R snapshots weighted by ql,
Γl = ~ql




The 3N -dimensional vector Γl is a configuration in the original Cartesian space constructed
as an average over the {~xi}Ri=1 snapshots comprising the ensemble, where each snapshot is
weighted by the corresponding element of the scaled diffusion map mode ql. Configurations
in the ensemble that vary strongly with the lth diffusion map mode contribute much to the
average, whereas those which are weakly associated with the mode contribute little [102].
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To better elucidate the dynamical motions associated with each diffusion map mode in
configurational space, we visualize the sum on the right hand side of Eqn. 2.5 by superpos-
ing the rotationally and translationally aligned configurations in the ensemble, {~xi}Ri=1 and
coloring each configuration, i, according to its weight in the sum given by the ith element
of ~ql. This representation provides an elegant means to clearly visualize the configurational
motions associated with the collective modes discovered by the diffusion map.
2.3 Results and Discussion
In this section, we first verify the use of the composite diffusion map and the visualization of
the diffusion map vectors on a reasonably simple example of the dynamics of an n-eicosane
chain under different environmental conditions, and we then employ the same approach
on the more poorly-understood question of the conformations taken on by antimicrobial
peptides in aqueous solution.
2.3.1 Thermodynamics and dynamical motions of n-eicosane as a
function of solvent and temperature
N -alkanes are ubiquitous in nature as constituents of natural gas and oil, in the chemical
and processing industries as fuels and lubricants, and in daily life as components of gasoline
and petroleum jelly [85, 103–105]. Their chemical simplicity enables relative ease in the
calculation and understanding of their structure and properties, but belies their rich confor-
mational and thermodynamic behaviors [34, 66, 106–108]. N -alkanes may be considered the
prototypical hydrophobic chain, and their structure and behavior in aqueous environments
is of interest in understanding the impact of the hydrophobic effect upon protein structure
and dynamics [34, 66, 109–114]. It is therefore of fundamental interest to characterize their
structure and conformational dynamics in water and the neat melt or crystal.
A large number of previous investigations have been performed to unravel the structural
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properties of n-alkanes. Sun et al. [113] analyzed the preferred equilibrium conformations of
n-octodecane in different environments, and several groups have conducted both theoretical
[34, 115, 116] and experimental [117] studies of the molecular weight at which n-alkanes
transition from an extended to a collapsed state in aqueous solvent. Athawale et al. [114]
broadly studied conformational transitions, while Jorgensen et al. focused on the stability
of conformations and structural conformations for n-butane [118], and Chakrabarty et al.
[106] did the same for n-alkanes of varying lengths. Mountain and Thirumalai studied the
mechanism of urea denaturation [111]. There have also been many studies of alkane aqueous
solubility [119, 120], hydrophobicity [112, 121–124], vapor-liquid equilibrium [125–130] and
hydration [131].
Previous studies have employed diffusion maps to characterize the folding of n-octane
(C8H18), n-hexadecane (C16H34), and n-tetracosane (C24H50), both in aqueous solution and
in the ideal gas at 298 K at 1 bar [34]. They identified a three-dimensional intrinsic manifold
spanned by collective variables that were well-correlated with the principal moments of the
n-alkane chain gyration tensor. In the present study, we both use this system as a testing
ground to prove our methodology and go beyond the previous work by using diffusion maps
to quantify the impact of temperature and solvent upon chain structure and dynamics.
2.3.1.1 Composite diffusion maps
We construct a composite diffusion map comprising the 6 × 15,001 = 90,006 snapshots
of the n-eicosane chain harvested from each of the six simulations (i.e., neat phase, aqueous
phase, and ideal gas at 298 K and 323 K). Using the approach in Ref. [67], we select the
bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel as ε = 1.83 × 103. To estimate the dimensionality of
the intrinsic manifold and therefore the effective dimensionality of the system, we employ
two independent approaches that have been profitably employed in previous studies [66, 96]:
the L-method of Salvador and Chan [132] and the plateau dimension of Sauer, Yorke, and
Casdagli [133]. First, we apply the L-method to identify in the eigenvalue spectrum in Fig.
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2.1(a) a spectral gap after λ4, implying an effective system dimensionality of (k = 3) and
suggesting that we construct diffusion map embeddings in (~φ2(i), ~φ3(i), ~φ4(i)). Second, we
compute the fractal dimension, dfrac, of the intrinsic manifold as a function of the number of
eigenvectors, k, in the diffusion map embedding [133, 134]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b), dfrac
saturates at the plateau dimension of dfrac ≈ 4.3, implying that the important dynamical
motions of the system are contained within a five-dimensional space and suggesting that we
construct (k = 5)-dimensional diffusion map embeddings. To be conservative, we adopt the
larger of the k values identified by these two approaches and construct the k = 5 dimensional
diffusion map embedding ~xi → (~φ2(i), ~φ3(i), ~φ4(i), ~φ5(i), ~φ6(i)).
Figure 2.1: Determination of the effective system dimensionality for the composite n-eicosane
system. (a) The eigenvalue spectrum of the composite diffusion map in which the trivial
λ1 = 1 eigenvalue has been omitted for viewing clarity. Application of the L-method to
the top 15 non-trivial eigenvalues identifies a spectral gap after λ4, suggesting an effective
dimensionality of the intrinsic manifold of k = 3. (b) The fractal dimension, dfrac, of the
intrinsic manifold as a function of the number of eigenvectors incorporated into the diffusion
map embedding plateaus at dfrac ≈ 4.3, suggesting that the intrinsic manifold is contained
within a (k = 5)-dimensional space.
The eigenvectors spanning the diffusion map embedding are orthogonal by construction,
but can exhibit functional dependencies wherein multiple eigenvectors describe the same
collective dynamical motion [34]. As has been previously observed, this is analogous to
multivariate Fourier series wherein sin(x) and sin(2x) are orthogonal Fourier components
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identifiable as different harmonics describing the same direction in Cartesian space [34].
Analysis of the five non-trivial eigenvectors reveals that ~φ2 and ~φ3 are functionally depen-
dent, defining an effectively one-dimensional manifold in their two-dimensional space (Fig.
A.1a). Following Ref. [34], we eliminate this redundancy by representing ~φ2 and ~φ3 by the
arclength, ~α23, of their one-dimensional manifold fitted by two piecewise continuous second
order polynomials. Further analysis revealed a second redundancy between ~φ4 and ~α23 that
we eliminated by representing these two variables by their arclength, ~α234, fitted by two
piecewise continuous third order polynomials (Fig. A.1b). We did not detect any further
functional dependencies in the top five eigenvectors. Ultimately, this procedure allowed us
to synthesize the three-dimensional diffusion map embedding ~xi → (~α234(i), ~φ5(i), ~φ6(i)).
In Fig. 2.2 we present the composite diffusion map embedding of all 90,006 snapshots
harvested from the six systems. Consistent with previous work by Ferguson et al. [34],
the three dimensions of the intrinsic manifold of n-eicosane (C20H42) are well-correlated
with the principal moments of the gyration tensor of the hydrocarbon chain, {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3},
physically interpretable as measures of the length of an instantaneous chain configuration
along its longest, next longest, and shortest axes [135]. These moments present a useful
interpretive “bridge” variable with which to help understand the collective configurational
motions of the chain across the manifold. We project onto the embedding representative
chain configurations visualized using VMD [136].
The first moment of the gyration tensor, ξ1, is well correlated with α234, indicating
that this dimension of the intrinsic manifold corresponds to global chain collapse from an
extended all-trans configuration to a hairpin or helix (Fig. 2.2a,b). The second moment,
ξ2, is correlated with φ6, corresponding to the position of a bend in the chain (Fig. 2.2c,d).
Finally, ξ3 is associated with φ5, describing the deviation of the chain configuration from
planarity towards helical configurations (Fig. 2.2e,f). The mirror symmetries apparent in
the manifold in φ5 (bend near the head and tail) and φ6 (right- and left-handed helices)
are a consequence of the inherent head-tail and mirror indistinguishability of the n-eicosane
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chain. The emergence of these symmetries in the intrinsic manifold provides a good internal
check that our simulations are sufficiently long to fully explore the thermally accessible
configurational space. We have verified that differences in the free energy surface across the
symmetry planes in both ~φ5 and ~φ6 are on the order of thermal noise, differing by ∼ kBT
(Fig. A.2).
In Fig. 2.2g,h, we color the snapshots according to which of the six simulations they were
drawn from – neat phase, aqueous solvent, or ideal gas at 298 K or 323 K. The partial overlap
in the configurational ensembles drawn from these different environments enables the synthe-
sis of a single unified diffusion map embedding, but it is clear that the imposition of different
solvent conditions and temperatures restricts the thermally accessible configurational space
to different regions of the intrinsic manifold. In Figs. A.4 and A.5, we present scatterplots
of the embedding of each individual simulation within the unified intrinsic manifold, and in
Figs. A.6, we present three-dimensional views of the composite scatterplot.
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Figure 2.2: Diffusion map embeddings into [α234, φ5, φ6] of the 90,006 snapshots harvested
from the six n-eicosane systems: the aqueous phase, the ideal gas phase, and the neat phase
at 323 K and 298 K. Panels (a), (c), (e) and (g) display the two-dimensional scatterplot
showing eigenvector φ5 versus the arclength α234 parametrizing the eigenvectors φ2, φ3, and
φ4, whereas panels (b), (d), (f), and (g) show the φ6 versus α234 scatterplot. Snapshots in
panels (a) and (b) are colored by the value of the first moment of the gyration tensor, ξ1, (c)
and (d) by the second moment, ξ2, (e) and (f) by the third moment, ξ3, and (g) and (h) by
the simulation from which the point was harvested. Representative snapshots are selected
for visualization to illustrate the progression of molecular configurations along the manifold.
A three-dimensional view of the embeddings is presented in Fig. A.4.
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2.3.1.2 Free energy surfaces
We present in Fig. 2.3 free energy surfaces for each n-eicosane system over the unified intrin-
sic manifold. In Fig. A.7, we present an alternative viewing angle that better illustrates the
two “wings” containing the helical chain configurations and, in Fig. A.2, the one-dimensional
projections of the free energy into α234, φ5, and φ6 with associated error bars. In effect, we
have constructed low-dimensional free energy landscapes for each single simulation in a com-
mon basis set derived from multiple simulations. From these landscapes, we can resolve the
regions of the manifold populated under different environmental conditions and quantify the
relative stability of various chain configurations. We note that the regions of the free energy
landscape too high in free energy to be explored by our unbiased molecular dynamics simu-
lations could be sampled using accelerated sampling techniques such as umbrella sampling
[137] or metadynamics [138] directly in the low-dimensional collective variables spanning the
intrinsic manifold [139].
We now proceed to make some remarks and analysis of the n-eicosane free energy surfaces
in Fig. 2.3, deferring a more detailed and comprehensive discussion to Appendix A. In the
ideal gas phase, the chain populates almost the entire volume of the intrinsic manifold at
both 298 K and 323 K (Figs. 2.3a and 2.3b). Upon immersion in water at 298 K (Fig. 2.3c),
the aqueous solvent causes the chain to populate only a subset of the manifold, producing
free energy profiles very similar to those we have previously reported for n-hexadecane and
n-tetracosane [140]. The topography of these landscapes is attributable to the hydrophobic
effect, which stabilizes compact chain configurations and induces a high wetting/dewetting
free energy barrier responsible for the “donut” topology that we have previously reported
[121, 140]. The influence of hydrophobicity is mitigated at higher temperature [141], reducing
the size of the donut hole at 323 K (Fig. 2.3d), and making the free energy landscape more
similar to that in the ideal gas. In the neat phase crystal at 298 K (Fig. 2.3e), chains
exist almost exclusively in the all-trans conformation, populating only a tiny fraction of the
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intrinsic manifold. In the neat liquid at 323 K (Fig. 2.3f), the chain explores a somewhat
greater diversity of configurations, but collapsed configurations remain strongly disfavored,
and, in the absence of the hydrophobic effect, the donut hole is absent.
2.3.1.3 Visualization of dynamical modes
The chemical simplicity of n-eicosane chains allows us to correlate the three dimensions of the
diffusion map embedding with the principal moments of the chain gyration tensor, rendering
physical interpretation of the intrinsic manifold relatively straightforward. Specifically, α234
is correlated with global chain collapse, φ5 with chain helicity, and φ6 with the position of a
bend in the chain [34]. To more systematically interpret the slow collective modes identified
by the diffusion map, we employ a procedure to expose in the original configurational space
the simulation snapshots contributing most to each mode (Section 2.2.6). This technique is
particularly valuable for more complex systems where physical bridge variables may not be
readily apparent.
In Fig. 2.4, we visualize the dynamical motions associated with α234, φ5, and φ6 for each
of the three systems – ideal gas, aqueous phase, and neat phase – at 298 K. In the ideal
gas and aqueous phase, the chain configurations that vary most strongly with α234 reveal
that motions over the intrinsic manifold in this direction correspond to the development of
a symmetric bend in the middle of a planar chain (Fig. 2.4a,d). In the neat phase crystal,
only elongated configurations are extracted (Fig. 2.4g), consistent with the existence of
crystalline n-eicosane chains in their all-trans state. Taken together, these visualizations
illustrate that the range of global symmetric folding motions sampled by the chain in the
aqueous phase and ideal gas are comparable, whereas they are massively restricted in the
neat phase. The motions in φ5 in the ideal gas and aqueous phase show this collective
mode to be associated with helical, out-of-plane twisting (Fig. 2.4b,e). This is precisely the
motion executed by the chain as it moves into the high and low φ5 wings of the intrinsic
manifold containing the helical coils (Figs. A.2b,e). The neat phase trajectory contains very
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few configurations that contribute with large positive or negative ql weights (Fig. 2.4h),
indicating the absence of out-of-plane twisting motions for chains in the crystal (cf. Fig.
A.2h). Finally, visualizations of φ6 in the ideal gas demonstrate that motions in this mode
are associated with migration of the position of the bend in the chain (Fig. 2.4c). These
motions correspond to the configurational evolution of the chain as it transits vertically
over the intrinsic manifold in Fig. 2.3a. The analogous visualization in the aqueous phase
(Fig. 2.4f) contains more significantly kinked configurations that vary more strongly with
φ6, as evinced by their larger ql weights. Hydrophobic destabilization of the symmetrically
kinked chain configurations residing in the donut hole of the free energy landscape (cf. Section
2.3.1.2) forces the chain to adopt more severely asymmetrically kinked configurations residing
in the exterior of the donut (Fig. 2.3c). The neat phase trajectory contains a small number of
asymmetrically kinked configurations that resonate with the φ6 mode (Fig. 2.4i), indicating
that even in the crystal phase the thermal energy of the chains enables the development of
small asymmetrically displaced kinks in the chain backbone.
Analogous visualizations for the systems at 323 K show the dynamical motions associated
with each collective variable in the aqueous phase and ideal gas to be very similar to those
at 298 K (Fig. A.3a-f), as might have been anticipated by the relatively small impact of
the elevated temperature upon the free energy landscapes of these two systems (Fig. A.2a-
f). A close inspection of the α234 mode in the aqueous phase (Fig. A.3d) reveals that the
population skews slightly towards more heavily folded configurations compared to that at
298 K (Fig. 2.4d), consistent with the elevated population of the donut hole of the free energy
landscape at elevated temperature. The phase change from crystal at 298 K to liquid at 323
K experienced by the neat system is associated with a massive increase in the populated
volume of the intrinsic manifold (Fig. 2.3e,f) and is manifested in these visualizations by a
concomitant increase in the diversity and ql weights of the extracted chain configurations
(Fig. A.3g-i).
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Figure 2.3: Free energy surfaces for each of the six n-eicosane systems constructed over the
intrinsic manifold in [α234, φ5, φ6] (Fig. 2.2). Determined up to an additive constant, the free
energy of the most populated bin for each system was arbitrarily shifted to βF = 1.5. Free
energy isosurfaces in each panel are plotted in increments of 0.8 kBT (i.e., βF = 1.5, 2.3,
3.1, . . . ) for n-eicosane in (a) ideal gas at 298 K, (b) ideal gas at 323 K, (c) aqueous solution
at 298 K, (d) aqueous solution at 323 K, (e) neat phase at 298 K, and (f) neat phase at 323
K. The viewing angle exposes the “donut” structure within the free energy surface in the
aqueous phase. Panel (e) includes an inset displaying a zoomed in view of the free-energy
surface of the neat phase at 298 K.
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Figure 2.4: Visualization of dynamical modes associated with the collective order parameters
α234, φ5, and φ6 spanning the unified intrinsic manifold for the n-eicosane systems at 298
K. Modes are visualized using the procedure detailed in Section 2.2.6 to identify for each
system the snapshots from the molecular simulation trajectory corresponding to the 500
most positive elements and 500 most negative elements of the ~ql vector. These configurations
vary most strongly with each of the collective order parameters, and therefore represent the
extremes of the configurational motions in the high-dimensional ambient space associated
with each mode. For clarity of viewing, we isolate only the 1000 most extreme configurations,
and present the snapshots as line drawings colored according to the associated ~ql weight.
The top row – panels (a-c) – corresponds to the ideal gas, the middle row – panels (d-f) – to
the aqueous phase, and the bottom row – panels (g-i) – to the neat phase. The left column
– panels (a,d,g) – corresponds to the collective order parameter α234, the middle column –
panels (b,e,h) – to φ5, and the right column – panels (c,f,i) – to φ6.
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In sum, the visualizations we have presented here provide a configurational interpretation
of the dynamical motions associated with α234, φ5, and φ6 in the high dimensional original
space. The interpretation of these modes is consistent with, but more richly detailed and
informative, than our previous correlation of these collective variables with the physical
“bridge” variables and offers a dynamical complement to the free energy landscapes to
illustrate the configurational motions executed by the chain. Importantly, this visualization
procedure does not require painstaking inspection of representative chain configurations,
nor tedious correlation with a pool of candidate “bridge” variables. Further, it does not
presuppose the existence of a correspondence of the nonlinear collective variables to a simple
physical order parameter since the visualization and interpretation are conducted within the
high dimensional ambient space in which the system resides.
2.3.2 Thermodynamics and dynamical motions of
polyglutamate-derivative peptide decamers as a function of
side chain length
Having demonstrated our approach for the relatively simple and well-understood n-eicosane
systems, we now employ composite diffusion maps to develop new insight into the more
complex and poorly understood role of side chain chemistry on peptide structure and dy-
namics [25]. The α-helix is one of the most common and ubiquitous secondary structure
elements in proteins [142] and has been exploited in numerous applications, including biolog-
ically active cell penetrating peptides capable of delivering molecular cargoes [143], non-toxic
amyloid fibrils [144], molecular sensors of membrane curvature [145], protein-based hydro-
gels [146], de novo designed peptides with specific enzymatic activity [147], and mediation of
protein-protein interactions [148]. Recently, Lu et al. engineered ultra-stable water-soluble
α-helical peptides composed of non-natural amino acid residues with elongated hydrophobic
side chains that bear a terminal positively charged amine group [25]. The terminal charges
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on the side chains maintained water solubility, while the stability of the α-helical confor-
mation relative to the random coil was correlated with the length of the hydrophobic side
chains. This trend was rationalized in terms of reduced electrostatic repulsion between the
terminal charges, but the impact of side chain length upon peptide structure and the rela-
tive interplay of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions remains poorly understood at a
molecular level. Inspired by that work, it is the goal of this chapter to employ molecular
simulations and composite diffusion maps to establish a quantitative bridge between side
chain length and peptide structure, unravel the molecular details of the observed trend in
helical stability, and develop insight into the stabilization mechanism. It is our anticipation
that these findings will develop new understanding of peptide stabilization by non-natural
amino acids and help to guide peptide engineering and design.
2.3.2.1 Composite diffusion maps and visualization of dynamical modes
We construct a composite diffusion map comprising the 6×14,001=84,006 snapshots of the
backbones of the five decameric homopeptides belonging to the family of non-natural polyglu-
tamate derivatives studied by Lu et al. [25] – poly(γ-(3-aminoethyl)-L-glutamate) (PAGG10),
poly(γ-(3-aminopropyl)-L-glutamate) (PAPG10), poly(γ-(4-aminobutyl)-L-glutamate) (PABG10),
poly(γ-(5-aminopentanyl)-L-glutamate) (PATG10), and poly(γ-(6-aminohexyl)-L-glutamate)
(PAHG10) – plus polylysine (PL10), as a control peptide known to exist as a random coil
with no helical content. The chemical structures of these peptides are illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
We selected the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel as ε = 4.98 × 10−2 using the approach
in Ref. [67]. Application of the L-method [132] to the diffusion map eigenvalue spectrum
illustrated in Fig. 2.6a identifies a knee defining a spectral gap after λ4, implying that we
construct (k = 3)-dimensional diffusion map embeddings. As illustrated in Fig. 2.6b, the
fractal dimension, dfrac, saturates at dfrac ≈ 5 for k > 8, indicating that the important
dynamical motions of the system are contained within an approximately five-dimensional
space. To be conservative, we construct the k = 5 dimensional diffusion map embedding
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Figure 2.5: Chemical structures of decamer homopeptides studied herein. (a) poly(γ-(3-
aminoethyl)-L-glutamate) (PAGG10) (b) poly(γ-(3-aminopropyl)-L-glutamate) (PAPG10),
(c) poly(γ-(4-aminobutyl)-L-glutamate) (PABG10), (d) poly(γ-(5-aminopentanyl)-L-
glutamate) (PATG10), (e) poly(γ-(6-aminohexyl)-L-glutamate) (PAHG10), and (f) polyly-
sine (PL10). Structures were produced using Marvin 14.7.7.0 (ChemAxon, 2014)
(http://www.chemaxon.com).
~xi → (~φ2(i), ~φ3(i), ~φ4(i), ~φ5(i), ~φ6(i)). We observed no functional dependencies within these
top five eigenvectors. We constructed diffusion maps by considering only the heavy backbone
atoms of the peptides that are identical between all six systems, thereby implicitly treating
the side chain chemistry as an external variable that influences the configurational ensemble
adopted by the peptide backbone. We quantify the impact of the side chain chemistry within
the low-dimensional projections synthesized by the composite diffusion map.
We present in Fig. 2.7 the composite diffusion map embedding of all 84,006 snapshots
drawn from the six peptide systems into the three leading eigenvectors {~φ2, ~φ3, ~φ4} together
with visualizations of the peptide backbone at selected representative snapshots. Projections
into {~φ2, ~φ5, ~φ6} are presented in Fig. A.8. Although the population over the composite
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Figure 2.6: Determination of the effective system dimensionality for the composite peptide
system. (a) The eigenvalue spectrum of the composite diffusion map in which the trivial
λ1 = 1 eigenvalue has been omitted for viewing clarity. Application of the L-method to
the top 15 non-trivial eigenvalues identifies a spectral gap after λ4, suggesting an effective
dimensionality of the intrinsic manifold of k = 3. (b) The fractal dimension, dfrac, of the
intrinsic manifold as a function of the number of eigenvectors incorporated into the diffusion
map embedding plateaus at dfrac ≈ 5, suggesting that the intrinsic manifold is contained
within a (k = 5)-dimensional space.
intrinsic manifold is bimodal, the diffusion map eigenvalue spectrum possesses a single unit
eigenvalue (Fig. 2.6a), indicating that the Markov matrix constructed over the data defines
a single unified diffusion process. This assures that although the embedding contains un-
populated regions, the eigenvectors spanning the manifold define a single, well-defined basis
set into which to project the simulation snapshots.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.7f, the larger cloud contains exclusively PL10 and PAGG10 molecules,
whereas the smaller cloud comprises the peptides PAPG10, PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10.
Adopting as a useful bridge variable the root mean squared deviation of the backbone from
an ideal α-helix, RMSDhelix, Fig. 2.7a reveals the smaller cloud to contain highly helical
peptide configurations, with RMSDhelix < 0.22 nm from the idealized helix, whereas the
larger cloud contains random coils with RMSDhelix > 0.24 nm. The composite diffusion map
has clearly partitioned the six peptides into two classes: random coils (PL10 and PAGG10)
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and α-helices (PAPG10, PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10). That there is no overlap in the
embedding of PAGG10 with those of the peptides possessing longer side chains indicates
that there are no peptide backbone conformations shared between the former and the latter
ensembles and that it would take a long time to transform from a conformation in the former
ensemble to one in the latter ensemble. The discrete transition from a random coil state
for PAGG10 possessing a side chain of length 7 covalent bonds (Fig. 2.5a), to an α-helical
state for PAPG10 possessing a side chain of length 8 covalent bonds (Fig. 2.5b) reveals the
existence of a critical side chain length beyond which the peptide folds into an α-helix.
The diffusion map identified five collective modes governing the long-time dynamical
motions of the peptide family. The leading eigenvector, φ2, is the primary variable discrim-
inating between the two clouds, with the smaller, α-helical cloud existing at values of φ2
< 3.9×10−5 and the larger, random coil cloud at φ2 > 8.9×10−4. The collective dynamical
motions associated with this variable govern the existence of the peptide backbone in one
or other of these two conformational states, and – as the leading eigenvector in the embed-
ding – proceed on the slowest time scales. As illustrated in Fig. 2.7c, the first moment of
the gyration tensor, ξ1, is strongly correlated with φ2 (ρPearson=0.81, p < 0.001 (two-tailed
Student’s t-test)), with shorter lengths of the peptide along its longest axis corresponding
to more tightly folded α-helical configurations. Deeper insight into the character of this
dynamical mode is furnished by the visualization procedure detailed in Section 2.2.6. For
the helical peptides, PAPG10, PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10, the backbone configurations
that resonate most strongly with φ2 bound a narrow, structurally homogeneous range (Fig.
2.8c-f). Consistent with the narrow span of the small α-helical cloud in φ2, this indicates
that there is very little dynamical motion of the helical peptides at equilibrium along this
collective variable. In the case of the random coil peptides, PL10 and PAGG10, there is a
much greater diversity in the configurational ensemble that resonates with φ2 (Fig. 2.8a-b).
The dynamical motions of PAGG10 correspond to the collapse from an extended, asymmet-
rically kinked to a collapsed, symmetrically kinked random coil. PL10, on the other hand,
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executes motions taking it from extended configurations to those possessing some degree of
backbone helicity, reminiscent of the early stages of folding into a helical conformation. The
degree of helicity, however, remains weak with RMSDhelix > 0.24 nm, and is insufficient to
bridge the gap separating the larger, random coil cloud to the smaller, α-helical cloud.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.7b, φ4 is quite strongly correlated with the effective helical ra-
dius, rhelix, computed as the mean radial distance of the two-dimensional projection of the
backbone Cα atom coordinates along the axis of the helix (ρPearson=0.64, p < 0.001). For all
peptides considered, our visualization procedure showed this collective mode to be associ-
ated with tightening of helix-like configurations to possess a smaller effective helical radius
(Fig. 2.8m-r).
We were unable to identify any physical bridge variables strongly correlated with φ3, φ5,
or φ6, but our visualization procedure clearly illuminates the collective backbone motions
associated with these modes. As illustrated in Fig. 2.7d, φ3 is weakly correlated with ξ2
(ρPearson=0.37, p < 0.001). Visualization of the dynamical modes reveals very little config-
urational diversity along the φ3 axis for the peptides residing in the α-helical cloud (Fig.
2.8i-l), consistent with the small width of the cloud in this dimension. In the case of the
random coil peptides, PL10 and PAGG10, this mode appears to correspond to the adoption
of kinked β-hairpin-like configurations (Fig. 2.8g-h). Visualization of φ5 and φ6 reveals that
the helical peptides again show very little configurational diversity in these modes (Fig. A.9c-
f,i-l), as might have been anticipated from the compact nature of the helical point cloud in
these dimensions (Fig. A.8). In the case of the two random coils, however, our visualizations
indicate that motions in φ5 and φ6 correspond to planar folding (Fig. A.9a,b) and helical
twisting (Fig. A.9g,h) of the peptide backbone.
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Figure 2.7: Diffusion map embeddings into [φ2, φ3, φ4] of the 84,006 snapshots harvested
from the six peptides: PL10, PAGG10, PAPG10, PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10. Snapshots
are colored by (a) the root mean squared deviation of the backbone from an ideal α-helix,
RMSDhelix, (b) the effective helical radius, rhelix, computed as the mean radial distance of the
two-dimensional projection of the backbone Cα atom coordinates along the axis of the helix
(ridealhelix = 0.23 nm), (c) the first moment of the gyration tensor, ξ1, computed over the heavy
backbone atoms of the peptide, (d) the second moment of the gyration tensor, ξ2, (e) the third
moment of the gyration tensor, ξ3, and (f) by the peptide identity. Representative snapshots
are selected for visualization to illustrate the progression of molecular configurations along
the manifold.
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Figure 2.8: Visualization of dynamical modes associated with the collective order parameters
φ2, φ3, and φ4 spanning the unified intrinsic manifold for the polypeptide systems. Modes
are visualized in the manner described in the caption to Fig. 2.4. The first column – panels
(a-f) – corresponds to the collective order parameter φ2, the middle column – panels (g-l)
– to φ3, and the third column – panels (m-r) – to φ4. The first row – panels (a,g,m) –
corresponds to PL10, the second row – panels (b,h,n) – to PAGG10, the third row – panels
(c,i,o) – to PAPG10, the fourth row – panels (d,j,p) – to PABG10, the fifth row – panels
(e,k,q) – to PATG10, and the final row – panels (f,l,r) to PAHG10.
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2.3.2.2 Free energy surfaces
We present in Fig. 2.9 the free energy surfaces in {~φ2, ~φ3, ~φ4} for each peptide over the
unified intrinsic manifold. The free energy landscapes are dynamically interpretable in the
sense that pathways over the free energy landscape correspond to the evolution of the system
in its slow collective modes (cf. Sec. 2.2.5). Analogous free energy surfaces in {~φ2, ~φ5, ~φ6} are






error bars in Fig. A.11.
The single molecule free energy landscapes for the two random coils – PL10 and PAGG10 –
span a large volume of the intrinsic manifold and contain a diverse ensemble of configurations
lying close in free energy (Fig. 2.9a-b, Fig. A.10 (Cont.)a-b). The free energy structure
within these landscapes indicates that the peptides do not exist as truly “random” coils,
but preferentially adopt particular weakly-structured conformations [149]. PL10 exhibits a
single, large free energy well in this projection, with the global free energy minimum at (φ2 =
0.008, φ3 = −0.004, φ4 = 0.002) containing extended conformations. In contrast, PAGG10
possesses a deep global free energy minimum at (φ2 = 0.002, φ3 = 0.005, φ4 = −0.003),
containing hairpin-like configurations that are bent out-of-plane and a metastable basin at
(φ2 = 0.006, φ3 = 0.01, φ4 = 0.005) corresponding to planar hairpins. A comparison of
the structure of these two landscapes suggests that the shorter side chains of PL10 (Fig.
2.5f) cause the peptide backbone to favor more extended configurations, whereas the longer
side chains of PAGG10 (Fig. 2.5a) are sufficiently long to stabilize β-hairpin-like collapsed
structures, but not α-helices. The free energy landscapes in Fig. A.10 (Cont.)a,b resolve the
weakly-structured configurations in φ5 and φ6.
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Figure 2.9: Free energy surfaces for each of the six polypeptide systems constructed over the
intrinsic manifold in [φ2, φ3, φ4] (Fig. 2.7). Determined up to an additive constant, the free
energy of the most populated bin for each system was arbitrarily shifted to βF = 4.0. Free
energy isosurfaces in each panel are plotted in increments of 0.5 kBT (i.e., βF = 4.0, 4.5,
5.0, . . . ) for (a) PL10, (b) PAGG10, (c) PAPG10, (d) PABG10, (e) PATG10, and (f) PAHG10.
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In contrast to the random coils, the free energy landscapes for the four helix forming pep-
tides – PAPG10, PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10 – occupy only a very small fraction of the
intrinsic manifold, existing as highly localized single-welled free energy funnels containing
structurally homogenous conformations (Fig. 2.9c-f, Fig. A.10 (Cont.)c-f). With increasing
chain length (cf. Fig. 2.5b-e), the free energy minimum progresses downwards in φ4, corre-
sponding to the adoption of increasingly idealized α-helical conformations (Fig. 2.7a,b). Of
these four peptides, PAPG10 possesses the shortest side chains, and the global minimum of
its free energy landscape is centered on an α-helix with RMSDhelix = 0.15 nm and rhelix =
0.26 nm. Its free energy landscape is somewhat more extended than those of the other three
peptides, indicative of a greater conformational diversity and a less tightly folded and labile
helix. With increasingly elongated side chains, PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10 possess more
compact free energy landscapes centered on helices with RMSDhelix = 0.019, 0.016, and 0.015
nm, respectively, and all of which possess rhelix = 0.23 nm. The very low RMSDhelix values,
together with the close approach of the effective helical radius to that of an ideal helix (ridealhelix
= 0.23 nm), indicates that the side chain chemistry of these three peptides has caused the
backbone to adopt very tight, nearly ideal helical conformations.
2.3.2.3 Mechanism of α-helix stabilization by polyglutamate-derivative side
chains
In experimental studies of PAPG57, PATG50, and PAHG57, Lu et al. found that the stability
of the α-helix relative to the random coil was correlated with side chain length [25]. These
researchers attributed this trend to a decrease in the electrostatic repulsion between the
terminal charges, permitting the intrinsically hydrophobic side chains to condense around the
peptide backbone and stabilize collapsed helical conformations. We test this hypothesis by
first reporting trends in measures of helicity as a function of side chain length (Fig. 2.10a-d),
and then analyzing the structure of the peptide backbone, side chains, and solvent molecules
to ascertain the molecular mechanism by which elongation of polyglutamate-derivative side
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chains favors α-helicity (Fig. 2.10e-g).
In Fig. 2.10a, we report the root mean squared deviation of the backbone from an ideal
α-helix, RMSDhelix. PL10 and PAGG10 exist as random coils, PAPG10 is partially helical,
and PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10 adopt essentially ideal helix configurations. The effec-
tive helical radius, rhelix, and helical twist, γhelix, presented in Fig. 2.10b,c, show the same
trend, with the radii and twists of PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10 close to those of an ideal
α-helix, ridealhelix = 0.23 nm and γ
ideal
helix = 100
◦, while PAPG10 forms a somewhat looser helix
with rhelix = 0.27 nm and γhelix = 85
◦. rhelix is defined as the radial distance of the two-
dimensional projection of the backbone Cα coordinates along the helical axis, and γhelix is the
angle between residues in this projection. The application of these statistics to the PL10 and
PAGG10 random coils that do not exist as α-helices is, therefore, somewhat uninterpretable.
The mean per residue molar ellipticity of the peptides at 222 nm, [θ]222 nm, was calculated
using DichroCalc to compute circular dichroism spectra from the peptide trajectories (http:
//comp.chem.nottingham.ac.uk/cgi-bin/dichrocalc/bin/getparams.cgi) [150]. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.10d, our calculated values of [θ]222 nm are in qualitative agreement with
those reported by Lu et al. [25], showing a clear trend of increasing α-helicity (decreasing
molar ellipticity) with side chain length. Part of the quantitative discrepancy is certainly
attributable to the much longer peptides studied experimentally, 50 and 57-mers, compared
to the 10-mers simulated herein.
The trends in RMSDhelix, rhelix, γhelix, and [θ]222 nm computed from our simulations are
in good agreement with the findings of Lu et al. that increasing side chain length stabilizes
α-helical configurations [25]. While there is clearly a large change in helical content between
PAGG10 and PAPG10 along all three of these metrics, it is not possible to ascertain from these
simple scalar measurements whether the coil to helix transition is continuous or discrete. Our
composite diffusion map embeddings (cf. Fig. 2.7) show this unequivocally to be a discrete
transition and reveal the existence of a critical side chain length. Specifically, elongating the
side chain by a single C–C bond from 7 to 8 covalent bonds (i.e., PAGG10 to PAPG10) causes
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Figure 2.10: Equilibrium structural metrics for the polyglutamate-derivative peptides, and
the polylysine control (cf. Fig. 2.5). Data points are plotted as red circles corresponding to
the mean value computed over 28 ns molecular dynamics production runs, and error bars
correspond to the associated standard error estimated by n=5 block averaging. (a) The
root mean squared deviation of the backbone from an ideal α-helix, RMSDhelix. (b) The
effective helical radius, rhelix, computed as the mean radial distance of the two-dimensional
projection of the backbone Cα atom coordinates along the axis of the helix (r
ideal
helix = 0.23
nm). (c) The twist angle of the helix, γhelix, defined as the angle between residues projected
along the axis of the helix (γidealhelix = 100
◦). (d) The mean per residue molar ellipticity at 222
nm, [θ]222 nm (red circles) and the experimental measurements for PAPG57, PATG50, and
PAHG57 reported by Lu et al. in Fig. 3a of Ref. [25] (black squares). (e) The mean distance
between the charged termini of the side chains averaged over all (10×9)/2=45 distinct pairs,
dterm. (f) The mean distance of the side chain center of mass from the peptide center of mass
averaged over all ten side chains, dsidechain. (g) The radial distribution function between the
peptide backbone center of mass and the solvent O atoms, rdfCOM−O. Non-zero values of
rdfCOM−O(r = 0 nm) for the two random coils, PL10 and PAGG10, arise from the center of
mass of loose peptide hairpins coinciding with solvent molecules between the peptide arms.
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Figure 2.11: Representative snapshots of the equilibrium configuration of each
polyglutamate-derivative peptide and the polylysine control. The peptide backbone is il-
lustrated by a blue ribbon and the heavy atoms of each of the ten side chains with different
colored van der Waals spheres.
a qualitative shift in the conformational ensemble from one closely resembling the random
coil configurations of PL10, to one which overlaps with the manifestly helical conformations
of PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10. Heartened by the good experimental agreement of our
simulation results, we now proceed to probe the molecular mechanisms underlying this trend.
In Fig. 2.10e, we report the mean distance between the charged termini of the side chains,
dterm, as a function of side chain length. Within the standard error, dterm is approximately
constant for PL10, PAGG10, and PAPG10, before monotonically increasing between PAPG10
and PAHG10. This trend suggests a critical level of electrostatic repulsion between the
positively charged side chain termini beyond which a compact helical configuration cannot be
sustained. PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10 all exist as nearly ideal α-helices, with increasing
side chain length resulting in increasing separation of the charged termini and reduction of
electrostatic repulsion. The value of dterm for PAPG10 lies on the same trend line as that of
its longer cousins, but its markedly reduced helical content (cf. Fig. 2.10a-d) suggests that
at dterm ≈ 1.5 nm, the electrostatic repulsion has reached a tipping point and has become
sufficiently strong to destabilize the compact helix. Indeed, decreasing the side chain length
to that of PAGG10 or PL10 is accompanied by disruption of the helical structure in order
to maintain dterm ≈ 1.5 nm. Representative snapshots of the equilibrium structure of each
peptide in Fig. 2.11 provide visual corroboration of this trend. These findings support the
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Figure 2.12: Equilibrium structural metrics for modified PATG10 peptides possessing artifi-
cially elevated partial charges on the atoms constituting the side chain terminal amine group.
(a) The root mean squared deviation of the backbone from an ideal α-helix, RMSDhelix. (b)
The effective helical radius, rhelix.
hypothesis of Lu et al. [25] that increasing side chain length mitigates electrostatic repulsion
and stabilizes helix formation, and the hypothesis of this chapter that there exists a critical
chain length at which the electrostatic repulsion becomes too strong to sustain an α-helix.
In Fig. 2.10f, we plot the mean distance from the peptide center of mass to the side chain
center of mass, dsidechain. Adding a single C–C bond of length 0.153 nm to the PAGG10
random coil increases the distal protrusion of the side chain center of mass by 0.090 nm, or
about 59% of the covalent bond length. For α-helices – PAPG10, PABG10, PATG10, and
PAHG10 – side chain elongation increases dsidechain by less than 0.025 nm per C–C bond, or
approximately 16% of the bond length. This relatively gradual increase in dsidechain for the
helical peptides is in contrast to the steeper trend in dterm of about 0.088 nm per C–C bond
(Fig. 2.10e). The emergent physical picture is one in which the hydrophobic effect drives the
side chains to adopt compact configurations wrapped closely around the peptide backbone
to minimize disruption of the solvent hydrogen bonding network [141] and to do so in such
a manner as to mitigate electrostatic repulsion between the positively charged termini. (cf.
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Figure 2.13: Equilibrium structural metrics for modified PATG10 peptides with side chain
hydrophilicity artificially elevated by increasing the dipole moment of the terminal six C–H
bonds on each side chain. (a) The root mean squared deviation of the backbone from an
ideal α-helix, RMSDhelix. (b) The effective helical radius, rhelix.
Fig. 2.11).
In Fig. 2.10g we report the radial distribution functions between the peptide backbone
center of mass and the solvent O atoms, rdfCOM−O. The coil to helix transition mediated
by increasing the side chain length from 7 (PAGG10) to 8 (PAPG10) covalent bonds is
accompanied by a marked reduction in solvent occupancy below 0.5 nm, corresponding to
exclusion of the solvent from the peptide core. Further elongation of the side chains has
relatively minor impact upon the rdfCOM−O profile, corroborating the physical picture in
which elongation of the side chains for helical peptides results primarily in increased wrapping
of the hydrophobic side chains around the peptide backbone with relatively little impact on
the surrounding solvent (cf. Fig. 2.10g). These findings substantiate the hydrophobically-
driven stabilization mechanism of the α-helix, wherein the hydrophobic effect drives the
side chains to shroud the peptide backbone from the solvent, permitting the formation of
hydrogen bonds between the backbone C––O and N–H within the spiral of an α-helix. Such
side chain-wrapped configurations are apparently inaccessible for side chains shorter than
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9 covalent bonds due to disruption of the helix by electrostatic repulsion between the side
chain termini (Fig. 2.10e).
To further test the hypothesis of Lu et al. that helical stability is governed by both
electrostatic repulsion between the side chain termini and overall hydrophobicity of the
side chains, we performed additional simulations of two peptide families constructed by
(nonphysical) modifications of the PATG10 molecule. To elucidate the effects of the charges
on the end termini, we artificially increased the partial charges on the atoms constituting
the terminal amine group on each PATG10 side chain to 110%, 120%, 130%, 140%, 150%
and 180% of their natural values. Charge neutrality was maintained by a commensurate
increase in the number of Cl– counter ions. We illustrate in Fig. 2.12 the response of
RMSDhelix and rhelix to the elevated charge, from which it is apparent that there exists
a critical level of electrostatic repulsion above which the α-helix is destabilized. This is
consistent with experimental findings that elevated surface charge density is correlated with
reduced helical stability [25, 151]. To assess the impact of side chain hydrophilicity, we
artificially elevated it by increasing the partial charges on the three CH2 groups at the end
of each PATG10 side chain by 125%, 150%, 175%, 190% and 200%. This effect of this
operation is to increase the dipole moment of the terminal six C–H bonds, leaving the total
system charge unchanged. As illustrated in Fig. 2.13, there also exists a critical value of
side chain hydrophilicity, above which the hydrophobic effect becomes too weak to stabilize
the helix. In sum, this mechanistic picture provides theoretical, molecular-level support for
the experimental findings of Lu et al. that side chain hydrophobicity is critical for helix
stabilization [25].
2.4 Conclusions
We have conducted molecular simulations of n-eicosane chains under different solvent envi-
ronments and temperatures, and of a family of non-natural polyglutamate-derivative pep-
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tides with different side chain chemistries. By applying diffusion maps to the aggregated
conformational ensemble of each of these two systems, we synthesized low-dimensional non-
linear embeddings to expose the impact of environmental conditions and molecular chemistry
upon the single molecule free energy landscape through the impact of these parameters upon
single molecule behavior – thermally accessible conformations, structural stability, dynamical
pathways. Furthermore, these embeddings unveil the collective motions governing the slow
dynamical modes of the molecule and, by extension, its long-time conformational dynamics.
This therefore provides a means to understand and inform the engineering of desirable single
molecule structure and behavior by manipulating molecular chemistry and environmental
conditions, as we show in particular by artificially modifying aspects of the PAXG side chain
chemistry (cf. Sec. 2.3.2.3).
In our study of n-eicosane chains in the ideal gas, aqueous solution, and neat phase at
298 K and 323 K, composite diffusion maps reveal the sub-regions of a three-dimensional
intrinsic manifold populated by the chain under the various conditions. We find – with the
exception of the crystalline solid – remarkably similar free energy landscapes and collective
molecular motions for the chains under all conditions studied. Consistent with previous
work, we find that the intrinsic dynamical motions of an isolated chain in the ideal gas are
largely preserved upon immersion into aqueous solution, with relatively small perturbations
of the ideal gas free energy landscape due to the influence of the water [34]. We also
show that the dynamical motions in the hydrocarbon liquid are surprisingly similar to those
in the ideal gas, although collapsed chain configurations are significantly less stable. In
contrast, the thermally accessible conformational ensemble available to the chains in the
hydrocarbon crystal is much more limited, populating only a small fraction of the complete
intrinsic manifold localized around the fully extended all-trans conformation. Visualization
of the dynamical modes associated with each dimension of the low-dimensional manifold
extracted by diffusion maps facilitates interpretation of the collective dynamical motions
associated with each mode without relying on the a priori availability of good physical
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“bridge” variables with which to correlate the low-dimensional collective order parameters.
In sum, the low-dimensional free energy landscapes revealed by composite diffusion maps
provide molecular insight into the equilibrium structure and dynamical motions of the n-
eicosane chain and quantify the influence of temperature and solvent conditions upon single-
molecule behavior. It would be of interest to explore the impact of additional environmental
conditions (e.g., pressure, concentration, flow) upon the behavior of hydrocarbon chains of
different architectures and chemistries, as these findings may have implications for the design
of “switchable” polymers possessing the ability to rapidly change their molecular structure
and function in response to an environmental trigger.
In an application of composite diffusion maps to a family of polyglutamate-derivative
decamers, our approach discovered a five-dimensional intrinsic manifold containing the prin-
cipal dynamical motions of the peptide family. Consistent with the experimental results
of Lu et al. [25], we found increasing stabilization of the α-helix with increasing side chain
length. We also discovered the existence of a critical side chain length of 8 covalent bonds
at which the peptide transitions from a random coil – PAGG10 (7 covalent bonds) – to an
α-helix – PAPG10 (8), PABG10 (9), PATG10 (10), and PAHG10 (11) – corresponding to a
global structural change mediated by elongation of the side chain by a single C–C bond.
Visualization of the dynamical modes of each peptide revealed a very restricted configura-
tional range for the α-helices, moving along an essentially one-dimensional manifold limited
to tightening and loosening of the helix. In contrast, the random coils explored a much
richer and more diverse configurational space and preferentially occupied particular weakly
structured conformational states. Analysis of the molecular mechanisms underpinning this
trend provides molecular-level support for the hypothesis of Lu et al. that reducing electro-
static repulsion between the charged side chain termini, coupled with intrinsic side chain
hydrophobicity, drives the stabilization of helical configurations with increasing side chain
length [25]. Specifically, we identify a critical level of side chain electrostatic repulsion at
the critical side chain length of 8 covalent bonds (PAPG10). Shorter side chains result in
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elevated repulsion that is alleviated by disruption of the back bone helicity to facilitate
greater separation of the charged termini. Longer side chains mitigate this repulsion, facili-
tating hydrophobicity-induced condensation of the chains around the peptide backbone in a
manner that maintains separation between the charged termini. Shrouded from the solvent
by the hydrophobic side chains, the hydrogen bond donors and acceptors in the peptide
backbone satisfy their electrostatic attractions by pairing up within an α-helix. This critical
level of electrostatic repulsion underpins the discrete helix-coil transition unveiled by our
composite diffusion maps and suggests a new principle for the rational design of marginally
stable helices. In sum, we have provided theoretical corroboration of the helical stabilization
hypothesis of Lu et al. [25], revealed the molecular mechanisms underpinning this trend, and
identified a critical polyglutamate-derivative side chain length underpinning the helix-coil
transition. In future work, we will explore how these trends change for longer polypeptides,
longer side chains, and different side chain chemistries. An improved understanding of the
basic physical principles underpinning these trends enables new paradigms for the rational




Provides Understanding of Assembly
of Peptides with Optoelectronic
Properties
3.1 Introduction
As the understanding of biological molecules and techniques to synthesize new materials
continues to improve, there is growing interest in “designer” nanomaterials: organic mate-
rials that can be tuned at a microscopic level to produce desirable macroscopic properties.
Proteins and polymers that display triggerable self-assembly into supramolecular aggregates
have proven to be valuable components in the fabrication of such nanomaterials [152] with
a wide range of potential applications including drug delivery, tissue regeneration [153–155],
and biomineralization scaffolds for tooth and bone growth [156, 157]. Furthermore, “smart”
self-assembling peptide-based materials have found multifarious applications in biosensing
due to their ability to respond to diverse stimuli including pH, temperature, metal ion con-
centration, enzymatic activity, and light bombardment [42]. In other cases, such external
stimuli have been used to tune the properties of the resultant aggregates for specific appli-
cations in materials design [43], biomedical diagnostics [158], and bioelectronics [44].
Self-assembling π-conjugated peptides are easily synthesizable, water soluble, and bio-
compatible. Their optoelectronic functionality – due to overlap and delocalization of the π
orbitals within the supramolecular aggregates [35] – makes them well suited for bioelectronic
applications such as organic field-effect transistors, light-emitting diodes, and photovoltaic
Reprinted in part with permission from Mansbach, R.A.; Ferguson, A. L. Coarse-grained molecular
simulation of the hierarchical self-assembly of π-conjugated optoelectronic peptides. The Journal of Physical
Chemistry B 2017, 1684–1706 [20]. Copyright 2017 ACS Publications. [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/
10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b10165]
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cells [36–38, 50, 159]. They also display promising tunability, with assembly behavior and
emergent photophysical and electronic properties of the aggregates controllable by manip-
ulation of the chemistry of the conjugated cores and side chain moieties and the prevailing
environmental conditions [37].
The DXXX-Π-XXXD family is a class of self-assembling peptides with aromatic cores
and tunable optoelectronic properties that exhibits pH-triggerable assembly [49–52, 160].
The DXXX refers to the amino acid sequence of the flanking tetrapeptide wings containing
distal Asp residues that provide the pH trigger for assembly, and the Π to the identity of the
π-conjugated insert serving as the molecular core. At high pH (pH > 7), the two carboxyl
groups in each Asp residue are deprotonated, endowing each molecule with a net charge of
(-4e) that restricts aggregation to small oligomers and prohibits large-scale assembly due to
repulsive electrostatic interactions. At low pH (pH < 1), the Asp residues protonate, which
eliminates this electrostatic repulsion, and the peptides self-assemble into large pseudo-1D
aggregates. Experimentally, it has been shown that environmental factors, such as the
presence of external flow and the rapidity at which the pH is dropped, affect the morphology
and optoelectronic properties of the terminal peptide aggregates [52, 53].
In this chapter, we focus on the symmetric Asp-Phe-Ala-Gly-OPV3-Gly-Ala-Phe-Asp
(DFAG-OPV3-GAFD) oligopeptide containing an OPV3 (distyrylbenzene) π-conjugated
core (Fig. 3.1a). Previous theoretical and computational work on DFAG-OPV3-GAFD as-
sembly has included simulations of dimer aggregation and dimerization potentials of mean
force [50], simulation and characterization of the morphology of preformed one-dimensional
nanostructures of tens of monomers [51], and the characterization of the early stages of as-
sembly up to tens of nanoseconds using implicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations and
a Markov state model [160]. These works shed valuable light on both the kinetics of early-
stage assembly and the effects of chemistry on the morphology of preformed aggregates. No
studies to date have directly simulated the assembly of aggregates containing more than ∼10
oligopeptides, and it is of interest to probe longer time and length scales to determine the
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morphology and dynamics of assembly beyond the small scales of these events.
Figure 3.1: Atomistic and coarse-grained representations of the Asp-Phe-Ala-Gly-OPV3-
Gly-Ala-Phe-Asp (DFAG-OPV3-GAFD) π-conjugated oligopeptide. It should be noted that
the peptide referred to as DFAG-OPV3-GAFD in this thesis is a mirror-symmetric peptide
with two C termini, as first described in Wall and Tovar [49]. (a) Chemical structure of
DFAG-OPV3-GAFD, produced using Marvin 15.12.7.0 (ChemAxon, 2015) (http://www.
chemaxon.com). Under high pH conditions (pH & 7), the distal aspartic acid residues are
doubly negatively charged, prohibiting large-scale assembly due to electrostatic repulsion;
at low pH (pH . 1), protonation of the terminal residues leads to large-scale aggregation of
the electrically neutral molecules [51]. (b) Mapping of the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD oligopeptide
from an all atom representation to a coarse-grained representation under the Martini model
[55, 161]. Colored circles represent different coarse-grained beads formed by lumping of
atoms. Detailed descriptions of the Martini beads may be found in Monticelli et al. [161].
(c) Coarse-grained topology of the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD oligopeptide, with bonds and bead
numbering scheme, implemented in the coarse-grained adaptation of the Martini force field
that we explicitly reparameterize against all-atom calculations. Full details of the force field
are provided in Appendix B and Appendix F.
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In this chapter, we construct a coarse-grained molecular model explicitly parameterized
against all-atom calculations that enables us to perform molecular dynamics simulations
of the assembly of hundreds of monomers over hundreds of nanoseconds. The structure of
this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, we describe our development of a coarse-grained
DFAG-OPV3-GAFD model from all-atom calculations and our use of this model to perform
coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations. In Section 3.3, we report the results of our
coarse-grained simulations, characterize the morphology of the self-assembly pathway, and
extract microscopic rate constants to parameterize a Smoluchowksi coagulation model of the
non-equilibrium dynamics of peptide assembly. In Section 3.4, we present our conclusions
and outlook for future work.
3.2 Theoretical Methods
In this section, we report the development of a coarse-grained model explicitly parame-
terized against all-atom calculations, describe the simulation of hundreds of coarse-grained
monomers over hundreds of nanoseconds at different concentrations, and define structural
measures used to characterize cluster morphology.
3.2.1 All-atom and coarse-grained simulations
All-atom simulations are conducted in the manner described in Sec. 2.2.1. Electrostatic
interactions are treated using Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) with a real-space cutoff of 1.2
nm [82] and all simulations are performed at 298 K. Coarse-grained simulations based on
the Martini force field [55, 161] are conducted with the following differences. All simulations
are performed at 298 K. A velocity rescaling thermostat [162] is employed rather than a
Nosé-Hoover one [79]. A 5 fs time step is employed for the numerical integration of the
equations of motion. The cut-off of the Lennard-Jones interactions is set to 1.1 nm, after
which the interactions were smoothly shifted to zero. Electrostatic interactions are treated
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using the reaction field method with εrf =∞ and εr = 2.5 for simulations employing Martini
polarizable water [163] and with εr = 15 for simulations employing Martini non-polarizable
water [54].
3.2.2 Development of a coarse-grained model through atomistic
and coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations
Molecular dynamics simulations provide a means to link the chemical details of self-assembling
peptides to the emergent structural and functional properties of self-assembled aggregates,
providing a route to molecular-level mechanistic understanding and rational materials de-
sign [152]. All-atom simulations of hundreds of thousands of atoms over microsecond time
scales are computationally challenging. Coarse-grained or multiphysics models reduce the
number of degrees of freedom, providing the efficiency gains necessary to access the time and
length scales required to robustly observe assembly [18, 164, 165]. Coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulations, in which groups of atoms are lumped together into single beads, have
been employed to elucidate the structural and functional properties of large systems, in-
cluding proteins [166, 167], DNA [168], lipids and lipid membranes [164], and even bacterial
flagella [169].
In this work, we develop a coarse-grained potential based on the Martini potential
[55, 161], which is a popular coarse-grained model [170] of proteins [55, 171], lipids [172],
and carbohydrates [173] that has been profitably employed to study peptide self-assembly
[174, 175]. The Martini force field is computationally efficient, transferable, and explicitly
distinguishes between the 20 natural amino acid side chains [161, 176], providing a good
balance between computational efficiency and chemical realism that permits us to explic-
itly link oligopeptide sequence to emergent assembly behavior. As we describe below, we
construct coarse-grained Martini models for the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD oligopeptide and then
recalibrate the Martini parameters against all-atom simulation data to develop a coarse-
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grained force field offering ∼25× speedups over all-atom calculations. The approach we
present offers a systematic means to develop efficient and accurate bespoke coarse-grained
potentials explicitly incorporating atomistic information.
3.2.2.1 All-atom molecular dynamics simulations for coarse-grained model
parameterization
We performed all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of a single DFAG-OPV3-GAFD
molecule solvated in water. Initial peptide configurations were prepared using the Gly-
coBioChem PRODRG2 server [84]. Peptides were prepared with protonated Asp termini
corresponding to the electrically neutral, low-pH form of these molecules that have been
experimentally demonstrated to exhibit triggered self-assembly under acidic conditions [49].
We modeled water explicitly using the TIP3P model [89], and treated the peptides using
the CHARMM27 force field [90] supplemented with bonded parameters required to model
the OPV3 core as described in Thurston et al. [160]. Calculations were performed on 40 ×
2.2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2430 CPU cores, achieving execution speeds of ∼30 ns/day.
Isolated molecules. A single DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecule was placed in a 7× 7× 7
nm3 box, which was sufficiently large to preclude direct interactions of the peptide with its
own periodic image in its fully-extended state. The peptide was then solvated to a density of
0.988 g/cm3 with TIP3P water [89] and an equilibration run performed. A production run
of 340 ns was conducted to comprehensively sample the intramolecular degrees of freedom.
Monomer potential of mean force. The end-to-end potentials of mean force (PMF)
quantifying the free energy of a monomer as a function of the distance between its terminal
carbon atoms were computed using umbrella sampling in the end-to-end distance [137].
The oligopeptide termini were restrained at intermolecular separations between 0.0 nm and
4.0 nm at intervals of 0.1-0.2 nm to assure good overlap of neighboring umbrella window
histograms. A harmonic restraining potential of 1000 kJ/mol-nm2 was employed in each
window, and the system allowed to relax for 100 ps prior to a 10 ns production run. End-
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to-end distances were recorded and the PMF computed by self-consistent solution of the
weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) equations [177] to a tolerance of 10−6 in the
estimated probability distribution, and uncertainties estimated by block averaging.
Dimerization potential of mean force. Dimerization PMFs quantifying the free
energy as a function of the center of mass separation between a pair of monomers were
computed in umbrella sampling calculations in which the monomer pair was restrained at
separations between 0.0 nm and 5.0 nm at intervals of 0.1-0.2 nm using a harmonic potential
with a force constant of 1000 kJ/mol-nm2. The largest separation considered was sufficient
to observe a plateau in the PMF corresponding to a regime in which the monomers are
effectively non-interacting. The dimerization PMF was computed by solving the WHAM
equations [177] to a tolerance of 10−6 in the estimated probability distribution, and uncer-
tainties estimated by block averaging.
3.2.2.2 Coarse-grained mapping and force field parameterization
Coarse-grained models of the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecule were parameterized for the low
pH state (pH . 1) in which the aspartic acid residues are fully protonated and the molecule
is electrically neutral, and then modified to describe as well the high pH state (pH & 10)
in which the aspartic acids are fully deprotonated and the molecule carries a net charge
of (-4e) [51, 160]. We first describe the construction of the protonated (low pH) coarse-
grained model, and then the modifications made for the deprotonated (high pH) model.
Construction of the coarse-grained model from all-atom simulation data proceeds in three
stages: (i) mapping from all-atom to coarse-grained topology, (ii) definition of non-bonded
(intermolecular) interactions between coarse-grained beads, and (iii) definition of bonded
(intramolecular) interactions between the beads.
Coarse-grained mapping. A coarse-grained representation of the electrically neutral
(low-pH) DFAG-OPV3-GAFD was constructed from the all-atom structure using the Martini
model in which approximately four heavy atoms are mapped to a single bead (see Fig. 3.1b)
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[55, 161]. An initial molecular topology was built using the martinize.py script available
from the Martini website (http://www.cgmartini.nl) [55] and subsequently modified to
treat the aromatic rings as described in the Martini force field [178] and the peptide-core
linker regions following the guidelines on the Martini website (http://www.cgmartini.nl/
index.php/faq/topologies) (see also Fig. 3.1c).
Non-bonded interactions. The non-bonded interactions were treated using the Mar-
tini force field (version 2.2) [55] and the non-polarizable Martini water model [54].
Bonded interactions. Bonded parameters for the coarse-grained bond stretching, an-
gle bending, and proper and improper dihedrals were extracted from our 340 ns all-atom
simulation trajectory using Boltzmann inversion to infer an effective coarse-grained poten-
tial from the all-atom intramolecular distributions [18, 179]. By explicitly calculating the
bonded potentials in this manner we developed a bespoke coarse-grained model that exhibits
improved agreement with the all-atom calculations compared to the standard Martini pa-
rameters. A deficiency of coarse-grained models is that they frequently do not adequately
reproduce the intramolecular secondary structure of the all-atom model (cf. the monomer
collapse PMF of the unmodified Martini model in Fig. 3.2a). In addition to reparameteriz-
ing each bonded Martini interaction, we follow Seo et al. [175] and apply proper dihedrals to
every group of four consecutive beads in the backbone to enforce the backbone conformations
observed in the all-atom calculations. The specific beads participating in these additional
proper dihedrals and the parameters of the dihedral potential (cf. Eqn. 3.1) are listed in
Tables B.1-B.8.
To compute the effective coarse-grained potentials, we first located the hypothetical
coarse-grained beads within the all-atom simulation trajectory as the centers of mass of the
group of atoms mapped to each of the corresponding coarse-grained beads. We then compiled
histograms of the distribution functions for each coarse-grained bonded interaction over the
course of the all-atom trajectory under this coarse-grained mapping and extracted tabulated
effective coarse-grained bonded potentials from these histograms. Both procedures were
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performed by using the Direct Boltzmann Inversion module in the Coarse-graining Toolkit
of the Versatile Object-oriented Toolkit for Coarse-graining Applications software package
(VOTCA-CSG) [180]. In implementing these effective potentials in Gromacs, the bond
stretching and angle bending potentials were represented directly as tabulated potentials















by constructing least squares fits in {Cn}4n=1 and {Sn}4n=0 to the tabulated potential using
Matlab [181]. For convenience of representation in Gromacs, the improper dihedrals were
represented using the same functional form as the propers. The distribution functions for
bond lengths within the rigid aromatic rings were observed to be extremely narrow, so –
similar to the rigid coarse-grained model of benzene due to Marrink et al. [54] – we elected
to treat aromatic bond lengths as hard constraints enforced by the LINCS algorithm [1].
The symmetric DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecule contains several chemically identical bonded
interactions, and we improved the sampling in our inversion procedure by averaging the
calculated effective potentials over all equivalent bonded interactions.
Protonated (low pH) and deprotonated (high pH) models. The low pH state in
which the aspartic acid residues are fully protonated requires two modifications to construct
a high pH model containing deprotonated aspartic acid residues. First, the aspartic acid
beads were converted from P3 and P5 semi-attractive beads to negatively charged Qa beads,
corresponding to the Martini treatment of the change in the Asp protonation state [161].
Secondly, the water was treated by the Martini polarizable water model, which, despite its
higher computational cost, is a more realistic model for systems containing charged particles
where polarization effects are anticipated to be important [163].
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3.2.2.3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations for model
parameterization
We now describe the coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations conducted to test the
performance of the coarse-grained model.
Isolated molecules. To assess the quality of the original Martini and reparameterized
coarse-grained models, we performed coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of a
single monomer in solution. A single uncharged DFAG-OPV3-GAFD peptide was placed
in a 7 × 7 × 7 nm3 box, which was sufficiently large to preclude direct interactions of the
peptide with its own periodic image even in its fully-extended state. The peptide was then
solvated to a density of 0.988 g/cm3 with Martini non-polarizable [54] water. Following
equilibration, a production run of 340 ns was then performed to comprehensively sample the
intramolecular degrees of freedom. An average calculation was performed on 6 × 2.2 GHz
Intel Xeon E5-2430 CPU cores, achieving execution speeds of ∼1100 ns/day.
Monomer and dimerization potentials of mean force. Potentials of mean force
for the reparameterized coarse-grained model and the original Martini model were computed
in an identical manner to those described for the all-atom model in Section 3.2.2.1, with
umbrella potentials applied to the beads containing the terminal carbon atoms (Fig. 3.1).
3.2.2.4 Validation of coarse-grained model
We assess and validate the performance of the reparameterized coarse-grained model in re-
producing the bonded distribution functions, all-atom monomer collapse PMF, dimerization
PMF, and contact map. A complete listing of the coarse-grained bonded and non-bonded
parameters is provided in Tables B.1-B.8 in Appendix B, and in the tabulated force field files
b0-b8.txt and a0-a12.txt and the DFAG coarse-grained topology topology.txt provided
as Supplementary Files as described in Appendix F.
Bonded distributions. It is important that the bonded distributions of a coarse-
grained model be in good agreement with the all-atom results in order to accurately re-
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Figure 3.2: Validation of the reparameterized coarse-grained model. (a) Monomer collapse
PMFs for all-atom (AA), reparameterized coarse-grained (CG), and original Martini (M)
models. de→e represents the distance between the terminal carbon atoms or the beads
containing the terminal carbon atoms, and ∆F is the (relative) Gibbs free energy determined
by umbrella sampling. The arbitrary additive constant specifying the vertical offset of each
PMF profile was specified for the all-atom model such that ∆F averaged over the profile
is zero, and for the two coarse-grained models to minimize the point-wise root-mean-square
distance mrms relative to the all-atom profile (cf. Eqn. 3.2). (b) Dimerization PMFs for
the all-atom, reparameterized coarse-grained, and original Martini models. dcom represents
the center of mass distance between the two monomers and ∆F is the (relative) Gibbs
free energy determined by umbrella sampling. The arbitrary additive constant specifying
the vertical offsets of the PMF profiles were specified by aligning the plateau regions at
large separations, which correspond to effectively non-interacting monomers, to ∆F = 0
kBT . (c) Time-averaged contact maps of the all-atom (lower triangle) and reparameterized
coarse-grained (upper triangle) models.
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produce the internal bonded structure of the molecule. Coarse-grained simulations of the
original Martini model showed relatively poor agreement with the all-atom calculations, and
we improved the quality of the coarse-grained model by reparameterizing the bonded inter-
actions using the Boltzmann inversion procedure detailed in Section 3.2.2. In Figs. B.1-B.5
of Appendix B, we present a comparison between the 33 bond, 24 angle, 15 proper dihe-
dral, and 2 improper dihedral distributions sampled by the all-atom and reparameterized
coarse-grained models. In all cases, the reparameterized coarse-grained model adequately
recapitulates the range and character of the bonded distribution functions, with the excep-
tion of 6/33 bonds (see Fig. B.1e-j) and 9/24 angles (see Fig. B.3a,d,e,l,m,q-t) where it fails
to precisely reproduce bimodalities observed in the all-atom calculations. This should be
regarded as a deficiency of the reparameterized coarse-grained model that could be amelio-
rated by more sophisticated inversion techniques such as iterative Boltzmann inversion or
inverse Monte-Carlo [18, 180], or by more extensive modifications of the functional forms of
the bond stretching and angle bending potentials in addition to retuning of the parameters.
Nevertheless, the overall agreement of the coarse-grained and all-atom bonded distributions
is quite good, a substantial improvement over the original Martini model, and sufficient to
accurately reproduce the thermodynamic and structural properties described below.
Monomer collapse PMFs. In Fig. 3.2a, we present PMF curves quantifying the free
energy of a monomer in solution as a function of its end-to-end distance, computed from the
all-atom, original Martini, and reparameterized coarse-grained models. Accurate reproduc-
tion of the all-atom PMF by a coarse-grained model is a prerequisite to realistic modeling of
the equilibrium distribution between extended and collapsed configurations of a single pep-
tide. It is apparent from the PMF curves that the original Martini model poorly reproduces
the distribution of end-to-end distances observed in the all-atom simulations, whereas our
coarse-grained model constructed by reparameterizing the bonded Martini interactions and
incorporating backbone proper dihedrals exhibits greatly improved agreement. Specifically,
the all-atom PMF exhibits a flat-bottomed character in which the free energy is essentially
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flat within error bars over the region 1.6 to 3.2 nm. Our coarse-grained model reproduces
this feature, possessing a flat bottom over the range 1.3 to 2.8 nm that is shifted relative
to the all-atom model by only ∼0.3 nm, marginally favoring slightly more collapsed config-
urations. In contrast, the original Martini model excessively favors highly collapsed peptide
configurations, exhibiting a flat-bottomed minimum over the range 0.5 to 1.1 nm that is
completely outside the range of that for the all-atom model. Outside of the flat-bottomed
minimum, our coarse-grained model also significantly better reproduces the wings of the
distribution relative to the original Martini model, although the agreement is not quantita-
tive. Specifically, for end-to-end distances in the range 0.5 to 1.5 nm, the reparameterized
coarse-grained model under-predicts the all-atom PMF, leading to an elevated preference for
collapsed peptide configurations. Conversely, over the range 1.5 to 3.8 nm the coarse-grained
PMF lies above that of the all-atom model, leading to a slightly suppressed preference for
moderately extended conformations in the coarse-grained model, but this trend inverts in
the region above 3.8 nm, such that highly extended conformations are slightly more favored.
Nevertheless, the agreement between the reparameterized coarse-grained and all-atom mod-
els is very good over the flat-bottomed minimum, and differs outside this region by at most
∼5 kBT such that discrepancies in the relative stabilities of the collapsed and extended
conformations predicted by the two models are within only a few multiples of the scale of
thermal fluctuations.
We quantify the agreement between the coarse-grained and all-atom PMFs using the






(MAAi − M̃i)2, (3.2)
where MAA is the all-atom PMF and M̃ is the coarse-grained PMF, optimally shifted relative
to MAA to minimize mrms (i.e., specifying the arbitrary additive constant in the PMF to
minimize the point-wise RMSD), and linearly interpolated at the i = 1...N points at which
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MAA was computed. Our reparameterized coarse-grained model better reproduces the all-
atom distribution (mCGrms = 0.14 kBT per point) compared to the unmodified Martini model
(mMrms= 0.24 kBT per point), corresponding to an average 42% improvement in the per point
agreement of the PMF curves. The substantially improved agreement of our coarse-grained
PMF relative to the original Martini model demonstrates the importance and value of explicit
reparameterization against all-atom data. Moreover, it is notable that the reparameterized
coarse-grained model uses identical non-bonded parameters to the original Martini model,
and that this elevation in performance emerges exclusively from reparameterization of the
bonded interactions and is not due to direct fitting of the monomer collapse PMF.
Dimerization PMFs. In Fig. 3.2b, we present dimerization PMF curves quantifying
the free energy as a function of the center of mass distance between a pair of monomers
calculated using the all-atom, original Martini, and reparameterized coarse-grained models.
In each case, we explicitly remove the trivial entropic contribution arising from restraining
two objects to reside at a particular separation [182]. Reproduction of the all-atom dimer-
ization PMF by a coarse-grained model is critical in properly modeling the strength and
character of the pairwise interactions between monomers that mediate peptide assembly.
The all-atom PMF reveals a relatively strong thermodynamic driving force for dimerization
of ∆FAA = (16±3) kBT , as measured from the plateau region at center of mass separations
in excess of ∼3 nm, corresponding to essentially non-interacting monomers, to the global
minimum at ∼0.25 nm, representing the dimer contact pair. The original Martini model
predicts ∆FM = (22 ± 1) kBT , overestimating the driving force for dimerization by 38%.
The prediction of the reparameterized coarse-grained model of ∆FCG = (15 ± 2) kBT is
in excellent agreement with the all-atom calculations. The shape of the curve along the
dimerization pathway is also in quite good agreement, although the coarse-grained model
slightly overestimates the all-atom PMF by a maximum of ∼4 kBT for center of mass sep-
arations in the range 1.5 to 2.0 nm. Again, it is notable that this agreement emerges from
reparameterization of only the bonded interactions and is not due to direct fitting of the
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dimerization PMF.
We again quantify the difference in the all-atom and reparameterized coarse-grained





(DAAi − D̃i)2, (3.3)
where DAA is the dimer all-atom profile and D̃ is the dimer coarse-grained profile linearly
interpolated at the i = 1...N points at which DAA was computed. In this case, the arbitrary
additive constant for each PMF was specified by aligning the plateau regions of the two PMFs
at large monomer separations corresponding to effectively non-interacting monomers. The
modified coarse-grained model provides a much more accurate reproduction of the all-atom
PMF (dCGrms = 0.10 kBT per point) compared to the unmodified Martini model (d
M
rms = 0.27
kBT per point), an average 62% improvement in the per point agreement of the PMF curves.
Contact maps. In Fig. 3.2c, we present a comparison of the contact maps computed
from our all-atom and reparameterized coarse-grained models. The all-atom contact map
CAA was computed as the time-averaged pairwise distances between the centers of mass of the
thirteen residues of the all-atom system of an isolated DFAG peptide simulated in water for
340 ns (cf. Section 3.2.2.1), and the coarse-grained contact map CCG as the time-averaged
pairwise distances between the centers of mass of the corresponding thirteen residues of
the coarse-grained system of an isolated DFAG peptide simulated in water for 340 ns (cf.
Section 3.2.2.3). Contact maps provide a time-averaged measure of relative residue positions
and therefore quantify differences in intramolecular structure [175]. It is critical that a
coarse-grained model accurately recapitulate the all-atom contact map in order to properly
reproduce the peptide secondary structure. Visual comparison of the two contact maps
shows good agreement between the two models, indicating that the reparameterized coarse-
grained model properly recapitulates the internal structure of the all-atom peptide. It is
visually apparent that neighboring residues in the coarse-grained model tend to be slightly
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further separated than in the all-atom calculations, but no pair of residues over the entire
peptide is in disagreement by more than ∼0.5 nm. To provide a global comparative measure
of pairwise residue distances in the all-atom and coarse-grained systems, we compute the






(cAAij − cCGij )2, (3.4)
where rnum = 13 is the number of residues, c
AA
ij is the (i, j)th element in the all-atom contact
map matrix CAA, and cCGij is the (i, j)th element in the coarse-grained contact map matrix
CCG. The resultant value dCGcmap = 1.98 nm indicates that the coarse-grained contact map
differs from the atomistic contact map on average by only dCGcmap/N
2 = 0.012 nm/residue,
indicating the globally good agreement of the secondary structure predicted by the two
models.
Summary. Overall, the reparameterized coarse-grained model satisfactorily reproduces
the all-atom bonded distribution functions, monomer collapse PMF, dimerization PMF,
and contact maps. Although the standard Martini potential has previously been prof-
itably employed to study self-assembly of small peptides [174], it is notable that by in-
corporating backbone proper dihedrals and reparameterizing the bonded interactions using
all-atom data, the modified model demonstrates substantial improvements in recapitulat-
ing the dimerization PMF and secondary structure predictions that are important features
governing self-assembly [175]. This enhancement illustrates the value of our approach in
tailoring the coarse-grained model for a particular peptide chemistry to elevate predictive
performance and to offer an extensible means to develop coarse-grained models for other
peptide chemistries. The coarse-grained model does, however, possess two non-trivial de-
ficiencies. First, it does not properly resolve bimodalities in several bonds and angles ob-
served in all-atom calculations, although this occurs for only a relatively small fraction of the
bonded distribution functions and does not compromise the global structural and thermody-
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namic properties assessed by the monomer and dimer PMFs and contact maps. Second, the
coarse-grained model overly favors collapsed peptide conformations relative to the all-atom
calculations, but the discrepancy is on the order of ∼5 kBT such that the effect is rather mild.
In both cases, we observe that agreement could be improved by using more sophisticated
reparameterization procedures [18, 180], by further modification of the functional forms of
the bonded potentials, or by reparameterization of the non-bonded interaction parameters.
Finally, our computational benchmarks show that the reparameterized model offers ∼25×
speedups relative to all-atom calculations, allowing us to probe self-assembly up to hundreds
of monomers and hundreds of nanoseconds to reach time and length scales inaccessible to
atomistically-detailed simulations.
3.2.3 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of
self-assembly
The coarse-grained model detailed in Section 3.2.2 permits us to access the time and length
scales necessary to observe spontaneous peptide self-assembly in coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulations of hundreds of DFAG-OPV3-GAFD oligopeptides in water over hun-
dreds of nanoseconds. Initial isolated peptide configurations were constructed from coarse-
grained mappings of structures harvested from the all-atom calculations. Calculations were
performed on 12 × 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon E5 CPU cores and 2 × NVIDIA Tesla M7020 GPUs,
achieving execution speeds on the order of ∼150 ns/day.
3.2.3.1 Deprotonated (high pH) simulations.
Simulations of 343 deprotonated (-4 net charge) DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecules were ini-
tialized by placing the oligopeptides in random locations with random orientations in an
initially 33× 33× 33 nm3 box. Charge neutrality was maintained by 1372 randomly placed
counter ions represented by Martini Qd beads each carrying a +1 charge [161] and the system
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solvated with Martini polarizable water [163] to achieve a peptide concentration of 15 mM.
Experimentally, there is evidence that peptides do not form large aggregates under high pH
conditions [49–52], but that they may form small aggregates such as dimers or trimers [183].
The system was subjected to a 300 ns equilibration run to allow the cluster size distribution
to attain a steady value, before conducting a single 100 ns production run over which we
harvested equilibrium statistics.
3.2.3.2 Protonated (low pH) simulations.
Simulations of 42, 126, 200, 252, and 378 protonated (electrically neutral) DFAG-OPV3-
GAFD molecules were prepared by insertion at random locations in random orientations into
23.5×23.5×23.5 nm3 boxes and solvated with Martini non-polarizable water [54] to achieve
average molar concentrations of 5.0 mM, 15 mM, 24 mM, 30 mM, and 44 mM, respectively.
5 × 400 ns independent production runs were performed for each system, in which we
observed spontaneous and irreversible peptide aggregation. Experimentally, DFAG-OPV3-
GAFD oligopeptides are known to aggregate under low pH conditions at concentrations
exceeding 10−3 mM [51], and have been studied at concentrations up to 0.86 mM [52]. We
perform simulations at six-fold larger concentrations and higher to robustly observe assembly
of hundreds of peptides over hundreds of nanoseconds. We demonstrate below that the
aggregation mechanism is concentration independent over the range of values considered in
this work.
For direct comparison with the deprotonated (high pH) simulations, we also conducted
a simulation of 343 protonated (low pH) molecules in a 33× 33× 33 nm3 box solvated with
Martini non-polarizable water [54] at a concentration of 15 mM. A single 1.3 µs production
run was performed.
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3.2.3.3 Time scale correspondence in all-atom and coarse-grained simulations
It is well known that coarse-graining can artificially accelerate the system dynamics by
eliminating degrees of freedom and smoothing the underlying free energy landscape, and
that different dynamical degrees of freedom may be accelerated by different scaling factors
[54, 176, 184]. Since it is peptide self-assembly that is of primary interest to us, the rele-
vant dynamical time scale is the center of mass peptide translation that governs the rate
at which the molecules come into contact with one another. Accordingly, we ascertain the
coarse-graining speedup by comparing the translational self-diffusion coefficients of the all-
atom and coarse-grained DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecules [160, 185–187]. Using the same
simulation procedures as described in Section 3.2.2.1 and Section 3.2.3.2, we conducted a 10
ns simulation of an isolated peptide in a 7× 7× 7 nm3 simulation box employing both the
all-atom and coarse-grained models. We computed the self-diffusion coefficients by calculat-
ing the mean squared displacement of the peptide center of mass and applying the Einstein
relation [14]. Uncertainties were estimated by blocking the trajectory into 20 equally sized
segments and computing the standard deviation of the self-diffusion coefficients calculated
over these blocks. We determine a self-diffusion coefficient in the coarse-grained runs of
DCG = (7 ± 2) × 10−6 cm2/s compared to DAA = (12 ± 3) × 10−6 cm2/s in the all-atom
calculations. Interestingly, we observe a slight slowing down of the coarse-grained dynam-
ics, which has previously been observed for Martini representations of certain molecules,
including alkane chains [176]. Nevertheless, the self-diffusion coefficients agree within error
bars, indicating that there is no significant difference in the dynamical time scales of the two
simulations. Accordingly, we apply no rescaling corrections to the coarse-grained simulation
time scale.
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3.2.4 Metrics to define a hierarchy of cluster types with different
aggregation morphologies
Overlap and delocalization of the π-orbitals in the OPV3 cores of the oligopeptides within
supramolecular aggregates endows these assemblies with emergent optoelectronic function-
ality [35]. The structural arrangement of the OPV3 cores is therefore of primary interest in
characterizing the observed self-assembled aggregates. Following metrics previously devel-
oped to define clusters in asphaltene aggregation [188], we define three criteria to determine
whether or not two oligopeptides should be considered to exist in the same aggregate. The
metrics, in increasing degree of strictness, are described below and illustrated schematically
in Fig. 3.3.
Metric 1 – Contact clusters. Metric 1 defines the distance between two oligopeptides







where rij is the distance between beads i and j, and the minimization is taken over all beads







cut is a tunable cutoff distance that is discussed below. Two
molecules are therefore considered to be in a contact cluster if any two of their constituent
atoms are within the cutoff distance of each other. Contact clusters would not necessarily
be expected to demonstrate desirable optoelectronic properties, as their cores may or may
not possess the π-π stacking necessary for electronic delocalization.
Metric 2 – Optical clusters. Metric 2 defines the distance between two oligopeptides








where rij is the distance between the centers of mass of aromatic rings i and j, and the
minimization proceeds over the three aromatic rings within the OPV3 core of each molecule.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the hierarchy of different cluster types. Metric 3 defines
aligned clusters, which have aligned and strongly-interacting aromatic cores. Metric 2 defines
optical clusters, which contain aligned clusters and clusters with more promiscuous core–core
interactions. Metric 1 defines contact clusters, which contain the other two cluster types, as
well as clusters that interact through promiscuous core–side chain and side chain–side chain
interactions. In this figure, black circles represent aromatic rings, shaded ellipsoids represent
lobes of p orbitals above and below the plane of the aromatic rings, circular beads represent
side chains, and colors distinguish the distinct clusters of each type at each level. This
schematic presents an idealized representation of the aggregation behavior, and we report a
variety of structural characterizations to precisely quantify aggregate morphology.
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cut. Two molecules are considered to be in an optical cluster if the minimum distance
between any two aromatic rings is within the cutoff. This metric assures proximity of the
aromatic rings between the two molecules, and we term these aggregates optical clusters
since this proximity can lead to electronic delocalization and the emergence of optoelectronic
properties.
Metric 3 – Aligned clusters. Metric 3 defines an associated distance between any




















where rij is the distance between the centers of mass of aromatic rings i and j, and the
minimization and maximization are taken over the three aromatic rings within the OPV3
core of each molecule. We define “aligned clusters” to be clusters comprised of pairs of




cut. The first term in the square brackets computes the
minimum distance from each aromatic ring center of mass i in molecule a to any aromatic
ring center of mass j in molecule b, and returns the largest of these distances [188]. The
second term inverts the order of a and b since the maximin operation does not commute. As
previously observed [188], this “longest shortest distance” is analogous to the mathematical
definition of the diameter of a graph [189]. Accordingly, two molecules a and b are in an
aligned cluster if the maximum of all minimum distances between any aromatic ring in a and
any aromatic ring in b is within the cutoff. Pairs of molecules that meet this requirement
possess OPV3 cores that are well aligned, and aggregates defined according to this metric
are expected to exhibit the strongest optoelectronic properties.
Cutoff distances. Following Thurston et al. [160], we employed a cutoff for Metric
1 r
(1)
cut = 0.5 nm defined to be close to the minimum of the Lennard-Jones potential for
larger atoms in the atomistic model. To determine a cutoff for the Metrics 2 and 3 that
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explicitly considers aromatic ring interactions, we simulated a coarse-grained contact dimer
of two protonated (low pH) DFAG-OPV3-GAFD peptides in water over the course of 30 ns
using the simulation parameters detailed in Section 3.2.3.2. We compiled histograms of the
distances between each aromatic ring center of mass and its nearest neighbor in the other





cut = 0.7 nm.
Nesting of metrics. We observe that the metrics are nested such that a pair of peptides
identified as an aligned cluster (Metric 3) will also be identified as an optical cluster (Metric
2) and a contact cluster (Metric 1), and a pair identified as an optical cluster will also be
identified as a contact cluster. The inverse, however, is not true. A pair of peptides identified
as a contact cluster may or may not be an optical or aligned cluster. Accordingly, for any
group of peptides, the contact cluster size is constrained to be equal to or greater than the
optical cluster size, which in turn is constrained to be equal to or greater than the aligned
cluster size.
3.3 Results and Discussion
We have constructed a coarse-grained model of DFAG-OPV3-GAFD π-conjugated oligopep-
tides explicitly parameterized against all-atom simulation data. This efficient model allows
us to directly simulate the spontaneous self-assembly of hundreds of peptides over hundreds
of nanoseconds, allowing us to characterize the molecular-level morphology and kinetics of
early-stage assembly of optically-active aggregates.
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3.3.1 Morphological characterization of hierarchical
self-assembly
3.3.1.1 Assembly of deprotonated (high pH) molecules is self-limiting
It is known from experiment that, due to electrostatic repulsion between their negatively
charged Asp termini, deprotonated (high pH) DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecules do not as-
semble into large aggregates [49, 50, 52], although there is recent experimental [183] and
computational [160] evidence that the formation of small aggregates is thermodynamically
spontaneous due to favorable dispersion, π-stacking, and hydrophobic interactions. Our
simulations of deprotonated peptides at 15 mM corroborate this result, showing the cluster
size distributions under each of the three cluster metrics (cf. Section 3.2.4) do attain stable
equilibrium distributions within 300 ns of simulation (Fig. 3.4a). This observation corre-
sponds to the self-limiting aggregation of peptides into small aligned and optical clusters
containing up to five monomers, and small contact clusters containing up to eight. The high
concentration of negative charge within these small aggregates supplied by the deprotonated
Asp termini prohibits further assembly into larger aggregates.
3.3.1.2 Assembly of protonated (low pH) molecules is hierarchical and
irreversible
The instantaneous n-averaged cluster size – where we intend by cluster size the number of


















where mi = mmoni is the mass of a cluster containing i monomers of mass mmon, and Ni(t) is
the total number of clusters of size i extant in the simulation at time t. The mass-averaged
cluster size µ2 is an experimentally-measurable quantity that provides a good metric with
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which to track the aggregation state of the system and can be preferred over the number-
averaged cluster size µ1 due to its reduced weighting of the contributions of light clusters to
the average [190].
We present in Fig. 3.5 the mass-averaged cluster size of the contact, optical, and aligned
clusters as a function of time for each of the five concentrations considered under protonated
(low pH) conditions. Contact clusters (Metric 1) exhibit irreversible aggregation that leads
to the formation of increasingly large aggregates over the course of our 400 ns production
runs. Aggregation initially occurs by monomer addition, but at later times proceeds by the
agglomeration of peptide aggregates; it proceeds more rapidly at higher concentrations. In
Fig. 3.4b we present the time resolved contact cluster size distribution at 15 mM. These
observations are consistent with experimental data showing the irreversible assembly of up
to micron sized aggregates under low pH conditions [49–51, 183].
Optical clusters (Metric 2) also exhibit irreversible and unbounded aggregation. At 5.0
mM, we observe little difference in the average size of contact and optical clusters, which
indicates that optical clusters are not associating into larger contact clusters through side
chain interactions over the 400 ns simulation time scales. At higher concentrations, the
optical cluster size is substantially smaller than that of the contact clusters, indicating
the presence of higher order association through side chain interactions. We observe an
initially rapid formation rate of optical clusters that yields to a much slower aggregation
rate at ∼200 ns and an average cluster size of ∼5-10 molecules, which indicates a cluster
size dependent mechanism of aggregation. Larger optical clusters are both less mobile and
have less favorable surface area through which to form new optical clusters. Optical clusters
also form by rearrangement of the less energetically-favorable contact clusters. In Fig. 3.4c
we present the time resolved optical cluster size distribution at 15 mM.
Contrary to the unbounded growth of contact and optical clusters, aligned clusters (Met-
ric 3) do exhibit self-limiting behavior. After ∼200 ns for all concentrations studied, we
observe the emergence of a mass-averaged cluster size of aligned clusters of µalign2 ≈ 2. In
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Fig. 3.4d we present the aligned cluster size distribution at 15 mM, which reveals a de-
creasing distribution in aligned cluster sizes up to a maximum size of 8. The most probable
aligned cluster state is the trivial monomeric one, with 30% of peptides existing in this state.
Dimers, trimers, and tetramers account for 25%, 22%, and 11% of peptides, respectively,
leaving only 12% as higher order aligned aggregates.
Our results reveal a hierarchical assembly mechanism at low pH, wherein peptides rapidly
achieve a steady-state distribution of aligned clusters comprised of ordered stacking between
all three aromatic rings in the OPV3 cores. This distribution is dominated by small clus-
ter sizes, with 88% of peptides in aligned clusters existing as monomers, dimers, trimers,
or tetramers. These aligned clusters form the components of larger optical clusters via
proximate interactions between the aromatic cores, but lacking the in-register stacking and
alignment of the aligned clusters. Contrary to the aligned clusters, the optical clusters do not
attain a steady-state cluster size distribution, but continue to increase in size over the entire
simulation, both by agglomeration with other optical clusters and by internal rearrangements
in which portions of contact clusters “ripen” into optical clusters through improved ordering
and stacking of the constituent monomers. Nevertheless, beyond ∼200 ns this growth is
relatively slow, and the mass-averaged optical cluster size in the time window 200-400 ns
is µopt2 ≈ 10. These optical clusters, in turn, serve as the building blocks for still larger
contact clusters that are formed by promiscuous and non-specific contacts between optical
cluster side chains and cores. Contact clusters also grow without bound, assembling by irre-
versible agglomeration to ultimately subsume all peptides in the system. We present in Fig.
3.6 representative snapshots of the latter stages of assembly at each of the concentrations
studied.
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Figure 3.4: Cluster size distributions in the deprotonated (high pH) and protonated (low
pH) systems at 15 mM. (a) Mass fraction wr of peptides in the deprotonated (high pH)
system that exist in clusters of size r defined according to the three metrics. The mass
fraction distributions under all three metrics cease to evolve within the 300 ns equilibration
period simulation time, indicating that the aggregation process has attained a dynamic
equilibrium, and data are averaged over the 100 ns production run. In the protonated (low
pH) state, the mass fraction distributions for aligned clusters reach a steady state after ∼200
ns, but the optical and contact cluster distributions never reach a terminal distribution and
continue to shift to larger cluster sizes over the course of the entire 1.3 µs production run,
indicating unbounded and irreversible aggregation, although the process is rather slow at
this concentration. (b) Mass fraction distribution of protonated (low pH) contact clusters
averaged over the four time windows 900-910 ns, 1000-1010 ns, 1100-1110 ns, and 1200-1210
ns. (c) Mass fraction distribution of protonated (low pH) optical clusters averaged over
the four time windows 900-910 ns, 1000-1010 ns, 1100-1110 ns, and 1200-1210 ns following
the legend in panel (b). (d) Steady state mass fraction distribution of aligned clusters in
the protonated (low pH) state averaged over the terminal 100 ns of the production run.
Uncertainties in all cases correspond to standard errors estimated by block averaging. Error
bars not explicitly displayed are smaller than symbol size. Lines connecting the points are
provided to guide the eye.
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Figure 3.5: The mass-averaged cluster size as a function of time according to the three
cluster metrics for the protonated (low pH) system at concentrations of (a) 5.0 mM, (b) 15
mM, (c) 24 mM, (d) 30 mM, and (e) 44 mM, where all panels follow the legend displayed in
panel (e). Systems were initialized from randomly oriented and randomly placed monomers.
The insets show a zoom on optical and aligned clusters. (f) A representative snapshot of a
contact cluster in which the constituent optical clusters are distinguished by different colors.
All molecular visualizations in this work were constructed using VMD [136].
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Figure 3.6: Representative snapshots of the late-stage (>200 ns) assembly of the protonated
(low pH) peptides at concentrations of (a) 5.0 mM, (b) 15 mM, (c) 24 mM, (d) 30 mM,
and (e) 44 mM. At this time, the aligned cluster size distribution has attained steady state.
The optical cluster size distribution continues to move towards larger cluster sizes relatively
slowly through agglomeration and internal rearrangements of contact clusters. Contact
clusters form by unbounded and irreversible agglomeration, and by this time most of the
aggregation in the system occurs through agglomeration of optical clusters containing >10
peptides. For ease of viewing, in each panel we have indicated the distinct optical clusters
in a different color, where core beads are represented as spheres, side chains as lines, and
water has been removed for clarity.
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3.3.1.3 Contact clusters are fractal aggregates
To characterize the morphology of the self-assembling contact clusters of protonated (low
pH) peptides defined according to Metric 1, we estimate the fractal dimensionality of the
system at different scales by computing the correlation dimension. The correlation dimension
D is a measure of the space-filling nature of a system, and is estimated from the correlation






where g is the number of pairs of points separated by a distance less than r [134]. The fractal
dimension is related to the correlation integral through the relationship,
C(r) ∼ rD, (3.10)
which provides a measure of how rapidly new points are accumulated into an expanding
sphere around a tagged point. We numerically estimate the correlation integral for our






H(r− rCOMij ), (3.11)
where rCOMij is the distance between the centers of mass of monomers i and j, and H(x) is
the Heaviside step function,
H(x) =

0 x < 0
1 x ≥ 0.
(3.12)
In Fig. 3.7a-e, we present the log-log plot of C(r) versus r for the final snapshot of the five
independent runs conducted at each concentration. In each case, we observe approximately
three regimes: the first spanning ∼0.13-1.0 nm, the second ∼1.0-7.4 nm, and the third ∼7.4-
20 nm. The shortest length scale regime approximately corresponds to the characteristic
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size of aligned and optical clusters in the system (cf. Fig. 3.9a), the medium length scale
regime to smaller contact clusters containing ∼3-5 optical clusters (cf. Fig. 3.9b), and the
longest length scale regime to large contact clusters with a C(r) that saturates at large r
due to the finite size of the simulation box (cf. Fig. 3.9c). At the lowest 5 mM and 15 mM
concentrations, the second regime comprises largely the interstitial solvent between isolated
aggregates as demonstrated by the flat nature of C(r), and the third regime characterizes the
characteristic separations between these clusters (cf. Fig. 3.6a-b). At higher concentrations,
the peptides begin to form a connected network (cf. Fig. 3.6c-e), and C(r) possesses a positive
slope at all length scales.
In Fig. 3.7f, we present the fractal dimension extracted from linear fits constructed within
each of the three regions as a function of concentration. In the first region, the fractal
dimension is ∼2 for all concentrations studied, corresponding to the growth of small aligned
and optical clusters into slightly elongated ellipses (cf. Fig. 3.9a). The second region has a
fractal dimension that grows with concentration, from ∼0.5 to ∼1.5 corresponding to the
departure from isolated aligned and optical clusters to the formation of increasingly large
contact clusters. The third region has a fractal dimension of ∼1.5 for all concentrations,
reflecting the formation of a fractal network of branched contact clusters (cf. Fig. 3.9c).
3.3.1.4 Contact clusters assemble asymmetrically into elongated ellipsoidal
aggregates that display branching behavior
To further characterize and explore the three structural regimes identified in the analysis of
the fractal dimension, we computed the gyration tensor S for each contact cluster defined








(r(i)p − r(j)p )(r(i)q − r(j)q ), (3.13)
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where p and q index over the three Cartesian coordinates {x, y, z}, i and j index over the
beads of all peptides in the cluster, R = 29r is the total number of beads in the cluster, r is the
number of monomers in the cluster and there are 29 coarse-grained beads in each monomer
(cf. Fig. 3.1). The eigenvalues of S correspond to the squared ordered principal moments
of the cluster {ξ2i (r)}3i=1 that characterize its extent along its principal axes furnished by
the corresponding eigenvectors [135]. The principal moments are related to the radius of








In performing these calculations, we eliminate any potentially spurious effects introduced
by the periodic walls by excising the cluster from the simulation box and unwrapping the
periodic boundary conditions prior to computation of the gyration tensor. This procedure
will fail for formally infinite aggregates that span the fundamental simulation cell, but we
did not observe any such clusters at the concentrations studied in this work.
We plot in Fig. 3.8a the ensemble averaged radii of gyration 〈Rg(r)〉 and principal mo-
ments of the gyration tensor {〈ξi(r)〉}3i=1 as a function of cluster size r averaged over all
clusters observed in our simulations. As expected, 〈Rg(r)〉 and {〈ξi(r)〉}3i=1 all trend up-
wards with increasing r. We plot in Fig. 3.8b the ensemble averaged ratios of the principal
moments, {〈ξi/ξj〉}j>i. Ratios close to unity characterize isotropic aggregates, whereas val-
ues far from unity are indicative of high aspect ratio clusters. In Fig. 3.8c we plot the



















which is bounded to the range [0, 1]. Aggregates with tetrahedral or higher-order symmetry,
such as spherical aggregates, have a relative shape anisotropy of zero, whereas linear aggre-
gates have a relative shape anisotropy of one [135]. The aspect ratios provide a measure of
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the relative elongation of the cluster along its principal axes.
The plots of {〈ξi/ξj〉}j>i and κ2(r) again inform a division into three regimes consistent
with those identified in the fractal dimension analysis in Section 3.3.1.3, but this time parti-
tioned according to cluster size r rather than observation length scale: Regime I (1 ≤ r < 27),
Regime II (27 ≤ r < 97), and Regime III (r ≥ 97). We present representative cluster snap-
shots from each regime in Fig. 3.9. In Regime I (1 ≤ r < 27), we observe an initially rapid
decrease in all three principal moment ratios and a concomitant decrease in the relative
shape anisotropy 〈κ2(r)〉 from 0.6 to 0.2 over the cluster size range 1 ≤ r < 6. This is
followed by recovery of 〈κ2(r)〉 from 0.2 to 0.4 and 〈ξ1(r)/ξ3(r)〉 from 2 to 3 over the range
6 ≤ r < 27, while 〈ξ1(r)/ξ2(r)〉 and 〈ξ2(r)/ξ3(r)〉 remain approximately flat at 2 and 1.5,
respectively. Structurally, this corresponds to the aggregation of elongated high aspect ratio
monomers into more spherical optical clusters comprising several monomers, followed by the
aggregation of these spherical clusters into more elongated, ellipsoidal optical and contact
clusters (cf. Fig. 3.9a). In Regime II (27 ≤ r < 97), the three principal moment ratios
and relative shape anisotropy remain approximately constant. At these sizes the clusters no
longer aggregate in a preferential direction, but begin to isotropically branch preserving the
relative aspect ratios as the cluster size increases (cf. Fig. 3.9b). In Regime III (r ≥ 97, up
to the maximum cluster size of r = 330 observed in our simulations), 〈ξ1(r)/ξ3(r)〉 declines
from 3 to 1.5, 〈ξ1(r)/ξ2(r)〉 from 2 to 1, and 〈ξ2(r)/ξ3(r)〉 remains at 1.5, with a correspond-
ing drop in 〈κ2(r)〉 from 0.4 to 0.1. This aggregation regime corresponds to the continued
formation of a large-scale self-similar branched network lacking any preferred directionality
and with a fractal dimension of ∼1.5 (cf. Fig. 3.9c, Fig. 3.7f).
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Figure 3.7: Fractal dimension of the hierarchical aggregates as a function of length scale.
(a)-(e) Log-log plots of correlation integral C(r) versus radius r at each concentration. We
demarcate the three regimes that emerge from this analysis by dashed black lines. We render
r dimensionless before taking the logarithm by rescaling by an arbitrary reference distance
of r0 = 1 nm. (f) Fractal dimension D computed from linear fits to each of the three regimes
as a function of concentration.
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Figure 3.8: Gyration tensor analysis of contact clusters formed by protonated (low pH)
peptides as a function of cluster size r averaged over clusters observed in our simulations at
all times and concentrations. (a) Ensemble averaged radius of gyration 〈Rg(r)〉 and principal
moments of the gyration tensor {〈ξi(r)〉}3i=1. (b) Ensemble averaged ratios of the principal
moments of the gyration tensor {〈ξi/ξj〉}j>i. (c) Ensemble averaged relative shape anisotropy
〈κ2(r)〉. The thin lines correspond to mean values computed over all clusters observed in
our simulations at all concentrations, and heavy lines to sliding window smoothing of the
data using a window size of 10 to more clearly show the gross trends in the data. The three
aggregation regimes – Regime I (1 ≤ r < 27), Regime II (27 ≤ r < 97), and Regime III
(r ≥ 97) – are indicated by dashed vertical lines.
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Figure 3.9: Representative contact clusters illustrating the hierarchical assembly process in
each of the three aggregation regimes, (a) Regime I (1 ≤ r < 27), (b) Regime II (27 ≤ r <
97), and (c) Regime 3 (r ≥ 97). Distinct optical clusters within the contact clusters are
distinguished by different colors, and the number of monomers in each image indicated by
the accompanying numeral. Each panel is scaled differently for ease of viewing the clusters
of disparate sizes, but in all cases the end-to-end distance of a fully extended monomer is
∼4 nm and the length of each OPV3 core ∼2 nm.
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3.3.2 Smoluchowski coagulation model describes the kinetics of
contact cluster aggregation
Our simulations of the protonated (low pH) peptides provide information about the kinetics
of hierarchical peptide self-assembly over hundreds of nanoseconds. By mining these data to
parameterize a kinetic model of assembly, we can both garner insight into the microscopic
assembly dynamics and extrapolate our predictions to time and length scales beyond the
reach of all-atom or coarse-grained molecular simulation.
The Smoluchowski coagulation model is a general theory describing irreversible aggre-
gation in well-mixed systems [56, 192, 193] that has been applied to a number of different
systems including planetary aggregation [194, 195], aerosol droplet coagulation [196], and
amyloid protofibril formation [57]. This model assumes that aggregation is irreversible (i.e.,
fragmentation is forbidden), that the state of the system is fully specified by the cluster size
distribution without differentiating clusters with regards to their particular morphologies,
and that the system can be described as well mixed so that clusters need not be spatially
resolved.
We propose that the Smoluchowski coagulation model can provide a quantitative descrip-
tion of DFAG-OPV3-GAFD contact cluster aggregation kinetics. It is an appropriate model
for this process for several reasons. First, we observe aggregation of these oligopeptides at
low pH conditions to be effectively irreversible over several hundred nanoseconds (cf. Fig.
3.5), making explicit treatment of fragmentation unnecessary. Second, we do not observe
any lag phase in either simulation or experiment [49, 52, 160], suggesting that aggregation
proceeds downhill in free energy and that nucleation-dependent models are unlikely to pro-
vide a good description [197]. Third, although we have previously used Markov state models
to treat the short-time aggregation dynamics [160], Smoluchowski coagulation offers a more
physically motivated model that can be straightforwardly extrapolated to longer length and
time scales. Fourth, we initialize our systems as dispersed monomers, meaning that the well-
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mixed assumption is expected to be a good description over the time scales of our simulations
and is consistent with the absence of observed spatial gradients in experiment [49]. Fifth,
any dependence of the aggregation kinetics on the observed morphological changes in the
growing clusters can, if necessary, be straightforwardly captured within the Smoluchowski
model as a cluster size dependent rate constant.
3.3.2.1 Smoluchowski coagulation model
The continuous time Smoluchowski coagulation equation for systems admitting discrete ag-












where t is time, Ki,j is a kernel corresponding to a second order rate constant for coagulation
between aggregates of size i and size j, and nr(t) is the number concentration of aggregates
of size r at time t. Analytical expressions for nr(t) are unavailable for arbitrary kernels, but
solutions are known for the special cases of (i) constant Kij = K [56, 198], (ii) additive Kij =
K(i + j) [198], and (iii) multiplicative Kij = K(i)K(j) kernels [199]. For the homogeneous
kernel Kai,aj = a
λKi,j, expressions for nr(t) are not known, but the moments and their ratios,
such as the number-averaged and mass-averaged cluster sizes, are available [57, 193].
As we demonstrate below, the simplest assumption of a constant kernel Kij = K, corre-
sponding to size independent coagulation rate constants, provides good fits to our simulation

















ith moment of the cluster size distribution at time t so that M0(0) =
∑∞
r=1 nr(0) is the sum
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of the initial number concentrations of all r-mers. For monodisperse initial conditions this











r=1 rnr(t) = M1(0) = M1 is the total concentration of monomers in solution
and is related to the concentration through Avogadro’s number as c(t) = M1(t)/NA. The












= µ2(0) +KM1t, (3.20)





as a characteristic coagulation time scale, where it is conventional to retain the factor of 2
in the numerator.
3.3.2.2 Understanding the success of the constant Smoluchowski kernel
Assuming the constant kernel to be of the form Ki,j = K = αks, we follow Modler et al.
[57] to decompose the coagulation rate constants into the product of the sticking probability
α, accounting for the probability of a productive collision, and an intrinsic rate constant ks.
Assuming diffusion controlled aggregation, we can develop an approximate expression for
the intrinsic rate constant by inserting the Stokes-Einstein relation for the diffusivity of a
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into the analytical expression for the rate constant for the collision of two Brownian hard
spheres of size R1 and R2,
ks = 4π(R1 +R2)(D1 +D2), (3.23)













where T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and η is the solvent viscosity. Eqn.
3.24 provides a means to understand the success of the constant kernel in recapitulating
our simulation data. First, we showed in Section 3.3.1.3 that contact clusters are fractal
objects of dimensionality D ≈ 1.5, meaning that their characteristic radius R scales weakly
with cluster size r as R ∼ r2/3. Second, although the time resolved contact cluster size
distributions in Fig. 3.4b are relatively broad, they span no more than an order of magnitude
over the course of our simulation, meaning that at any time instant we are unlikely to observe














Assuming that the sticking probability α is not a strong function of cluster size, this analysis
provides a theoretical rationalization for the use of a size-independent Smoluchowski coagu-
lation kernel Ki,j = K = αks. Modler et al. [57] have previously demonstrated the validity
of this assumption in the context of amyloid peptides by showing good agreement between
numerical solutions employing size-dependent and size-independent intrinsic rate constants.
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3.3.2.3 Inference of Smoluchowski coagulation rate constant
We now analyze our coarse-grained molecular simulation trajectories to determine the best
fit constant kernel K for the Smoluchowski coagulation model. Appealing to Eqn. 3.20, we
plot the mass-averaged contact cluster size measured in our simulations as a function of
time µ2(t) and compute the least squares linear fit, from which we estimate K by dividing
the slope by the total monomer concentration M1. The linear fits at each concentration are
presented in Fig. 3.10 and the best fit values of K presented in Table 3.1.






Table 3.1: Coagulation rate constant K as a function of concentration, estimated from least
squares linear fits of the measured mass-averaged contact cluster size µ2(t) using Eqn. 3.20.
Uncertainties are estimated from the standard deviation σK in K computed over the five
independent production runs.
Inserting the best fit coagulation rate constant into the analytical Smoluchowski expres-
sions for nr(t) (Eqn. 3.17) shows good agreement with the number concentration time courses
measured in simulation. We present in Fig. 3.11 a comparison of the simulation results and
analytical expressions for the number concentrations from monomers to 12-mers in the 24
mM system and provide analogous plots for the other concentrations in Figs. C.1-C.4. The
agreement for larger aggregates deteriorates somewhat both because of a paucity of simula-
tion data for large aggregate sizes due to the relative rarity of large aggregates, and because
of finite size effects wherein the finite number of monomers in the simulations stands in
contrast to the assumption of the Smoluchowski model of an infinite system and monomer
supply (Fig. C.5). Nevertheless, that this simple spatially-unresolved model is capable of
quantitatively recapitulating the number fraction time courses of the small to medium-sized
clusters for which we have good simulation data and against which it was not parameterized
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Figure 3.10: Mass-averaged cluster size as a function of time µ2(t) measured in simulations
at concentrations (a) 5.0 mM, (b) 15 mM, (c) 24 mM, (d) 30 mM, and (e) 44 mM. Black lines
indicate the least squares linear fits to all five independent runs. The shaded area indicates
the uncertainty in the best fit computed from the standard deviation in the slopes computed
for each individual run. Data from each independent simulation are presented in different
colors using different symbols, and are labeled with the R2 value of the best fit line.
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provides a posteriori support for the Smoluchowski coagulation model as a good description
of the aggregation kinetics.
3.3.2.4 The characteristic coagulation time has a simple concentration
dependence
The characteristic coagulation time is inversely proportional to both the coagulation rate





(Eqn. 3.21). Employing the
best fit values of K in Table 3.1, the plot of tc as a function of c in Fig. 3.12 reveals an











+ log (ζ) , (3.26)
where t0c = 1 ns and c
0 = 1 mM are an arbitrary reference time scale and concentration
to make dimensionless the arguments of the logarithm. Linear least squares regression in
which we handled the observed heteroskedasticity in the data by weighting each data point
in inverse proportion to its variance [202] reveal best fit parameters of γ = 1.3 (95% CI: 0.9,
1.7) and ζ = 1000 (95% CI: 400, 3000). A concentration invariant coagulation rate constant
would produce a simple tc ∝ c−1 dependence, and the observed deviation from this scaling
reflects the concentration dependence of K (Table 3.1).
At the peptide concentration of 0.86 mM (0.1 mg/mL) realized in the directed assembly
of peptide oligomers in microfluidic devices [52], our best fit parameters predict a coagulation
time tc = 800 ns (95% CI: 200 ns, 1400 ns), in good agreement – within error bars – of the
2500 ns (95% CI: 500 ns, 9300 ns) characteristic assembly time scale previously predicted
under these conditions by Thurston et al. [160] using Markov state models fitted to all-atom
implicit solvent calculations.
Finally, we observe the powerful interpretation of Fig. 3.12 as a calibration curve relating
the concentration c as a macroscopic experimental control parameter to the characteristic
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coagulation time tc as a microscopic observable. This relationship can be used to infer, for a
particular concentration, the characteristic coagulation time tc and therefore the microscopic
Smoluchowski model coagulation rate constant through K = 2
tccNA
. The estimate of K
provides access to predictions of the microscopic temporal evolution of each cluster size
nr(t) and moments of the cluster size distribution through the analytical solutions in Eqns.
3.17-3.21.
3.3.2.5 Cluster size evolutions exhibit approximate scaling collapse
Under a homogeneous coagulation kernel Kai,aj = a
λKi,j – of which the constant kernel is a
special case with λ = 0 – the Smoluchowski model predicts that if nr(t) is a solution to Eqn.
3.16, then so is a
λ+1
b
nar(bt). This self-similarity leads to the prediction of a scaling form of
the solution valid for long times and large cluster sizes [56, 193, 196, 203],
nr(t) ∼ s(t)−2φ(r/s(t)), (3.27)
where φ(x) is a master function that will be the same for all nr(t), and s(t) is the ratio of





This “scaling hypothesis” states that for long times and large cluster sizes, all number
concentrations will evolve to a self-similar distribution of the form of Eqn. 3.27, regardless
of the precise initial conditions, as long as those initial conditions are sufficiently narrow
(i.e., not power-law-distributed). Although the hypothesis remains unproven for arbitrary
kernels and initial conditions, it has been supported by substantial numerical evidence and
is proven for the particular case of a constant kernel with monodisperse initial conditions of
interest here [56, 193, 196, 204].
Adopting s(t) = M2(t)
M1(t)
= µ2(t), if Smoluchowski coagulation serves as a good model for
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peptide aggregation, we should expect to see scaling collapse in our data of the form,
nr(t)µ2(t)
2 ∼ φ(r/µ2(t)). (3.29)
We plot in Fig. 3.13 nr(t)µ2(t)
2 against (r/µ2(t)) for all contact clusters of size greater than
20 at each concentration, and in Fig. 3.14 for contact clusters of size 1, 3, 5, 11, 20, and 30
monomers aggregated over all concentrations studied. We exclude clusters smaller than size
20 in Fig. 3.13 since – as evinced in Fig. 3.14a-d – the scaling relation is not predicted to hold
for small clusters and/or early times. In testing the scaling hypothesis for our simulation
data, there is an inherent trade-off between analyzing small cluster sizes, where we possess
many observations, and analyzing large cluster sizes, where the scaling relation is expected
to be most valid. Due to a relative paucity of observational data for cluster sizes in excess of
∼50, we restrict our analysis in Fig. 3.14 to clusters of a maximum size of 30 monomers. That
we observe approximate data collapse onto a master curve φ(r/µ2(t)) for sufficiently large
clusters for which we possess sufficient statistics provides further support for the validity
of the Smoluchowski coagulation model and self-similarity in the aggregation dynamics at
multiple concentrations. There are two key implications of this result. First, the initial
conditions do not strongly affect the long-time dynamics of assembly. In particular, the
cluster size distributions at long times (t tc) do not depend on whether the initial system
is comprised of monodisperse monomers as employed in our simulations or a distribution
of oligomers, which is a more realistic description of the high-pH aggregation state of the
system (cf. Fig. 3.4a). Second, the aggregation mechanism does not change as a function of
concentration. Monomer concentration affects the rate of aggregation (cf. Fig. 3.12) but not
its underlying mechanism over the 5-44 mM concentration range studied in this work.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of time evolution of cluster number concentrations observed in
simulation with those predicted by the fitted Smoluchowski coagulation equation for the
aggregation of protonated (low pH) peptides at 24 mM. Number concentration time courses
for (a-l) monomers through 12-mers. Simulation data are displayed in gray for the five
separate runs. The analytical predictions of the Smoluchowski coagulation model employing
the best fit value of K = 9 ns−1 nm3 (Table 3.1) are presented as a solid black line. Red
shading illustrates the sensitivity of the model predictions to K over the range K ± σK ,
where σK is the standard deviation of K computed over the five independent production
runs. Analogous plots for the four other concentrations studied are presented in Figs. C.1-
C.4.
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Figure 3.12: Log-log plot of coagulation time tc as a function of initial monomer concen-
tration. The dotted red line represents a least squares fit of a power law form tc(c) = ζc
−γ
where each data point is weighted in inverse proportion to its variance, from which we es-
timate γ = 1.3 (95% CI: 0.9, 1.7) and ζ = 1000 (95% CI: 400, 3000). We render tc and c
dimensionless prior to taking logarithms by rescaling by the arbitrary reference time t0c = 1
ns and concentration c0 = 1 mM.
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Figure 3.13: Plot of nr(t)µ2(t)
2 against r/µ2(t) at concentrations (a) 5.0 mM, (b) 15 mM,
(c) 24 mM, (d) 30 mM, and (e) 44 mM. Data are presented for clusters of size 20 monomers
and larger where the long-time scaling relation Eqn. 3.29 approximately holds. We observe
approximate data collapse onto a master curve φ(r/µ2(t)). The visually apparent diagonal
“streaking” occurs due to the discrete nature of cluster sizes.
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Figure 3.14: Plot of nr(t)µ2(t)
2 against r/µ2(t) for clusters observed in simulations at all
concentrations studied of size (a) 1, (b) 3, (c) 5, (d) 11, (e) 20, and (f) 30 monomers.
We observe approximate data collapse onto a master curve φ(r/µ2(t)) especially for larger
clusters formed at later times, where the long-time scaling relation described by Eqn. 3.29
serves as a better approximation. The visually apparent diagonal “streaking” occurs due to
the discrete nature of cluster sizes.
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3.3.3 Analytical predictions of Smoluchowski model
Assuming that the underlying mechanisms of assembly remain unchanged for larger cluster
sizes, we may extrapolate our Smoluchowski coagulation equation fitted for the aggregation
of hundreds of peptides over hundreds of nanoseconds to make predictions of assembly at
longer time and length scales. It is conceivable that additional physical process become
significant for sufficiently large cluster sizes in such a way as to qualitatively change the
structure and dynamics of assembly, but in the absence of data in very large cluster size
regimes we quantify the uncertainties in our extrapolation based on the uncertainty in the
coagulation rate constant K estimated from the least squares fit of the concentration de-
pendent characteristic coagulation time (Fig. 3.12). In Fig. 3.15, we present the analytical
Smoluchowski predictions for the time evolution of clusters of size r = 102 (∼10 nm), 103
(∼100 nm), 104 (∼1000 nm), 105 (∼10,000 nm), and 106 (∼100,000 nm), using the ana-
lytical solutions for nr(t) in Eqn. 3.18 at a concentration of c = 0.86 mM (0.1 mg/mL,
M1 = 5× 10−4 nm−3) previously employed in the directed microfluidic assembly of DFAG-
OPV3-GAFD peptides [52] and a value of K = 5 ns−1 nm3 (95% CI: 3 ns−1 nm3, 7 ns−1
nm3) estimated from the concentration dependent extrapolation in Fig. 3.12. Estimates of
the approximate linear dimension of each cluster size were made from simple extrapolations
of the observation that clusters of ∼100 monomers in our simulations possess typical linear
dimensions of ∼10 nm. The confidence intervals in K were estimated by resampling the tc
values plotted in Fig. 3.12 from Gaussians with variances matched to the standard deviations
in the data and recomputing the least squares fit from which the value of K at 0.86 mM was
extrapolated over 100 rounds of this bootstrap resampling procedure.
The curves in Fig. 3.15 represent theoretical predictions of the dynamical evolution of
selected cluster sizes from our extrapolated Smoluchowski coagulation model, all of which
collapse to the same curve, as expected from the scaling hypothesis that holds at long times
and large cluster sizes [56]. Since it is extremely challenging to experimentally track the
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Figure 3.15: Analytical Smoluchowski predictions using Eqn. 3.18 of the number concentra-
tions nr(t) of aggregates of sizes r = 10
2, r = 103, r = 104, r = 105, and r = 106 versus
time t at a concentration of c = 0.86 mM (0.1 mg/mL, M1 = 5× 10−4 nm−3). The solutions
converge at long times in line with the predictions of the scaling hypothesis [56].
dynamics of particular cluster sizes, we cannot compare these predictions directly to ex-
periment but can make experimental contact on a coarser level through the mass-averaged
cluster size. In the directed assembly of aligned DFAG-OPV3-GAFD aggregates in a mi-
crofluidic flow cell at c = 0.86 mM (0.1 mg/mL), Marciel et al. [52] reported the assembly
and fluorescent detection of assemblies of size ∼10 µm on time scales of ∼10 s. Using the
same approximate conversion between cluster size and linear dimension as described above,
these clusters are expected to contain O(105) monomers. Rearranging the analytical expres-
sion for the mass-averaged cluster size in Eqn. 3.20, we can estimate the time required for







(µ2 − µ2(0)), (3.30)
where tc(c=0.86 mM) = 800 ns (K(c=0.86 mM) = 5 ns
−1 nm3) is extracted from the least
squares fit in Fig. 3.12, and µ2(0) is the initial mass-averaged cluster size. The experi-
ments of Marciel et al. [52] triggered assembly by combining an initially high pH stream
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containing the peptides with a low pH acid stream to drop the pH and trigger assembly. We
approximately replicate this initial state by estimating µ2(0) = (3.08± 0.03) from the final
hundred nanoseconds of the equilibrated deprotonated simulation to represent the high pH
aggregation state.
Solving Eqn. 3.30 with µ2 = 10
5, µ2(0) = 3.08, and tc(c=0.86 mM) = 800 ns, we predict
that the time required for the spontaneous assembly of aggregates of this size to be 40 ms
(95% CI: 10 ms, 70 ms). Our estimate is three orders of magnitude faster than that reported
by Marciel et al. [52], suggesting that there are slow dynamical processes occurring in the
flow cell that are not captured within our Smoluchowski coagulation model. We hypothesize
that these slow processes correspond to flow induced ripening of the contact clusters through
internal rearrangements to form larger and better ordered optical clusters with π-π stacking
of the OPV3 cores to form assemblies possessing fluorescent responses (cf. Fig. 3.5). Contact
clusters lacking this alignment are not expected to strongly fluoresce, suggesting that ag-
gregation and fluorescence are not coextensive and that alternative experiential techniques
would be required to detect contact cluster formation as a distinct process from optical
cluster formation. Furthermore, the experimentally reported morphologies of the aligned
aggregates under the extensional flow field employed in the microfluidic cell and under qui-
escent conditions are known to possess significant structural differences [52], indicating an
important coupling of flow to the mechanisms and dynamics of assembly on large length
scales. Together, these findings suggest a need for additional computational work to make
better contact with experimental work by (i) employing electronic structure calculations to
probe the different fluorescent properties of contact and optical clusters, and (ii) more highly
coarse-grained mesoscale models to probe the effect of flow on peptide assembly at longer
time and length scales.
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3.4 Conclusions
We have presented a computational study to probe the molecular details of the early-stage
self-assembly of Asp-Phe-Ala-Gly-OPV3-Gly-Ala-Phe-Asp (DFAG-OPV3-GAFD) monomers
containing an OPV3 (distyrylbenzene) core as a π-conjugated biocompatible oligopeptide
that undergoes pH-triggered self-assembly into β-sheet-like nanostructures with experimentally-
observed optoelectronic functionality. We developed a coarse-grained molecular model for
this system explicitly parameterized against all-atom calculations that recapitulates the con-
figurational statistics of the intramolecular bonded interactions, intra-peptide contact maps,
and potentials of mean force for peptide collapse and dimerization observed in atomistic cal-
culations. This protocol can be straightforwardly extended to develop coarse-grained models
of other π-conjugated molecules with different peptide and core chemistries.
Using our computationally efficient coarse-grained model, we conducted molecular dy-
namics simulations of the assembly of hundreds of peptides over hundreds of nanoseconds.
Morphological characterization shows the initial stages of assembly proceed hierarchically.
Monomers first form oligomers of ≤ 8 peptides with aligned aromatic cores (aligned clus-
ters), which subsequently assemble into larger aggregates of . 40 peptides exhibiting strong
associations between the π-conjugated cores (optical clusters). Optical clusters associate ir-
reversibly via side chain interactions to form large, relatively disordered aggregates that we
refer to as contact clusters. Contact clusters initially form into elongated ellipses with fractal
dimension D ≈ 1.5, which begin to display branching behavior at peptide numbers of ∼50-
100. Internal rearrangements within these contact clusters produce increasingly large optical
clusters, but at a far slower rate than that of the formation of the contact clusters them-
selves. Experimental work has shown the importance of flow in ordering the self-assembled
peptide aggregates on large length scales [49, 52]. Our molecular simulations suggest a role
of flow in suppressing branching behavior and network formation to rotationally align the
contact clusters into linear fibrillar bundles with improved π-π stacking and optoelectronic
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properties.
Kinetically, we have shown aggregation of contact clusters to be well described by
the Smoluchowki coagulation equations as a predictive phenomenological model of non-
equilibrium assembly [56]. Assuming a size-independent coagulation rate constant, we esti-
mated this single fitting parameter from our molecular simulation data to establish analytical
expressions for the time evolution of arbitrary cluster sizes and moments of the cluster size
distribution. We demonstrated using the predicted scaling behavior of the Smoluchowski
model that the aggregation dynamics observed in our simulations are self-similar, indicat-
ing that the long-time assembly behavior depends only weakly on initial conditions and the
assembly mechanism does not change with concentration over the 5-44 mM range studied
in this work. Furthermore, we established a calibration curve that can be used to estimate
the coagulation rate constant as a function of concentration, permitting the inexpensive
prediction of the microscopic cluster size evolution through the analytical predictions of the
Smoluchowski model without the need to conduct any additional molecular simulations.
By revealing the molecular details of the hierarchical assembly mechanism over hundreds
of nanoseconds and developing a phenomenological coagulation model of non-equilibrium as-
sembly kinetics, our work provides new fundamental understanding of peptide self-assembly
and a route to rationally engineer π-conjugated peptide chemistry and environmental con-
ditions to tune the morphology, kinetics, and optoelectronic properties of the emergent
supramolecular assemblies. In future work, electronic structure calculations on represen-
tative aligned, optical, and contact clusters observed in this work will be informative in
ascertaining the optoelectronic properties of the aggregates at each stage of the assembly
hierarchy [205–208]. We may also incorporate the Smoluchowski coagulation model fitted
against our molecular simulation data into a multiscale model of peptide assembly within
a microfluidic flow cell to enable explicit comparisons with experimental measurements and
provide a predictive model for peptide assembly as a function of peptide chemistry and the
architecture and operating conditions of the microfluidic device [52].
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Chapter 4
Effects of pH and Flow on Assembly
Properties of Peptides with
Optoelectronic Properties
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we developed a bottom-up coarse-grained model for the symmetric
DFAG-OPV3-GAFD peptide explicitly parameterized against all-atom simulation data [20]
(Fig. 3.1). By performing simulations of hundreds of monomers over hundreds of nanosec-
onds, we demonstrated that at low pH in quiescent aqueous solution the peptides undergo
irreversible hierarchical aggregation. Monomers first aggregate into small oligomers of size
≤ 8 with well-aligned aromatic cores. These well-aligned small aggregates subsequently as-
semble through both core-to-core and promiscuous side chain interactions to form larger,
more disordered aggregates. As we employed classical molecular dynamics simulations, we
used proximity and alignment of the aromatic cores as a morphological proxy for optoelec-
tronic functionality.
Experimentally, it has been shown that changing the environment under which the
DXXX-Π-XXXD system aggregates is one possible route to control of morphological and
optoelectronic properties of the resultant aggregates [52, 53, 209]. In order to probe the
microscopic mechanisms behind this kinetic control of aggregation, in this chapter, we probe
the effects of pH and non-equilibrium flow on the self-assembly of DFAG-OPV3-GAFD pep-
tides using our coarse-grained molecular simulation model [20]. We investigate the effects of
pH by simulating systems of DFAG-OPV3-GAFD containing different fractions of charged
monomers to demonstrate that increasing pH simultaneously slows the growth rate and im-
Reproduced from Ref. [21] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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proves the alignment of the aggregates formed in early-stage assembly. We show that the
growth rate is well modeled by a homogeneous Smoluchowski coagulation model in which
the effect of the pH can be treated as an approximately linear decrease in the growth expo-
nent. We also present a simple phenomenological model and scaling argument to understand
the effects of pH on the growth rate due to electrostatic shielding of the self-assembling ag-
gregates by the charged peptide termini. We investigate the effects of flow by simulating
assembly under different rates of shear deformation. We find that flow accelerates assembly
only at extremely high shear rates, and that in experimentally-realized shear rates within
microfluidic devices the flow is only predicted to influence the morphology of clusters contain-
ing in excess of hundreds of monomers at time scales in excess of hundreds of nanoseconds.
We understand the influence of flow as a function of time and length scale by performing a
dimensionless analysis of the flow behavior using a Pipkin-type analysis familiar from rhe-
ology [210, 211]. The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe our
simulation methods. In Section 4.3, we present our results for the influence of pH and flow
upon assembly. In Section 4.4, we present our conclusions and directions for future work.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Coarse-grained simulations at different pH
Assembly in the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD system is triggered when the aspartic acid residues on
the ends of each molecule become protonated, lowering the electrostatic repulsion between
monomers as the net charge per monomer changes from (-4e) to 0e. We represent different
pH levels by simulating systems with different fractions of charged monomers. This approach
is computationally efficient since each molecule is assigned an immutable protonation state
of either (-4e) or 0e, thereby neglecting both the possibility of intermediate charged states
and the dynamic equilibrium of any particular molecule between a distribution of proto-
nation states that may be a function of its local environment. We appreciate that a more
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sophisticated simulation approach would employ constant-pH ensemble simulations [16, 212–
215]. Although there have been some initial efforts to generalize constant pH simulations
to the coarse-grained Martini model [216], the high computational overhead associated with
such calculations would prohibit access to the time and length scales necessary to observe
early-stage assembly.
We define the relative fractions of protonated and deprotonated monomers as a function
of pH using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation [217],






where pKa = 3.9 pertains to the terminal aspartic acid residues [11], and [A
−]/[HA] is
the ratio of deprotonated to protonated monomers. We list in Table 4.1 the fraction and
corresponding number of charged (deprotonated) monomers in the system as a function of the
eight pH values considered in this work. The expected fraction of deprotonated monomers
is ∼0.1% at pH = 1 and ∼99.9% at pH = 7. Our simulations comprise 378 total monomers
such that the system is expected to be fully protonated at pH < 1 (i.e., fewer than 0.5
deprotonated monomers) and fully deprotonated at pH > 7 (i.e., fewer than 0.5 protonated
monomers).
Simulations of coarse-grained DFAG-OPV3-GAFD systems at eight different pH values
were conducted as described in Sec. 3.2.1 for the coarse-grained Martini simulations using
polarizable Martini water [163]. The monomers were represented by the modified Martini
model detailed in Chapter 3. Peptides were prepared in two protonation states: a protonated
state that was electrostatically neutral and a deprotonated state with a formal charge of (-4),
where the only difference between the two states is in the beads representing the terminal
aspartic acid residues. In the protonated state, each two-bead terminus was represented
by the Martini semi-attractive P3 and P5 beads, whereas in the deprotonated state, both
terminal beads were represented by the Martini (negatively) charged Qa beads. In each case,
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the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecules were inserted at random locations into a simulation
box of size 23.5 × 23.5 × 23.5 nm3 and solvated in Martini polarizable water [163] at an
effective density of ρ ≈ 1 g/cm3 to average initial number concentrations of ∼50 mM. Charge
neutrality was maintained by randomly inserting the number of counter ions equal to the
total negative charge in the system. Counter ions were represented by Martini Qd beads
each carrying a +1 charge. Five independent production runs of 400 ns were conducted at
each pH.
pH % deprotonated no. deprotonated
monomers monomers







> 7.0 100.00% 378
Table 4.1: Correspondence between pH and the number of deprotonated (charged) monomers
computed by the Henderson-Hasselbach relation (Eqn. 4.1). Our simulations comprise a total
of 378 monomers. The ionizable Asp termini have a pKa = 3.9 such that the system is fully
protonated at pH < 1 (.0.1% deprotonated) and fully deprotonated at pH > 7 (&99.9%
deprotonated).
4.2.2 Coarse-grained simulations under shear flow
The initial configuration of the system was created by randomly inserting into a 23.5 ×
23.5 × 23.5 nm3 box 200 protonated (uncharged) molecules distributed as 6 monomers, 21
dimers, 30 trimers, 13 tetramers, and 2 pentamers to approximately match the equilibrium
distribution of the 100% deprotonated system (cf. Sec. 3.3.1.2). This initial state is designed
to represent the state of the system under a rapid drop in pH from pH > 7 to pH < 1 and
mimic the conditions in a microfluidic flow cell in which a high-pH solution of peptides is
flowed into the device and assembly triggered by mixing with an acid stream to drop the
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pH [52]. Simulations were conducted employing the modified Martini model as described in
Sec. 3.2.1 with nonpolarizable Martini water [54], except that a Nosé-Hoover thermostat was
employed [79]. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat is favored over the velocity rescaling approach
conventionally employed in coarse-grained Martini model calculations due to its improved
reproduction of hydrodynamic effects necessary to accurately model the effects of flow [218].
The application of shear flow to the system was modeled using the “deform” command in
Gromacs to enforce Lees-Edwards boundary conditions [219]. Five independent production
simulations of 400 ns were performed at each of six deformation rates of δ̇ = 0 nm/ps, δ̇
= 5 × 10−7 nm/ps, δ̇ = 5 × 10−6 nm/ps, δ̇ = 5 × 10−5 nm/ps, δ̇ = 5 × 10−4 nm/ps, and
δ̇ = 5 × 10−3 nm/ps, corresponding to shear rates of γ̇ = 0 s−1, γ̇ = 2.1 × 104 s−1, γ̇ =
2.1 × 105 s−1, γ̇ = 2.1 × 106 s−1, γ̇ = 2.1 × 107 s−1, and γ̇ = 2.1 × 108 s−1, where γ̇ = δ̇/L
and L = 23.5 nm is the characteristic box length [220]. Employing solely Lees Edwards
boundary conditions to simulate flow means that the velocity profile over the system does
not change instantaneously, but rather propagates at roughly the speed of sound. Adopting
a speed of sound of 1494 m/s corresponding to that in water at 298 K [221], it will take
about 20 ps for the flow to propagate through a box with side length of 30 nm, and the short
time delay associated with this transient is therefore of negligible concern over the course of
our 400 ns production runs.
4.2.2.1 Shear flows are in the laminar regime
Reynolds number (Re) calculations for the experimental assembly of this oligopeptide family
in microfluidic devices indicates that assembly proceeds in the laminar regime [52], moti-
vating our decision to model flow as simple shear deformation. We now verify that our
simulations are approximately in the laminar flow regime at all shear rates considered. The





where ρ is the density, U is the average velocity of the fluid, L is a characteristic length
scale, and η is the solvent viscosity. We adopt η = 7 × 10−4 Pa-s, the viscosity of Martini
water [176], ρ = 1 g/cm3, the density of water under standard temperature and pressure,
and L = 23.5 nm, the length of the side of the simulation box. The average fluid velocity
under the fully-developed shear flow profile is computed as [220],
U = 〈v〉 = γ̇ L
2
, (4.3)
from which we estimate a maximum fluid velocity of U = 2.5× 10−3 nm/ps. The maximum
expected Reynolds numbers is then Re = 8 × 10−2  O(1), putting us squarely in the
laminar flow regime. We observe that the (non-zero) average velocities U considered in this
work range from 0.025 cm/s to 250 cm/s. Experimental average velocities are approximately
0.3 cm/s, corresponding to shear rates of γ̇ ≈ 2.5× 105 s−1 [52].
4.2.3 Coarse-grained simulations of isolated aggregates
In our dimensionless analysis of shear flow we require an estimate of the rotational diffusivity
Dr as a function of cluster size (see Section 4.3.2.2). We empirically estimate this by harvest-
ing 70 contact clusters of various sizes ranging from 6 to 330 monomers from the final time
step of the 400 ns simulations of quiescent protonated (pH < 1.0) self-assembly described
in Chapter 3. We then placed each cluster in its own box of water to permit us to observe
the rotational dynamics of isolated clusters. For efficiency, the box size in each case was
chosen to be the smallest such that the clusters would not self-interact across the periodic
boundaries. The box size employed for each cluster size is given in Table 4.2. Calculations
were carried out as described in Sec. 3.2.1 for the Martini coarse-grained simulations with
water represented by Martini non-polarizable water [54]. A 1 ns production run was then
conducted for each cluster.
The rotational diffusivity of each cluster was estimated from an Einstein relation describ-
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where θ0 is the initial orientation, d = 2 is the appropriate dimensionality for a body free
to rotate in three dimensions, and Dr is the rotational diffusivity. We define the orientation
of a cluster from the unit vector ξ̂1 coincident with the first principal eigenvector of the
gyration tensor S of the cluster (see Sec. 3.3.1.4 and Eqn. 3.13), and we compute the angular
displacement over a time interval ∆t as,
θ(t+ ∆t)− θ(t) = cos−1
(
ξ̂1(t+ ∆t) · ξ̂1(t)
)
, (4.5)
where the trajectory of ξ̂1 is preprocessed to eliminate flips in the (arbitrary) sense of the
principal eigenvector or spurious inversions of the first and second principal eigenvectors
that can occur due to internal rearrangements within the roughly spherical small aggregates
containing only six monomers. Dr was then estimated for each of the 70 clusters by making
a linear least-squares fit to the linear regime of the mean-squared angular displacement curve
and dividing the slope by 2d = 4 [14].










Table 4.2: Length of box side L for cubic triclinic box used to simulate isolated clusters
comprising different numbers of monomers.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Influence of pH on early-stage assembly
Experiment [49–52] and computation [20, 160] have shown aggregation of DFAG-OPV3-
GAFD monomers to proceed under low-pH conditions due to protonation of the terminal
Asp residues and a concomitant elimination of intermolecular electrostatic repulsion. In
this section, we investigate the effects of changing the percentage of charged molecules as a
proxy for changing the pH to reveal a reduction in growth rate of optical and contact clusters
with increasing pH. Conversely, the growth rate of aligned clusters is unaffected. Due to
the hierarchical nature of aggregation (Fig. 3.3), elevated pH results in a slow-down in the
aggregation rate, but an increase in the proportion of better-aligned aggregates in solution.
We quantify the assembly kinetics using the Smoluchowski coagulation theory and develop
a simple scaling model to understand the trends in the kinetics with pH.
Rate of growth of mass-averaged cluster size falls with increasing pH. In Fig.
4.1, we plot the mass-averaged cluster size µ2 (see Sec. 3.3.1.2) as a function of time for
contact, optical, and aligned clusters at each of the eight pH values considered. The trends
in µ2(t) illustrate that increasing pH increasingly disfavors the formation of large clusters,
thereby slowing the rate at which contact and optical clusters are produced (Fig. 4.1). At
the length and time scales accessible to our calculations, it is difficult to determine from
the high pH simulations (pH ≥ 3.90) whether the mass-averaged cluster sizes have attained
stable values (i.e., assembly has been arrested at a finite cluster size) or the growth rate is
simply diminished to exceedingly low levels. A careful analysis of the slope of the growth
curves as a function of time reveals that they indeed approach zero at long times (Fig. D.1),
but within the uncertainty of our calculations and on such comparatively small scales it is
not possible to conclusively state that growth has been completely arrested. Far longer and
larger simulations would be required to determine whether there exists a critical pH above
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Figure 4.1: Temporal evolution of the mass-averaged cluster size µ2 calculated at each of
the eight pH values considered for (a) contact clusters, (b) optical clusters, and (c) aligned
clusters. Different pH values are denoted by different colors. µ2(t) is computed as the mean
over the five independent runs at each pH and represented as a solid line, and uncertainties
represented by the shaded regions are estimated from the standard deviation taken over the
five runs.
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which contact and optical clusters are restricted to attain a maximum finite value and below
which they grow without bound to incorporate all monomers in the system. A body of
computational and experimental work indicates that at sufficiently long time scales a fully
protonated (pH < 1.0) system will ultimately assemble into a branched porous network of
connected or disjoint clusters of micron scale, and a fully deprotonated (pH > 7.0) will form
a distribution of small oligomers [20, 49–52, 160], but the morphological state of systems at
intermediate pH at very long times currently remains unknown. The predicted formation
of small oligomeric aggregates even at high pH is consistent with dynamic light scattering
measurements under these conditions [183]. Spectroscopy measurements, however, are con-
sistent with free monomers, indicating that the limited assembly under high-pH conditions
has relatively little impact on the spectroscopic properties of the system [51]. Theoretical
resolution of the aggregate sizes and morphologies within which the spectroscopic response
measurably differs from that of the free monomers would require quantum calculations em-
ploying a technique such as time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) [224].
In Fig. 4.2, we plot 〈µ2〉t=300−400 ns, the mass-averaged cluster size at each pH averaged
over the last 100 ns of all of the five independent runs at each pH. These data show that
the mass-averaged cluster size decreases rapidly for contact clusters, moderately for optical
clusters, and not at all for aligned clusters. Furthermore, the mass-averaged cluster size
under all three cluster definitions converges with increasing pH.
Aggregate ordering increases with increasing pH. The observed convergence of the
cluster sizes defined by the three hierarchical metrics with increasing pH (Fig. 4.2) together
with the hierarchical nesting of these metrics (cf. Sec. 3.2.4) indicates that although the
characteristic size of the contact and optical clusters falls with increasing pH, a larger fraction
of the monomers within these clusters belong to aligned clusters with good ordering and in-
register alignment between the aromatic cores. To quantify this trend, we define for each
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Figure 4.2: The mean of the mass-averaged cluster size taken over the final hundred ns of
all five runs 〈µ2〉t=300−400 ns for contact, optical, and aligned clusters at each of the eight pH
values considered. Error bars are computed as the mean of the standard deviation over the
final hundred ns. The inset shows a zoomed in view of the trends in the optical and aligned
clusters. The pH has a strong effect on the mass-averaged cluster size of contact clusters, a
moderate effect on that of optical clusters, and no effect on that of aligned clusters. Blue
crosses represent contact clusters, red circles optical clusters, and yellow triangles aligned
clusters.
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of (a) 〈ζOCi 〉, (b) 〈ζACi 〉, and (c) 〈ζAOi 〉 at each of the eight pH
values considered. Different pH values are denoted by different colors, averages taken over all
monomers in each of the five independent simulations at each time point, and uncertainties
represented by the shaded regions estimated from the standard deviation taken over the five
runs. Clusters become increasingly well-ordered with increasing pH.
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where α and β can take on one of three cluster signifiers, C for contact, O for optical, or
A for aligned, and rαi represents the size in monomers of the cluster of type α to which
monomer i belongs. Averaging over all monomers i in the system, 〈ζαβi 〉 provides a measure
of the degree of order defined by Metric α within clusters defined by Metric β. For example,
〈ζACi 〉 provides a measure of the extent to which contact clusters are populated by aligned
clusters. If 〈ζACi 〉 = 1, then all contact clusters in the system are entirely composed of aligned
clusters, indicating a high degree of intra-aggregate ordering, whereas 〈ζACi 〉 ≈ 0 reveals that
the monomers constituting contact clusters do not assemble into aligned morphologies.
We plot in Fig. 4.3 the time evolution of 〈ζOCi 〉, 〈ζACi 〉, and 〈ζAOi 〉 for each of the eight
pH values studied averaged over all monomers i and over the five independent runs. All
three plots demonstrate a marked increase in the intra-cluster ordering with increasing pH.
Specifically, in going from pH < 1.0 to pH > 7.0, the extent to which contact clusters
are composed of optical clusters increases from ∼20% to ∼90% (Fig. 4.3a) and of aligned
clusters from ∼10% to ∼60% (Fig. 4.3b). Similarly, the aligned cluster composition of
optical clusters increases from ∼30% to ∼65% over the same pH range (Fig. 4.3c).
Overall, the effect of increasing pH on DFAG-OPV3-GAFD aggregation is to disfavor
the formation of large aggregates by slowing the assembly kinetics. We quantify assembly
rates as a function of pH in Section 4.3.1.2. The aggregates that do form at higher pH
tend to be more ordered, containing a larger fraction of monomers with contacting or in-
register aligned π-conjugated cores that are expected to give rise to emergent optoelectronic
properties; however, it should be noted that this effect is primarily dependent on pH through
cluster size, as smaller clusters in general tend to be more highly ordered. In the next section,
we study the impact of pH on cluster morphology and growth kinetics.
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4.3.1.1 Morphology of charged clusters
In this section, we characterize aggregate morphology and structure as a function of pH.
Our primary findings are (i) the overall aggregate morphology is largely insensitive to pH,
(ii) increasing pH slightly decreases the orientational alignment of monomers within aligned
clusters, (iii) the system is well-mixed in that the proportion of charged to total monomers
within each aggregate containing more than ∼10 monomers is roughly equal to that in the
overall solution, but there is a slight preferential partitioning of charged monomers into
small cluster sizes, and (iv) charged monomers tend to be more extended than uncharged
monomers and the charged termini partition to the surface of the self-assembled clusters.
Cluster morphology is insensitive to pH. In order to test the effect of pH on the
geometric shape of the aggregates, we compute as we did in Sec. 3.3.1.4 for each contact
cluster at each time step the elements of the gyration tensor (Eqn. 3.13), from which we





radius of gyration (Eqn. 3.14), the relative shape anisotropy (Eqn. 3.15), and the aspect
ratios ξ1/ξ3 and ξ2/ξ3.
In Fig. 4.4 we plot κ2, Rg, ξ1/ξ3, and ξ2/ξ3 as a function of contact cluster size r averaged
over the entire time course of all five independent runs at each of the eight pH values
considered. We consider clusters only of sizes r for which we possess sufficient statistics
to report converged averages. All four morphological measures indicate that clusters adopt
an elongated, approximately ellipsoidal morphology, and their trends with respect to cluster
size as a function of pH are indistinguishable within error bars, with the exception of clusters
of size r & 20 at pH < 1.0, which tend to be more compact and spherical. Thus, for large
enough cluster sizes, the presence of charged monomers enhances the ellipsoidal nature of
the aggregates, but the morphology is insensitive to the precise fraction of charged peptides
over the 25-100% range studied in this work (see Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.4: Cluster morphology as a function of contact cluster size r measured by the
(a) relative shape anisotropy κ2, (b) radius of gyration Rg, (c) ratio of the first and third
principal moments ξ1/ξ3, and (d) ratio of the second and third principal moments ξ2/ξ3.
Solid lines denote averages over all clusters of size r observed at any time in any of the five
independent runs at each of the eight pH values considered. Different pH values are denoted
by different colors. The shaded areas indicate standard deviations around the means. Only
sizes r for which more than 1000 observations were recorded are plotted.
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pH has a mild effect on monomer orientations within aligned clusters. To address
the effect of pH upon the distribution of monomer orientations within aligned clusters, we
computed for each monomer i in an aligned cluster the angle ∆θi formed by the unit vector
vi pointing between the two distal aromatic rings in its π-conjugated core, and the mean
such vector of the aligned cluster to which the monomer belongs v̄ = 1
n
∑n
k=1 vk. All vi
vectors within an aligned cluster are oriented to possess the same (arbitrary) sense in order
to preclude trivial cancellations in the calculation of their mean. A 2-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff test at a significance level of α = 0.05 permits us to reject the null hypothesis
that the ∆θ distribution is invariant with pH, and we report the pH-dependent mean and
standard deviations in Table 4.3. Monomers are generally quite tightly distributed around
the mean orientation of the aligned cluster, with 〈∆θ〉 ≈ 20-25◦ and σ (∆θ) ≈ 12-13◦. Larger
values of 〈∆θ〉 are observed at high pH, where there is an increased fraction of charged
monomers in the system possessing Coulombic repulsions between their charged termini.
In sum, aligned clusters tend to comprise β-sheet-like nanoaggregates with relatively tight
orientational alignment of the constituent monomers that decreases slightly with increasing
pH.
Charged and uncharged residues are well-mixed. We now investigate how the rela-
tive proportions of charged and uncharged monomers in a cluster vary with cluster size r to
determine if there are strong preferential segregation effects. We plot in Fig. 4.5a the ratio
of charged monomers to total monomers in a contact cluster (Nq/Ntot)
cluster as a function of
cluster size r. We perform averaging over the entire time course of each of the five indepen-
dent simulations conducted at each pH. We do not report data for the pH < 1.0 and pH >
7.0 systems that contain, respectively, exclusively protonated and exclusively deprotonated
monomers. 〈(Nq/Ntot)cluster〉 at r = 1 is ∼ 0.2 greater than the overall ratio of charged to un-
charged monomers in the system (Nq/Ntot)
system for all six pH values, indicating an elevated
propensity for free monomers to be charged. Indeed 〈(Nq/Ntot)cluster〉 exceeds (Nq/Ntot)system
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Table 4.3: Dependence upon pH of the distribution of monomer orientations within aligned
clusters around the cluster mean. We report the mean and standard deviation of ∆θ averaged
over all monomers in aligned clusters observed in simulations conducted at each pH. There
is a statistically significant pH dependence of the ∆θ distribution (2-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff test; α = 0.05). The mean of ∆θ increases with pH, in line with the increased
fraction of charged monomers in the system and associated Coulombic repulsions between
their charged termini.
for r . 10, indicating that small aggregates overall tend to be more charged than average.
Conversely, larger aggregates with r & 10 tend to possess a charged to total monomer ratio
only slightly below the overall system composition.
This observation is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 4.5b, in which we average over all
cluster sizes r > 10 at each pH to construct a parity plot of 〈(Nq/Ntot)cluster〉 against
(Nq/Ntot)
system. The data lie close to, but slightly below, the diagonal, indicating that
larger clusters are of approximately the same composition as that of the system but slightly
depleted in charged monomers due to the preferential partitioning of charged molecules into
small contact clusters. Within any particular cluster, there is no spatial dependence of the
charged monomers such that, aside from the effect that we describe in the next section,
clusters are approximately well-mixed.
Charged termini lie further from the principal cluster axis than uncharged ter-
mini. We now study the location of the termini of charged and uncharged monomers in
contact clusters to determine if there are significant differences in their spatial arrangement.
Considering the two coarse-grained beads containing the terminal Asp residue main chain
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Figure 4.5: Charged to total monomer ratio as a function of contact cluster size. (a) Ratio
of charged to total monomers within contact clusters (Nq/Ntot)
cluster as a function of contact
cluster size r. Solid lines represent averages over the entire time course of each of the five
independent simulations conducted at each pH, and the shaded area the standard deviation
of these data. The dashed lines represent the overall ratio of charged to total monomers
in the system (Nq/Ntot)
system. (b) Parity plot of the ratio of charged to total monomers
〈(Nq/Ntot)cluster〉 averaged over all contact clusters of size r > 10 to the overall system
composition (Nq/Ntot)
system at each pH. The red dotted line runs through the origin and has
unit slope. Clusters of size r . 10 tend to be enriched in charged monomers, whereas larger
clusters have approximately the same charged to total ratio as the overall system.
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C-termini, we compute the perpendicular distance of each terminal bead from the major
axis of the cluster,





where rb is the location of the bead in three-dimensional space, and ξ̂1 is the unit vector
coincident with the first principal eigenvector of the gyration tensor S (see Sec. 3.3.1.4 and
Eqn. 3.13). A schematic illustration of d⊥ for a representative cluster is presented in Fig.
4.6a.
The plot of d⊥ as a function of cluster size r in Fig. 4.6b illustrates that there is a
small but measurable increase in the perpendicular distance of charged relative to uncharged
termini. Although there is substantial variance in d⊥ for each cluster size, a one-sided Welch’s
t-test allows us to reject the null hypothesis that the distributions possess equal means
(p < 0.05) for over ninety percent of the r values at each pH. This supports the finding that
charged monomers tend to be slightly more extended than uncharged monomers (see also
the next section), and therefore the charged termini preferentially partition to the surface
of contact clusters. d⊥ increases rapidly for small cluster sizes (r < 5), then increases
approximately linearly for larger aggregates. The increase of d⊥ beyond ∼2.25 nm – half the
linear extent of a fully-extended monomer – is primarily due to the contact clusters exhibiting
branching behavior at large cluster sizes,as discussed in Chapter 3. We provide representative
snapshots of the cluster morphologies observed at each pH in Fig. 4.7. Complete movies of
the simulation trajectories from which these terminal frames were drawn are provided as
described in Appendix G.
Charged monomers are more extended than uncharged monomers. To comple-
ment the analysis of the previous section, we study whether charged monomers in contact
clusters tend to be more extended than uncharged monomers. In Fig. 4.8, we present the
linear end-to-end distance de2e of the charged and uncharged monomers in contact clusters
at each pH computed by averaging over the final 100 ns of the simulations. For comparison,
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Figure 4.6: Spatial arrangement of molecular termini within a contact cluster. (a) Schematic
illustration of d⊥ for a representative contact cluster (see Eqn. 4.7). The cluster is rendered
as space-filling volume, where the grey surface indicates the spatial extent of the nonterminal
portions of the aggregate upon which we have superposed red volumes indicating the location
of charged termini and blue volumes indicating the location of uncharged termini. This and
all molecular snapshots and movies in this chapter were rendered using the VMD molecular
graphics software [136]. The two images presented are related by a 90◦ rotation into the plane
of the page. In the image on the left, the solid black line represents the principal eigenvector
of the gyration tensor ξ̂1. In the image on the right, the solid black dot represents the
principal eigenvector coming out of the page, and the dashed lines represent perpendicular
distances d⊥ of selected charged termini. (b) d⊥ as a function of cluster size for charged and
uncharged termini averaged over the course of all runs at all pH values. The shaded regions
denote the standard deviation of the collected data. Charged termini tend to be located
further from the central axis than uncharged termini (one-sided Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05),
preferentially partitioning to the surface of the cluster.
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of the final t = 400 ns frame of simulations conducted at pH (a) <
1.0, (b) 3.43, (c) 3.68, (d) 3.90, (e) 4.12, (f) 4.37, (g) 4.75, and (h) > 7.0. The molecules and
clusters are rendered as space-filling volume, where the grey surface indicates the spatial
extent of the nonterminal portions of the aggregate upon which we have superposed red
volumes indicating the location of charged termini and blue volumes indicating the location
of uncharged termini. Coarse-grained water is omitted for clarity.
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we also present de2e for a single isolated charged monomer in solution and a single isolated
uncharged monomer in solution computed from 30 ns equilibrated simulations of monomers
solvated in a 7× 7× 7 nm3 box.
At each pH considered, the charged monomers within contact clusters tend to be more
extended than the uncharged monomers by ∼0.5 nm. A one-sided Welch’s t-test allows
us to reject the hypothesis that the means of the de2e distributions for the charged and
uncharged monomers at each pH are equal (p < 0.01). This provides additional support
for the finding that charged monomers tend to be more extended than uncharged monomers
due to electrostatic repulsion between the two termini, resulting in preferential segregation of
charge to the exterior of the self-assembled aggregates. Furthermore, stacking of monomers
within contact clusters induces an elongation of both charged and uncharged monomers
relative to their mean extent in isolation. Finally, the mild decrease in the monomer extent
within contact clusters with increasing pH is due to the decrease in large aggregates and
concomitant increase in the numbers of small clusters and isolated monomers.
4.3.1.2 Modeling and explanation of growth kinetics
In this section we develop a quantitative model for pH-dependent aggregation and appeal
to the morphological results to understand the pH-dependence of the aggregation rate.
Kinetics of growth can be modeled using the homogeneous Smoluchowski co-
agulation theory. Following the previous chapter, we use our simulation data to fit the
pH-dependent parameters of a Smoluchowski coagulation model (see Sec. 3.3.2) that enables
us to describe the pH-dependence in the growth rates of different cluster types in a more
quantitative way.
In this chapter we relax the assumption of a size-independent kernel and adopt the
homogeneity assumption, Kai,aj = a
λKi,j, that specifies a self-similar scaling for the second
order rate constant with cluster size. In the analyses that follow, it is not necessary to
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Figure 4.8: End to end distances de2e of charged and uncharged monomers in contact clusters.
We present data for each of the six pH values considered (eliminating those that are exclu-
sively composed of protonated or deprotonated monomers) computed by averaging over the
final 100 ns of the five independent runs at each pH, and for isolated charged and uncharged
monomers computed from 30 ns of equilibrated simulations of single solvated molecules.
Error bars correspond to standard deviations of the collected data around the mean. Both
charged and uncharged monomers are more elongated within contact clusters than isolated
in solution, and charged monomers are on average ∼0.5 nm more extended that uncharged
monomers.
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specify the kernel further, with the homogeneous kernel providing a flexible model of the
coagulation kinetics that admits analytical solutions for the moments of the cluster size
distribution [57, 193, 203]. Although analytical expressions for the nr(t) themselves are
not available, knowledge of the moments is sufficient to predict the temporal evolution of
the n-averaged cluster sizes µn(t) (Eqn. 3.8), and by fitting these analytical predictions
to the simulation data we can regress kinetic parameters of the Smoluchowski model that
optimally recapitulate the self-assembly dynamics observed in our coarse-grained molecular
simulations. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, it is unclear from the length and time scales
accessible to our calculations whether the high-pH simulations exhibit kinetic arrest or just
extremely slow aggregation kinetics. By developing a data-driven non-equilibrium kinetic
model for the assembly dynamics, we permit the data to “speak for themselves” with the
kinetically arrested state a special case of the model in which the coagulation rate constants
tend to zero beyond some terminal cluster size.
Under the homogeneous kernel, the analytical solution for the time evolution of the









where µ2(0) is the initial mass-averaged cluster size and tc the characteristic coagulation time
[196]. Interpretable as the characteristic time for the productive collision of two monomers
[57], we make the approximation that tc is independent of the monomer protonation state and
therefore independent of the system pH. Consequently, we assume that all pH dependence
of the assembly kinetics may be modeled through the scaling exponent λ. For λ > 0 the
aggregation rate constant increases with cluster size, for λ < 0, it decreases, and for λ = 0 we
have a cluster size-independent rate constant that reduces to the special case of a constant
kernel.
Considering contact, optical, and aligned clusters independently, we determine the op-
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timal pH-independent value of tc and pH-dependent λ for each cluster type by nonlinear
least-squares fitting of the model predictions of the time evolution of the mass-averaged
cluster size (Eqn. 4.8) to our simulation data using the “fminbnd” and “fit” functions in
MATLAB R2016a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) [225, 226] to a tolerance of 1×10−4.
The optimal estimates of the coagulation time emerging from this procedure are tconc =
(5.0198 ± 0.0001) ns, toptc = (0.5564 ± 0.0001) ns, and talignc = (0.2377 ± 0.0001) ns. The
optimal estimates of the pH-dependent λ values are reported in Fig. 4.9. We present in Figs.
D.2-D.4 the Smoluchowski model predictions for µ2(t) employing the best-fit parameters for
each of the three cluster types at each of the eight pH values considered. The good agreement
of the model predictions with the simulation results provides post hoc validation that the
Smoluchowski coagulation model with a homogeneous kernel provides a good description of
the pH-dependent assembly kinetics.
Fig. 4.9a shows that λ for both contact and optical clusters decreases substantially with
increasing pH. Appealing to the self-similar scaling of the homogeneous kernel Kai,aj =
aλKi,j, this trend indicates increasing suppression of the coagulation rate constants for the
association of large clusters and is consistent with the observed slowdown in the aggregation
kinetics with increasing pH (see Fig. 4.1a,b). We also note that the pH < 1.0 value of
λ = −0.2±0.1 for contact clusters is close to zero and therefore consistent with the Previous
Chapter, in which we demonstrated the constant kernel (i.e., Kai,aj = Ki,j = K) to provide
a good description of the assembly kinetics in a fully protonated (uncharged) system (see
Sec. 3.3.2). The convergence of the λ values for the contact and optical clusters at high
pH indicates similar scaling behaviors in the coagulation rate constants as a function of
cluster size. Together with the not too dissimilar values of tconc = (5.0198 ± 0.0001) ns
and toptc = (0.5564 ± 0.0001) ns, this indicates that optical and contact cluster assembly
progresses approximately contemporaneously, underpinning both the high-pH convergence of
the mass-averaged cluster size of contact and optical clusters (see Fig. 4.2) and the increasing
proportion of each contact cluster that is composed of optical clusters (see Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.9: Best fit pH-dependent values of the homogeneous Smoluchowski kernel scaling
exponent λ computed by nonlinear least-squares fitting of Eqn. 4.8 to the mass-averaged
cluster size trajectories computed from our coarse-grained molecular simulations for (a)
contact and optical, and (b) aligned clusters. Best fit values are computed as the mean
over the five independent runs conducted at each pH, and error bars denote the calculated
standard deviation. The decrease in λ with increasing pH for contact and optical clusters
indicates increasing suppression of the coagulation rate constant for the aggregation of large
clusters. With the exception of the datum for pH < 1.0, λ for aligned clusters is relatively
insensitive to pH.
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Fig. 4.9b shows that with the exception of the datum at pH < 1.0, λ is approximately
insensitive to pH and lies within the range λ=[-8.5, -7.25]. A factor of two larger than the
most negative λ value computed for the contact and optical clusters, this indicates that the
suppression of large cluster aggregation rate constants is substantially greater for aligned
clusters. This is consistent with the smaller size of aligned clusters (Fig. 4.1c) relative to
contact and optical (Fig. 4.1a,b). That the pH < 1.0 lies outside the range spanned by the
higher-pH data points is a possible indication of finite size effects artificially suppressing
the aligned cluster aggregation kinetics due to the rapid formation of a contact cluster
comprising most of the monomers in the system under fully protonated conditions. A suite
of simulations containing different numbers of monomers could be conducted to test this
hypothesis.
Phenomenological model of cluster growth. We now develop a simple phenomeno-
logical model to help understand two features of the homogeneous kernel Smoluchowski
model constructed in the previous section: (i) why the contact cluster scaling exponent λ
should be negative, and (ii) why it should become more negative with increasing pH. To do
so we appeal to three findings from the morphological characterization of contact clusters
reported in Section 4.3.1.1 that (i) contact cluster morphology is approximately ellipsoidal
and largely insensitive to pH, (ii) clusters containing more than ∼10 monomers comprise a
ratio of charged to total monomers approximately equal to the overall composition of the
system, and (iii) the charged termini preferentially partition to the surface of the cluster.
These results motivate a simple cluster model in which the fraction of charged monomers in
the system f = 1/(1 + 10(pKa−pH)) (see Table 4.1 and Eqn. 4.1) may be used to estimate the
number of charged monomers in a cluster containing Ntot total monomers as Nq ≈ fNtot.
The volume of the cluster scales with Ntot, allowing us to rewrite this relation as Nq ∼ f`3,
where ` is a characteristic linear extent of the cluster. Since the termini of the charged
monomers partition to the surface of the cluster, we may estimate the surface charge density
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as σ ∼ Nq/`2. Combining these two expressions, we find that σ ∼ f` such that the charge
density at the cluster surface increases linearly with both the fraction of charged monomers
in the system and with the cluster linear extent. Accordingly, we should expect that the
electrostatic repulsion between clusters should increase with both cluster size and pH due
to the elevation of negative surface charge and reduction in the relative proportion of un-
charged surface area available for productive aggregation. The increase in this electrostatic
shielding with cluster size is the phenomenological root of the negative λ values for contact
clusters reported in Fig. 4.9a, while the increase with the fraction of charged monomers in
the system is the root of the downward trend of the λ values with increasing pH.
4.3.2 Influence of flow on early-stage self-assembly
We now investigate the role of flow on the alignment and morphology of clusters in the early
stages of self-assembly.
4.3.2.1 Flow has little effect on cluster morphology at short length and time
scales
To probe the effect of shear rate on the assembly kinetics, we present in Fig. 4.10 the temporal
evolution of the mass-averaged cluster size µ2 for the contact, optical, and aligned clusters
at the six shear rates of γ̇ = 0 s−1, 2.1× 104 s−1, 2.1× 105 s−1, 2.1× 106 s−1, 2.1× 107 s−1,
and 2.1 × 108 s−1. We find the assembly rates of all three cluster types to be insensitive
to shear rate on the time and length scales of our simulations. There is some evidence for
an acceleration in the aggregation rate of contact clusters at the two largest shear rates
considered (γ̇ = 2.1 × 107 s−1 and 2.1 × 108 s−1), but the large error bars associated with
sparse sampling of large cluster sizes at late times means that their trajectories cannot be
distinguished within error bars from those at lower shear rates.
To explore the degree to which aggregates align with the flow, we compute for each
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Figure 4.10: Temporal evolution of the mass-averaged cluster size µ2 calculated at each of
the six shear rates considered for (a) contact clusters, (b) optical clusters, and (c) aligned
clusters. Different shear rates are denoted by different colors. µ2(t) is computed as the mean
over the five independent runs at each pH and represented as a solid line, and uncertainties
represented by the shaded regions are estimated from the standard deviation taken over the
five runs. Within error bars, flow has no effect on cluster growth rate on the length and time
scales of our calculations, except possibly to accelerate contact cluster formation at the two
highest shear rates considered.
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contact cluster the angle it makes with the direction of the shear flow,
cos(θz) = n̂z · ξ̂1, (4.9)
where n̂z is a unit vector oriented perpendicular to the plane of constant flow velocity, and
ξ̂1 is the unit vector coincident with the first principal moment of the aggregate gyration
tensor (see Eqn. 3.13). Since the sense of ξ̂1 is arbitrary, in performing this calculation
we define its sense such that it forms an acute angle with n̂z. If clusters perfectly align
with the flow, then n̂z and ξ̂1 are orthogonal and an average over all clusters observed in
our simulations will produce 〈cos(θz)〉 = 0. If flow has no effect on cluster orientation and




−1 and 〈cos(θz)〉 =∫ π/2
0
cos(θz)P (θz) sin(θz)dθz = 0.5. Fig. 4.11 presents 〈cos(θz)〉 as a function of cluster size
at each of the six shear rates considered.
At none of the shear rates considered do we observe more than partial alignment over the
time scale of our calculations. We observe the most significant deviation from an isotropic
distribution of angles for the largest shear rate of γ̇ = 2.1×108 s−1, at which 〈cos(θz)〉 ≈ 0.4,
indicating some preferential alignment with flow. For the second and third largest shear
rates of γ̇ = 2.1 × 106 s−1 and γ̇ = 2.1 × 107 s−1, 〈cos(θz)〉 mainly lies slightly below
0.5, indicating a slight tendency towards alignment. At lower shear rates, 〈cos(θz)〉 ≈ 0.5
indicating no preferential alignment with flow. Thus, large shear rates well beyond those
realized in microfluidic devices (γ̇ ≈ 2.5× 105 s−1) are required to align the relatively small
clusters formed during early-stage assembly.
To probe cluster morphology as a function of shear rate, in Fig. 4.12, we plot κ2, Rg, ξ1/ξ3,
and ξ2/ξ3 (see Sec. 3.3.1.4) as a function of contact cluster size r averaged over the entire time
course of all five independent runs at each of the six shear rates. We retain only clusters
of sizes r for which we possess sufficient statistics to report converged averages. All four
morphological measures indicate that clusters adopt an elongated, approximately ellipsoidal
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Figure 4.11: Alignment of contact clusters with the shear flow 〈cos(θz)〉 as a function of
cluster size r. Averages are taken over all clusters of size r observed at any time in any
of the five independent runs at each of the six shear rates considered. Data is shown for
all cluster sizes for which at least 1000 observations were recorded. Different shear rates
are denoted by different colors. The solid lines are computed from a sliding window that
averages over three contiguous cluster sizes in order to smooth the data and evince its
trends. The shaded areas indicate standard errors in the mean computed by randomly
splitting the data for each cluster size into five equally sized blocks and computing the
standard deviation over the blocks. The standard errors are subjected to the same window
smoothing procedure as the means. Perfect alignment of the principal cluster axes with the
shear flow produces 〈cos(θz)〉 = 0, whereas an isotropic orientational distribution produces
〈cos(θz)〉 = 0.5 (indicated by the dashed black line).
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morphology as they grow. Overlap of the data collected at each shear rate indicates that
cluster morphology is generally insensitive to shear rate over the range of shear flows and
cluster sizes considered in this work. The mean and standard deviation of the distribution
of monomer orientations within aligned clusters around the cluster mean (Sec. 4.3.1.1) is
∆θ = (22±13)◦ at all shear rates considered, and we have verified that there is no statistically
significant dependence of the distribution on shear rate (2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test;
α = 0.05).
In sum, the effect of flow on cluster morphology in the early stages of assembly is relatively
mild. At shear rates γ̇ ≤ 2.1 × 105 s−1, the cluster morphology, cluster alignment with the
flow field, and rate of self-assembly are largely indistinguishable from quiescent conditions.
Only at the very high shear rates of γ̇ ≥ 2.1 × 106 s−1 do we find evidence of mild cluster
alignment with the shear flow, and only for the even higher shear rates of γ̇ ≥ 2.1× 107 s−1
do we observe potentially accelerated assembly rates of contact clusters.
4.3.2.2 Dimensionless analysis of flow in early-stage assembly
We can understand and quantify the relatively weak influence of flow on early-stage assem-
bly by performing a dimensionless analysis inspired by Pipkin diagrams used in rheology
[210, 211], in which we construct ratios of the characteristic time scales for shear (the re-
ciprocal shear rate γ̇−1), rotational diffusion (the reciprocal rotational diffusivity D−1r ), and
observation (the simulation time tobs). The shear rate γ̇ and simulation time tobs = 400 ns
are determined from our simulation parameters, and we estimate Dr for 70 representative
contact clusters comprising 6-330 monomers by analyzing their rotational dynamics as de-
tailed in Section 4.2.3. Given these three time scales, we form two independent dimensionless
groups: the rotational Peclet number Per and the Deborah number De.






Figure 4.12: Cluster morphology as a function of contact cluster size r measured by the
(a) relative shape anisotropy κ2, (b) radius of gyration Rg, (c) ratio of the first and third
principal moments ξ1/ξ3, and (d) ratio of the second and third principal moments ξ2/ξ3.
The solid lines are averages over all clusters of size r observed at any time in any of the five
independent runs at each of the six shear rates considered. Different shear rates are denoted
by different colors. The shaded areas indicate standard deviations around the means. Only
cluster sizes r for which more than 1000 observations were recorded are plotted.
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is defined as the ratio of the shear rate γ̇ to the rotational diffusivity of the cluster Dr. Per
measures the relative magnitude of the hydrodynamic convection rate to the diffusion rate.
Applied to the self-assembling contact clusters in our simulation, if Per  1 then the strength
of the shear flow dominates that of Brownian rotational diffusion, and we should expect the
clusters to align with the flow, whereas if Per  1 then the shear rate is insufficient to
dominate the rotational diffusion, and we should expect to see an isotropic distribution of
cluster orientations [52, 228].





is defined as the ratio of the characteristic time scale for rotational diffusion D−1r to the
simulation time scale tobs. De provides a measure of the time required for clusters to ro-
tationally diffuse relative to the time over which we observe the system dynamics. For De
 1 the time scale on which we observe the system far exceeds that over which rotational
diffusion occurs, and we should expect the clusters to comprehensively sample all of their
accessible orientational states. For De  1 our observation time is far smaller than the
rotational diffusion time scale, and our simulations are too short to observe the orientational
dynamics.
We present in Fig. 4.13 our Pipkin diagram showing the relationship between Per and
De at each of the five non-zero shear rates γ̇. Each curve is parameterized by the rotational
diffusivity Dr, and we have superposed on these curves data points for each of the 70 rep-
resentative contact clusters comprising 6-330 monomers for which Dr was computed. The
dashed horizontal line at Per = 1 demarcates the turnover from the diffusive (Per  1) to
the convective (Per  1) regime. The dashed vertical line at De = 1 delimits the transition
from the regime of rapid (De  1) to slow (De  1) diffusion relative to the simulation
time. Below the horizontal line, the shear rate is insufficiently strong to align the clusters
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Figure 4.13: Pipkin diagram illustrating the relationship between rotational Peclet number
Per = γ̇/Dr, measuring the relative rate of convective shear to rotational diffusivity, and
Deborah number De = D−1r /tobs, measuring the ratio of the diffusion time to the simulation
time. The five curves correspond to each of the five non-zero shear rates upon which we
have superposed the 70 points corresponding to the representative contact clusters for which
rotational diffusivities were empirically computed. Each point is colored by cluster size.
The dashed horizontal line at Per = 1 demarcates the turnover from the diffusive to the
convective regime, and the dashed vertical line at De = 1 delimits the transition from the
regime of rapid to the regime of slow rotational diffusion relative to the simulation time.
Only in the upper left quadrant is the shear flow sufficiently strong and rotational diffusion
rate sufficiently high that we should expect to observe cluster alignment with flow.
with the flow, and, to the right of the vertical line, the simulation time scale is too short to
observe orientational relaxation. Accordingly, we should only expect to observe the influence
of flow within the upper left quadrant where the shear rate is sufficiently strong to impose
alignment, and the rotational diffusivity is sufficiently fast for us to observe alignment over
the course of the simulation.
At the two lowest shear rates γ̇ = 2.1 × 104 s−1 and 2.1 × 105 s−1, almost all clusters
containing up to r ≈ 300 monomers remain in the diffusive regime where the shear rate is
insufficient to couple to flow and therefore induce cluster alignment and influence the self-
assembly morphology and dynamics. These shear rates are on the order of what has thus
far been attained for this system in microfluidic cells [52], and so we anticipate that flow
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should only become important in influencing the morphology and orientation of aggregates
containing hundreds or thousands of monomers. At γ̇ = 2.1×106 s−1 clusters of size r & 100
are sufficiently large to enter the convective regime, but do so to the right of the De = 1
line. Accordingly, we should not expect to observe alignment of these aggregates over the
course of our 400 ns simulations, and that alignment of these clusters with flow would occur
in excess of microsecond time scales. For the highest shear rate γ̇ = 2.1× 108 s−1, nearly all
clusters of size r . 100 fall into the upper left quadrant, while for the second highest shear
rate γ̇ = 2.1 × 107 s−1, most clusters between 50 . r . 100 and some smaller clusters as
well fall into the upper left quadrant, suggesting that we should observe alignment of these
clusters with the flow. This is consistent with the observations that only for the highest
shear rate did we observe significant alignment of clusters with the flow field (Fig. 4.11), and
only for the two highest shear rates did we observe evidence for acceleration of the assembly
rate (Fig. 4.10).
4.4 Conclusions and Future Work
Using a combination of coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations and analytical theory,
we have characterized the effects of pH and shear flow on the aggregation dynamics and
morphologies of self-assembling π-conjugated DFAG-OPV3-GAFD peptides on time scales
of hundreds of nanoseconds and length scales of hundreds of monomers. Overall, we have
gained a molecular-level understanding of the effects of pH and flow on assembly and laid
the groundwork to rationally manipulate pH and flow to engineer self-assembled aggregates
with desirable optoelectronic properties.
We have shown that increasing pH strongly affects the kinetics of assembly by disfavoring
the formation of large aggregates due to a partitioning of charged residues to the aggregate
surface and an increase in surface charge density that scales approximately linearly with
cluster size and fraction of charged monomers in the system. The slow down in the kinetics
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with increasing pH is well modeled by Smoluchowski coagulation theory, where we employ
a homogeneous kernel for which we have inferred kinetic parameters by fitting the model
predictions to our simulation data. These analytical kinetic models provide a means to ex-
trapolate predictions of the assembly kinetics to length and time scales far beyond those
accessible to molecular simulation. The slow down in the assembly rate with elevated pH
is accompanied by an increase in the alignment and ordering of the monomers within the
aggregates. Our results suggest that pH can serve as a useful control variable to engineer
the assembly of ordered aggregates. Specifically, we propose that conducting assembly un-
der a gently decreasing pH ramp may promote long-range ordering within large aggregates
via a hierarchical assembly mechanism: well-ordered smaller aggregates will progressively
coalesce into larger fibers as the surface charge density is reduced under increasingly acidic
conditions to gradually promote further assembly. Experimental support for this conjecture
is provided in recent work by Li et al., who showed that reduced acidification rates achieved
by introducing an organic layer to control acid diffusion produced slower assembly kinetics
and more homogeneous self-assembled aggregates at length scales of hundreds of nanometers
and time scales of hours [53]. These results are consistent with earlier work by Adams et al.,
who showed that self-assembling fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl-dipeptides produced more ho-
mogeneous self-supporting hydrogels when acidified by the slow and controllable hydrolysis
of glucono-δ-lactone into gluconic acid [232]. Nevertheless, no change in the final absorbance
and emission spectra of the resultant aggregates was observed [53], highlighting a need for fu-
ture modeling work to (i) probe the morphological effects of pH at longer length scales using
lower resolution coarse-grained models, and (ii) probe the connection between the morpholo-
gies of different cluster types and their corresponding optical properties through electronic
structure calculations. We also propose to conduct coarse-grained molecular dynamics sim-
ulations with time-varying pH to directly probe the microscopic mechanisms underpinning
this hypothesized hierarchical aggregation process. In doing so, we propose to devise pro-
grams of pH control – including potentially non-monotonic oscillatory pH schedules to aid
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in the healing of defects – to control the large-scale morphologies of these self-assembling
systems and maximize their order and corresponding optoelectronic properties.
Our analysis of the impact of shear flow upon assembly morphology and kinetics reveals
that flow only begins to couple to early-stage aggregation at very high shear rates in excess
of γ̇ = 2.1 × 106 s−1. Under these conditions, the shear flow induces alignment of clusters
within the flow and accelerates the assembly kinetics. At experimentally realized shear
rates within microfluidic devices, our Pipkin-inspired dimensionless analysis of the effects of
flow suggest that the flow field is expected to influence the orientation and aggregation of
clusters comprising in excess of hundreds of monomers over hundreds of nanosecond time
scales or longer. The fact that cluster size increases approximately monotonically even at
very high shear rates shows that flow does not induce fragmentation of clusters containing
up to ∼180 monomers, but we propose that it may disturb the branched nature of very large
contact clusters that we previously demonstrated to adopt a fractal network architecture of
dimensionality ∼1.5 [20]. These findings suggest that the experimentally verified role of flow
in enhancing optoelectronic properties of these self-assembled aggregates [52, 209, 233] is
due to the flow-induced alignment and ordering of aggregates to form elongated fibrils and
fibers at time and length scales exceeding hundreds of ns and tens of nm.
To explicitly probe this hypothesis, we propose that it would be instructive in future
work to perform simulations of the effect of flow on the alignment and morphology of pre-
assembled aggregates comprising hundreds of monomers harvested from the calculations
performed in this work. In future work we also plan to perform quantum calculations em-
ploying time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) [224] to characterize the op-
toelectronic properties and underlying electronic mechanisms within archetypal aggregates
observed in our classical molecular dynamics simulations and thereby directly quantify the
role of morphology and ordering upon the emergent optical and electronic responses.
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Chapter 5




Bridging between the microscopic interactions probed by atomistic molecular dynamics and
the long-time, large-scale dynamics observed experimentally is a non-trivial task but an
important one, especially in the context of self-assembling peptide systems, for which the
relevant time and length scales can be particularly large. As demonstrated in the previous
chapter, for example, even moderate-resolution coarse-graining is not sufficient to reach time
and length scales at which flow strongly affects the assembly properties of the DFAG-OPV3-
GAFD system. One good method for approaching this problem is to employ top-down min-
imal models with lower resolution than atomistic molecular dynamics or chemically-specific
coarse-grained models such as the Martini model [54]. Thermodynamic and folding behavior
of many colloidal and protein systems depends only on a few key parameters [27, 58, 234].
Therefore, top-down minimal models can be designed in a physically intuitive manner to iso-
late, probe, and identify the most important effects governing processes such as self-assembly
[59, 235–237]. In fact, mesoscopic models have repeatedly been used to generate significant
insight into protein aggregation [238–240]. For example, using a bead-spring representation
with additional angular flexibility constraints to model amyloid-type assembly, Ranganathan
et al. showed that both interaction strength and stiffness are important factors governing
the morphology of final self-assembled structures [238]. Sărić, Vácha, Frenkel and coworkers
developed a series of top-down minimal models [241] to accurately predict the effect of differ-
ent surface types on amyloid fibril formation [242], identify a proposed oligomer-dependent
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nucleation mechanism [243], probe the effect of surface coverage of fibrils on amyloid fibril
nucleation and growth [240], and model the formation of pores in lipid membranes [244, 245].
Patchy particle models are a particular class of minimal molecular models that have
demonstrated great promise and flexibility in modeling colloids and peptides with directional
interactions [241, 246, 247]. Such models employ coarse-grained molecular representations of
groups of typically spherical or ellipsoidal beads decorated by attractive surface patches that
model directional, and potentially specific, intermolecular interactions. In 1999, Lomakin
et al. introduced what they referred to as an “aelotopic” model of proteins, in which each
protein was modeled as a sphere with orientation-dependent interactions, and showed that
the directionality thus captured was responsible for generic features of protein aggregative
properties in solution [248]. In 2001, Hloucha et al. refined this template by introducing
spheres with complementary potentials referred to as “patches-antipatches” to study virial
coefficients in a system of bovine chymotrypsinogen in solution [249]. In 2003, Kern and
Frenkel [241] described a model of spheres decorated with directional square well patches
to study the effects of directional interactions and interaction strength on the fluid–fluid
coexistence curve of an abstract model system that could represent either colloids or proteins.
In a similar vein, Zhang and Glotzer showed that using small rigid spheres as the source
of directional interactions could be tuned to result in a plethora of different self-assembled
structures [246].
Building on these pioneering studies, patchy particle models have emerged as a standard
tool to model the behavior of colloids and peptides [250–256]. The effects of patch shape and
rotational entropy have been studied computationally and experimentally [257–259], as have
the effects of decoupling rotational and translational diffusivity on pathways of aggregation
[260]. Since they can reproduce experimental phase behavior, they have also been used to
study phase transitions in colloids and proteins [261, 262] and to probe how the interac-
tions and environmental conditions affect the phase diagrams of the resulting morphological
structures [263–265]. Using a patch-antipatch idea, Dorsaz et al. [254] successfully modeled
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particular aspects of protein crystallization, and Morgan et al. [266] derived a minimalist
design rule for the assembly of a Bernal spiral. Long et al. used a machine learning approach
to design patchy colloids to assemble into specific target structures [96, 267–269]. Xu et
al. and Liu et al. probed the dependence of self-assembled structures on aspect ratios of
the central body and produced phase diagrams with respect to aspect ratios and concentra-
tions [270, 271], while Carpency, Gunton, and Rickman studied the separate effects of shape
anisotropy and patchiness on the phase transitions of two-patch and four-patch Kern-Frenkel
patchy particles [272].
In this chapter, we detail the construction of a rigid-body patchy particle model to repre-
sent the DXXX-Π-XXXD family of peptides described in Chapters 3 and 4, where X indicates
one of the 20 natural amino acids and Π is a π-conjugated core. Previous computational
studies, as well as the earlier chapters in this thesis, have focused primarily on the simulation
of a restricted set of peptide chemistries over time scales up to hundreds of nanoseconds com-
prising hundreds of peptide monomers [20, 50, 51, 160]. Our patchy model, in contrast, is
able to reach time scales of hundreds of microseconds in simulations comprising ten thousand
monomers. Furthermore, by employing an inexpensive coarse-grained model, we are able to
readily scan the parameter space of intermolecular interactions to understand their influence
on the mesoscopic growth of peptide aggregates and identify desirable characteristics of the
interaction potential to engineer into peptide chemistries through sequence or environmental
factors that promote good assembly behavior. In this manner, our minimal patchy particle
model permits us to unveil fundamental physicochemical determinants of assembly behavior
and provide translational precepts for the rational design of new candidate self-assembling
peptides.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe the construction of
the model and the coarse-grained simulation methods. In Section 5.3, we present the results
of a scan through the space of different key model parameters. In Section 5.4, we present
conclusions and directions for future work.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Patchy particle model of DXXX-Π-XXXD oligopeptides
We formulated our patchy particle model with three major design principles in mind. First,
so as to enable inexpensive large-scale molecular simulation and limit the extent of parameter
screening required for model parameterization, we assert that the model contain a relatively
small number of parameters controlling the salient features of DXXX-Π-XXXD oligopeptide
assembly: the linear geometry of the oligomer, the directional character of cofacial core–
core interactions, and the variability of peptide side chain chemistries. Second, the model
should reproduce the gross structural features of aggregation observed in prior all-atom and
coarse-grained simulations [20, 21, 160]. In particular, the observation of branched fibrillar
structures with a fractal dimension of D ∼1.5 on length scales of ∼10 nm and a hierarchy
of the growth of different cluster types. Third, while the model may not maintain amino
acid-level resolution, it should admit an approximate map from the previously-established
Martini model of DXXX-Π-XXXD peptides that does maintain distinct amino acid identi-
ties (see Chapter 3 [20]). The difference in resolution between the two models means that
the mapping from the higher-resolution Martini model to the lower-resolution patchy parti-
cle model may be non-injective (i.e., not one-to-one, with the result that multiple Martini
peptides correspond to the same patchy particle model) and non-surjective (i.e., particular
parameterizations of the patchy particle model may not correspond to the Martini model
of any realizable oligopeptide). Nevertheless, the existence of an approximate mapping is
vital in both defining the physically realizable parameter range in the patchy particle model
(i.e., forward mapping), and in identifying realizable oligopeptide chemistries corresponding
to promising parameter regimes of the patchy particle model (i.e., backward mapping).
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5.2.1.1 Model construction
Building upon previous patchy particle models of self-assembling peptides established by
Vácha, Sărić, and Frenkel [240, 243, 273] and of self-assembling colloids established by Zhang
and Glotzer [246], we construct a patchy particle model of a DXXX-Π-XXXD oligopeptide
as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Three overlapping spherical backbone (BB) beads represent the
three (poly)aromatic rings comprising a π-conjugated core. Six sticky patches represented
by rigidly attached aromatic (A) beads are placed on the top and bottom of the long axis
of the three BB beads to represent the directionally-specific cofacial π-π interactions of the
aromatic rings. In principle, the arrangements of the spheres comprising the sticky patches
could be modified to probe the effects of aromatic core geometry, similar to Sărić et al. [240],
but we do not study this effect here. A single large side chain (SC) bead affixed rigidly
on either end of the three core beads represents the peptide side chains (for the purposes
of this chapter, we study only uncharged side chains as in Chapter 3 [20]). We use 12-6
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials [14] to model attractive interactions between the three types
of beads.
It is clear that the highly coarse-grained nature of this model integrates out many of
the atomistic level details of the peptide oligomers. Most egregiously, the patchy particle
model is fully rigid and the peptide side chains represented by a single sphere. Nevertheless,
the model is designed to retain the essential molecular geometry – an elongated, rod-like
monomer comprising peptidic and aromatic subunits – and interactions – peptide wings
capable of mutual stacking and a π-conjugated core with preferred parallel stacking orienta-
tions. We demonstrate in Section 5.3.2.3 that despite its simplicity, this relatively simplistic
model is capable of reproducing the salient features of peptide aggregation. The trade-off
for this simplicity is access to vastly longer length and time scales than would be possible
with higher resolution descriptions. In particular, our patchy particle model permitted sim-




Figure 5.1: Visualization of rigid body patchy model. The small, green A beads represent
cofacial aromatic interactions; the large, red SC beads represent side chain interactions; and
the large, blue BB beads represent non-cofacial aromatic interactions. The orange dotted
lined represents the length of the aromatic cores, 2dLJmin. The length is twice the diameter
of one BB bead, which, in turn, is approximately the location of the LJ minimum of the
BB bead LJ potential. The diameter of the SC beads in the model is a variable parameter.
This image was rendered with VMD [136].
time scales of hundreds of microseconds. This represents approximately 250× longer length
scales and 2000× longer time scales than were accessible using a Martini model (cf. Chap-
ters 3 and 4 [20, 21]), enabling access to long-time and many-body behaviors out of reach to
finer resolution models. Furthermore, the simplicity of the model is a virtue in interpretably
illuminating the effect of different model parameters on self-assembled morphologies and
growth kinetics. Finally, the inexpensive model can be used to rapidly and efficiently ex-
plore different parameter regimes to search for combinations producing desirable assembly
behaviors, and then the parameters mapped back to physically realizable peptide chemistries
for investigation by higher resolution calculations and ultimately experimentation.
We now describe the fixed parameters of the model, which are set by appealing to simple
geometric considerations and by analogy with the DFAG system. The mass of a single BB
bead is set to m∗ = 108 amu, close to one-third the mass of an OPV3 core (≈ 112 amu), while
the mass of a single SC bead is set to 3.75m∗ = 405 amu, close to the mass of a DFAG side
chain (≈ 407 amu). The A beads carry no mass and are virtual attractive particles. The LJ
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diameter of the BB beads is set to σBB = 2
−1/6 nm, such that the distance from one end to






= 2× (21/6× 2−1/6
nm) = 2 nm. This is approximately the same distance spanned by an OPV3 core in a
DXXX-OPV3-XXXD molecule (see Chapter 3 [20]). The LJ diameter of the A beads is set
to σA = 2
5/6/8 nm, and they are centered at a radial distance of 0.475 nm, such that they do
not protrude above the surface of the BB beads, so as to mitigate any spurious geometric
effects associated with corrugations of the BB bead surface and interlocking patchy particles
[274]. The cutoff radius for LJ interactions is set to 2.0 nm. The beads constituting the
peptide define a rigid body, and the moment of inertia is computed employing the parallel




















Izz = Iyy. (5.3)
5.2.1.2 Model parameterization
The remaining free parameters in the model are the LJ diameter of the side chain beads,
σSC , the LJ well depth of the beads representing the side chains, εSC , the LJ well depth of
the beads representing non-cofacial aromatic core interactions, εBB, and the LJ well depth
of beads representing cofacial aromatic core interactions, εA (Fig. 5.1). We describe in this
section how we defined the range of appropriate values for these parameters, spanning the
range of physically-realizable π-conjugated core and peptide wing chemistries.
Side chain diameter, σSC. This parameter represents the van der Waals volume occu-
pied by the tetrapeptide wing, encapsulated as the size of the SC sphere. We determine
an appropriate range of values for this parameter by estimating the solvent-accessible sur-
face area (SASA) for amino acid residues modeled by the coarse-grained Martini force field
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(Section 5.2.2). We specify σSC as the diameter of a sphere possessing the same surface
area as that computed for the Martini model of the tetrapeptide. We verified in the case of
DFAG that for such short peptides the measured SASA of the complete tetrapeptide chain is
identical within error bars to the sum of the SASAs computed for the individual amino acid
side chains of each residue. Employing this procedure, we identified σDAAA = 1.25 nm for
the smallest A residue in the Martini model, and σDFFF = 1.6 nm for the largest F residue.
Accordingly, we identify σSC = 1.0− 1.75 nm as an appropriate physically meaningful range
over which to to study the effect of side chain excluded volume.
Side chain well depth, εSC. This parameter characterizes the pairwise interaction free
energy between peptide side chains. An appropriate range for this parameter may be es-
timated by assuming an additive model for the residue-residue interactions in which the
dimerization free energy between peptide wings is simply the sum of the dimerization free
energies between the individual residues. Dimerization free energies for amino acid pairs
range from about (−5)–5 kBT at T = 298 K [55, 276–279]. Since repulsive interactions will
not lead to well-aligned supramolecular aggregates, and too attractive interaction will lead
to kinetic trapping [280] we choose to scan over the parameter range εSC = 0.2–10 kBT at
T = 298 K.
Non-cofacial aromatic interaction well depth, εBB. This parameter controls the non-
cofacial (i.e., non-parallel stacked) interaction strength between the backbone particles con-
stituting the π-conjugated aromatic core. Umbrella sampling calculations conducted using a
Martini model of an OPV3 core reveal a ∼3–9 kBT free energy well for non-cofacial dimer-
ization at T = 298 K (Section 5.2.2). Since our patchy particle model comprises three BB
beads, this suggests that we employ εBB = 1-3 kBT . This is in line with the Lennard-Jones
energy parameter of ε = 1 kBT corresponding to the Martini SC5 bead used to represent the
two C atoms comprising one edge of an aromatic ring [55, 161]. Although an attractive εBB
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is found to be essential in promoting the formation of well-aligned aggregates, computational
exploration also reveals the dependence of cluster growth rates and morphologies to be quite
insensitive to its value – a 6000% change in εBB over the range 0.01–0.6 kBT produced only
a ∼16% change in (optical) cluster growth rates – motivating us to fix it at εBB = 1 kBT at
T = 298 K.
Cofacial aromatic interaction well depth, εA. This parameter controls the cofacial
(i.e., parallel stacked) interaction strength between the backbone particles constituting the
π-conjugated aromatic core. Umbrella sampling calculations conducted using a Martini
model of an OPV3 core reveal a ∼18 kBT free energy well for cofacial dimerization at T
= 298 K (Section 5.2.2). Subtracting the 3 kBT attributable to the non-cofacial aromatic
interactions, this suggests a cofacial interaction free energy of ∼2.5 kBT for each of the two
A beads decorating each side of the BB particle. The strength of this interaction can be
modulated by changing the chemistry or number of fused aromatic rings in each subunit of
the core. Accordingly, we elect to consider a 300% change in this parameter to scan over
εA = 2.5 − 7.5 kBT at T = 298 K in order to study the influence of the strength of π-π
stacking interactions upon assembly.
5.2.2 Martini model simulations in Gromacs
Coarse-grained simulations of the oligopeptides were conducted using the modified Martini
model of Chapter 3 [20] of DFAG-OPV3-GAFD tetrapeptides. We also conducted simu-
lations of D-OPV3-D, F-OPV3-F, A-OPV3-A, and G-OPV3-G molecules containing single
amino acid wings to help inform parameter selection. Calculations were performed at 298 K
as described in Sec. 3.2.1 for coarse-grained simulations employing Martini polarizable water
[163]. Solvent accessible surface area calculations used to estimate σSC were conducted in
10 × 10 × 16 nm3 boxes using the Gromacs gmx SASA tool [281, 282] with the radii of
the beads set to one half of their Martini LJ σ parameters. Estimates for εBB and εA were
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provided from umbrella sampling calculations in 10 × 10 × 16 nm3 boxes to compute the
potential of mean force well depth for cofacial (i.e., parallel stacked) and non-cofacial (i.e.,
edge stacked) dimerization of the OPV3 cores. Umbrella sampling along the dimerization
pathway was conducted in windows at 0.1 nm increments in the center of mass separation
between the peptides along the z-direction, employing harmonic restraints of kumb = 10
3
kJ/mol parallel to the pulling direction and krest = 10
4 kJ/mol perpendicular to the pulling
direction in order to maintain in-register stacking. A 1 ns equilibration run was conducted
in each umbrella window followed by a 14 ns production run. The PMF was estimated to
within a tolerance of 10−6 by combining the umbrella sampling data using the Weighted
Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM) [177]. Uncertainties were estimated by block aver-
aging. Simulations were conducted on a single Intel Xeon E5-2660 2.2 GHz core achieving
execution rates of 17.5 ns/day.
5.2.3 Patchy particle simulations in HOOMD
Simulations of peptides modeled by the patchy particle model were conducted in HOOMD
2.1.7 [283, 284]. We employ reduced units where the unit of distance is d∗ = 1 nm, the
unit of mass is m∗ = 108 amu, and the unit of energy is such that ε∗/kBT = 1.0 at 298 K,




= 6.6 ps. The coarse-grained
nature of the patchy particle model integrates out configurational degrees of freedom and
also smooths the underlying potential energy landscape, leading to artificial acceleration of
the system dynamics [54, 176, 184]. As we previously discussed in Chapter 3, there is no
significant speedup in moving from an all-atom to a Martini model description. We use a
similar approach here to ascertain the speedup in moving from the Martini model to a patchy
particle description. Specifically, we conduct simulations of isolated peptides at 298 K and
1 bar under each model, track the mean squared displacement, and employ the Einstein
relation [14] to estimate the translational diffusion coefficients of DMartini = (7 ± 2) × 10−6
cm2/s and Dpatchy = (3.4±0.9)×10−2 cm2/s. Matching the the diffusivities implies a ∼5000×
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speedup of the patchy particle model relative to the Martini, and therefore all-atom, time
scales. The translational self-diffusion is likely to be the most salient quality determining
speedup since it governs the mean free path between the collisions necessary for aggregation.
Accordingly, each HOOMD time step of τ ∗ = 6.6 ps corresponds to τ ∗patchy ≈ 33 ns. For the
remainder of this chapter, we report time in terms of τ ∗patchy when reporting in non-reduced
units. We note that this speedup was a primary motivating factor for the development of
the patchy particle model, as it enables access to orders of magnitude longer time and length
scales than those attainable by higher resolution models.
It is a primary goal of this study to explore how values of εA, εSC , and σSC correspond-
ing to different oligopeptide chemistries influence the morphology and kinetics of peptide
aggregation. To this end, we sweep over the physically motivated ranges of each of these by
conducting five independent simulations at each of the 5×4×3 = 60 parameter combinations
listed in Table 5.1. Simulations are initialized by arranging 10,648 patchy particles over a
uniform cubic lattice within a 158 × 158 × 158 nm3 cubic box, corresponding to a concen-
tration of 4.4 mM. Experimental studies of oligopeptide assembly have been conducted up
to 0.86 mM [52]. We study five-fold higher concentrations in order to accelerate and better
observe large-scale assembly within our simulation cell. Further, we have previously demon-
strated that the aggregation mechanism of DFAG-OPV3-GAFD peptides is independent of
concentration over the range 5–44 mM (cf. Chapter 3) [20]. Langevin dynamics simulations
are conducted from the initial monodisperse state at a reduced temperature of T ∗ = 1, with
diameter-scaled damping coefficients of γi = λσi, where λ = 1 d
∗(τ ∗)−1. A total of 2 × 107
Langevin steps of dt∗ = 10−3 are performed, corresponding to 660 µs of simulation. Af-
ter the first 6 × 105 time steps, corresponding to 19.8 µs of simulation for randomization
of initial translational and rotational velocities followed by equilibration, temperature and
pressure attain stable values, and the remaining 1.94×107 time steps (640.2 µs) are regarded
as production runs upon which data analysis was performed. Simulations were conducted
on 4× NVIDIA GK110 (K20X) “Kepler” GPUs on the Blue Waters supercomputer at the
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign achieving execution rates of 240 time steps per
second (∼680 µs/day).
Table 5.1: Parameter values employed in the patchy particle model parameter sweep. A
total of 5× 4× 3 = 60 different parameter sets were considered corresponding to all εA, εSC ,
and σSC combinations. Five independent simulations were performed at each parameter set.







Following our approach in Chapters 3 and 4, we define hierarchical criteria by which to judge
whether pairs of patchy particles should be judged to be associated into a single aggregate.
Given the coarse resolution of our patchy particle model, we focus in this work on two cluster
definitions: contact clusters and optical clusters.
Contact clusters. Two peptides are defined to belong to the same contact cluster if the
intermolecular distance between any pair of beads is below a cutoff distance threshold. This
presents a relatively loose definition of association, since the peptides cores are not necessarily
mutually well aligned and therefore may lack the π-π stacking and electronic delocalization
necessary to endow the aggregate with optoelectronic functionality. Mathematically, a pair












0.1, 21/6σSC + 0.1) nm such that two monomers are considered to be in a cluster if two of
their beads are within 0.1 nm of the LJ minima of the larger of the SC and BB beads.
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Optical clusters. Two peptides are defined to belong to the same optical cluster if
the distance between any pair of A beads is below a cutoff distance threshold. This metric
assures that the peptide cores are in close proximity and interacting approximately cofacially,
although they do not necessarily display perfect in-register stacking, and may therefore
exhibit optoelectronic functionality. Specifically, a pair of peptides a and b are in an optical








and Roptcut = 0.35 nm. This somewhat restrictive cutoff is chosen because the A beads protrude
above the core COM by 0.475 nm. The result is that two monomers are within the same
optical cluster if their centers of mass (the BB COM) are within 0.35+0.475∗2 = 1.3 nm of
each other. This metric therefore embodies both core proximity and cofacial interaction. By
construction, the metric defining an optical cluster nests it within a contact cluster: peptides
in an optical cluster are also in a contact cluster, but the inverse is not true. Accordingly,
optical clusters are constrained to be equal or smaller in size to the contact cluster within
which they reside.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The primary goals of this work are to (i) discern what parameter regimes of our patchy
particle model promote favorable self-assembly rates and morphologies, and (ii) translate
these findings into new understanding of large-scale and long-time assembly and design
precepts for rational design of candidate oligopeptide chemistries. We engage these goals
by determining how the side chain well depth εSC , side chain diameter σSC , and cofacial
aromatic well depth εA affect the mechanisms, kinetics, and morphology of self-assembly in
our patchy particle model of DXXX-Π-XXXD oligopeptides. We focus on the growth rate
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of optical and contact clusters and the fractal nature of the aggregates formed. We use
these findings to draw conclusions about the physical principles governing aggregation and
how to modify the interactions through judicious selection of peptide chemistry to promote
desirable assembly behaviors.
5.3.1 Absolute and relative growth rate of optical clusters
The supramolecular aggregates formed by peptide self-assembly are endowed with optoelec-
tronic functionality by electronic delocalization over the parallel stacked π-conjugated cores
[35–38]. Our definition of optical clusters identifies such well-stacked configurations, distinct
from the less well-aligned aggregates identified merely as contact clusters (Section 5.2.4). In
order to promote the rapid formation of well-aligned supramolecular aggregates, we adopt
as our dual objective functions (i) the absolute growth rate of optical clusters, and (ii) the
growth rate of optical clusters relative to contact clusters. Quantification and maximization
of these two measures with respect to the patchy particle model parameters εSC , σSC , and εA
allow us to identify parameter regimes in which we observe rapid formation of well-aligned
optical clusters, but not at the expense of rapid aggregation into disordered contact clusters.
It is desirable that the growth rate of optical clusters be both fast and as close as possible to
that of contact clusters since this corresponds to rapid growth of aggregates with well-aligned
interacting aromatic cores. We recall that the two cluster measures are hierarchical: optical
clusters are also contact clusters, but the inverse is not true. Accordingly, optical cluster
size and growth rate is constrained to be smaller than or equal to contact cluster size and
growth rate. In practice, there may be some trade-off between these two factors [53] that
may be formulated as a multi-objective optimization (see Sec. 5.3.3).
5.3.1.1 Modeling growth kinetics by Smoluchowski coagulation theory
We quantify the formation rates of optical and contact clusters by tracking the mass-averaged
cluster size (see Sec. 3.3.1.2). For each of our 60 parameter settings (Table 5.1), we track the
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the mass-averaged cluster size µ2 for (a)-(d) optical clusters
and (e)-(h) contact clusters at parameters εA = 2.5 kBT , σSC = 1.5 nm and four different
possible values of εSC noted above each panel. Each of the five independent runs under each
condition is shown in a different color. Black dashed lines correspond to the separate fits to
the independent runs, of the form µ2(t) = µ2(t0) + koptt. Thick red dashed lines correspond
to the average fit. t0 is specified as 264 µs for optical clusters and 0 µs for contact clusters.
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time evolution of µopt2 (t) and µ
con
2 (t). Fig. 5.2 illustrates representative trends for four selected
parameter settings. In Chapters 3 and 4, we employed the Smoluchowski coagulation theory
of irreversible aggregation to model cluster formation to describe the growth of different
cluster types (see Sec. 3.3.2). The observed trends in µ2 indicate that the Smoluchowski
model also presents an appropriate description for the formation rate of optical – after a
∼250 µs transient – and contact clusters in these much larger systems of nearly 11,000
monomers over hundreds of microseconds. In particular, the linear growth kinetics are
consistent with a size-independent kernel Ki,j = K, for which the analytical prediction of
the Smoluchowski model for the mass-averaged cluster size under arbitrary initial conditions
may be written [56, 57, 198],
µ2(t) = µ2(t0) + kt, (5.6)
where µ2(t0) is the initial mass-averaged cluster size, k = KM1 = 2/tc is the lumped char-
acteristic coagulation rate constant incorporating the effect of concentration [196], M1 is the
monomer concentration, and tc is the characteristic coagulation time [57].
We present in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 the best fit values of kopt and kcon at each of the 60
parameter settings, and in Fig. 5.5 the ratio of these rates. In performing the fits, we adopt
tcon0 = 0 µs and t
opt
0 = 264 µs to reflect the presence of the initial transient in optical cluster
formation. The origin of this transient is the different length scales of aggregation (see Sec.
5.3.2). There is an initially rapid increase in optical cluster size due to rapid agglomeration of
peptide monomers from the monodisperse state in which mutual core alignment among small
aggregates is relatively fast, followed by a slower growth phase in which aggregation proceeds
by the collision of larger aggregates. The morphology of the small-scale aggregates controls
the likelihood that there will be exposed A beads, which in turns controls the likelihood
that two colliding aggregates will interact via cofacial core–core interactions and form an
optical cluster. Frequently some rearrangement of two colliding clusters is required in order
to produce the cofacial interactions necessary to form an optical cluster. The period required
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Figure 5.3: Best fit rate constants kopt for the formation of optical clusters as a function
of patchy particle model parameters εSC and σSC at (a) εA = 2.5 kBT , (b) εA = 5.0 kBT ,
and (c) εA = 7.5 kBT . Mean values of kopt are calculated over five independent simulations
at each parameter setting and plotted on logarithmic axes to better illuminate the trends.
Relative standard errors in kopt over the five runs are estimated to be 6-133%
for this rearrangement is very short for the small aggregates formed at early times, and only
becomes significant once aggregates become sufficiently large. This effect is responsible for
the slowdown in optical cluster formation rate at longer times. Conversely, no transient
is observed in the formation of contact clusters since contact cluster formation is largely
independent of the microscopic details of the cluster morphology, simply requiring that any
two beads in the clusters lie within the cutoff distance threshold. We previously noted a
similar effect, which we described as a size-dependence of the optical cluster growth rate
(Chapter 3, [20]) and ascribed to the decrease in optical cluster mobility with size, and the
decrease in surface area available to form optical clusters compared to contact clusters. We
were unable to reach long enough time and length scales in that work to be able to decisively
distinguish between a discrete change in growth mechanism and a continuous one; here on
time scales of hundreds of microseconds we observe a clear convergence to linear growth after
an initial transient.
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Figure 5.4: Best fit rate constants kcon for the formation of contact clusters as a function
of patchy particle model parameters εSC and σSC at (a) εA = 2.5 kBT , (b) εA = 5.0 kBT ,
and (c) εA = 7.5 kBT . Mean values of kcon are calculated over five independent simulations
at each parameter setting and plotted on logarithmic axes to better illuminate the trends.
Relative standard errors in kcon over the five runs are estimated to be 4-29%
Figure 5.5: Ratio of the best fit optical and contact cluster growth rates kopt/kcon as a
function of patchy particle model parameters εSC and σSC at (a) εA = 2.5 kBT , (b) εA = 5.0
kBT , and (c) εA = 7.5 kBT . The ratio is plotted on logarithmic axes to better illuminate
the trends.
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5.3.1.2 Small εSC promotes rapid optical cluster growth.
Inspection of Fig. 5.3 illustrates that the side chain interaction strength εSC has the strongest
influence on the optical cluster growth rate. At fixed σSC and εA, reducing εSC to make
the side chains less strongly interacting results in an increase of kopt and faster formation
of optical clusters. The increase in growth rate goes up significantly once εSC is lowered
beneath εBB = 1 kBT . The most pronounced increase in assembly rate occurs upon lowering
εSC from 0.9 kBT to 0.2 kBT , which results in an average 30-fold increase of kopt per kBT ,
compared to an average 5-fold increase per kBT for lowering εSC from 2 kBT to 0.9 kBT and
from 6 kBT to 2 kBT , and only an average 1.2-fold increase per kBT for lowering εSC from
10 kBT to 6 kBT . Recalling that the interaction strength of the core (BB) beads is εBB =
1 kBT , this observation is consistent with a mechanism in which reducing the “stickiness”
of the side chains below that of the cores begins to promote well-aligned cluster assembly
through aggregation driven largely by core–core rather than core–side chain or side chain–
side chain interactions, such that further decreases in εSC are significantly more effective in
increasing optical cluster rate than those when εSC > εBB.
The influence of side chain diameter σSC on the growth rate is less pronounced. In a gross
sense, larger values of σSC tend to elevate kopt for εSC < 0.9 kBT but depress it for εSC ≥ 0.9
kBT . However, there is marked non-monotonicity in these trends, and there is evidence for
a weak maxima and minima of kopt as a function of σSC for particular choices of {εSC , εA}
pairs. This non-monotonic behavior may be understood as the competition of (at least)
two effects of increasing side chain diameter: (i) it increases the growth rate by increasing
monomer cross-section for productive associative collisions, but (ii) it reduces the range of
possible configurations accessible to optical clusters and hampers mutual rearrangements to
favor well-aligned core stacking through steric hindrances.
The effect of the cofacial interaction strength εA is also relatively weak, having relatively
minor impact on the shape and vertical shift of the εSC − σSC surfaces presented in Fig.
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5.3. The only exception to this trend occurs at εSC = 0.2 kBT and σSC = 1.75 nm, where
dropping εA from 7.5 kBT to 2.5 kBT induces a 5000% increase in kopt from (2.0±0.5)×10−4
ns−1 to (1.0± 0.2)× 10−2 ns−1. This indicates that in a regime where side chains are weakly
interacting and bulky, weaker cofacial interactions are important in promoting good core
alignment, likely due to allowing for easier configurational rearrangement.
5.3.1.3 Small εSC and σSC promote similar optical and contact cluster growth
rates.
Considering Fig. 5.5, similar trends emerge in the dependence of the optical to contact
cluster growth rate upon the model parameters. This parity can be understood because
the parameters have a far stronger influence on the growth kinetics for optical clusters than
contact clusters, inducing kopt to span a range of five orders of magnitude compared to only
one for kcon (cf. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). Once again, the side chain interaction strength has the
strongest influence, with small values of εSC promoting commensurate growth rates of optical
and contact clusters such that kopt/kcon approaches unity. Smaller values of the side chain
diameter σSC tend to promote similar optical and contact cluster growth rates, although
this trend is muted for εSC = 0.2 kBT . The influence of the cofacial interaction strength εA
is relatively weak, except for – as was observed for the absolute optical cluster growth rate
– εSC = 0.2 kBT and σSC = 1.75 nm, where dropping εA from 7.5 kBT to 2.5 kBT induces
a 5000% increase in kopt/kcon from (1.6± 0.5)× 10−2 to (8± 2)× 10−1.
5.3.2 Fractal dimension, linearity, and length scales of
self-assembled aggregates and networks
In addition to promoting rapid absolute and relative optical cluster growth, it is also desir-
able to increase the linearity of the self-assembled aggregates. Experimental measurements
demonstrate that increased fibril linearity can be correlated with improved optoelectronic
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properties [49, 52], so it is an additional objective for the assembly process that it result in
close to 1D supramolecular assemblies.
5.3.2.1 Quantification of fractal dimensionality
We characterize the degree and length scales over which the peptides self-assemble into
approximately linear aggregates as a function of the model parameters by calculating the
fractal dimension of the system [20, 134, 188] as we did in Sec. 3.3.1.3. By computing C(r)
at a number of time points over the final 600 µs of each simulation trajectory, we verify
that the correlation integral is converged, and that the estimate from the terminal frame is
representative of the late-stage self-assembled morphology of the system.
5.3.2.2 Fractal dimension varies with length scale and model parameters
We present in Fig. 5.6 the correlation integrals computed from the terminal frame of the
five independent simulations conducted at each of 60 different parameter settings. Plotted
on log-log axes, the slope of a tangent line to the curve provides an estimate of the fractal
dimensionality D as a function of observation length scale r. Collating the data from all
calculations makes it challenging to identify the trends for any particular parameter set,
but the intention of this plot is to show the relative similarity of the trends in fractal
dimension over the wide range of parameters considered. Moreover, the data suggest a
natural partitioning of the correlation integral into four distinct regimes. Regimes I and IV
have very simple interpretations. Regime I (r ≤ 2.5 nm) is defined by half the linear extent
of a single peptide monomer, and the correlation integral, initially maintained at zero due
to the excluded volume of the peptides, exhibits a sharp jump. Regime IV (r > 121.5 nm)
exhibits a plateau in the correlation integral due to the finite size of the simulation box.
Regime III (30.1 nm ≤ r < 121.5 nm) corresponds to observations on the scale of tens
of peptide lengths, wherein data from all 60 different parameter sets collapse onto a single
curve with slope (2.15 ± 0.06). This observation reveals that the fractal dimension of the
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Figure 5.6: Log of the correlation integral C(r) versus the log of the distance r, which is
de-dimensionalized by an arbitrary factor r0 = 1 nm to permit taking the log of a dimension-
less quantity. Data are plotted for the terminal frame of the five independent simulations
conducted at each of the 60 parameter settings. The data corresponding to each parameter
setting are differentiated by color. The dashed black vertical lines demarcate the four differ-
ent regimes of the correlation integral described in the text. The shaded red area delimits
the range of values for which Regime II is subdivided into Regimes II-A and II-B.
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self-assembled system at large length scales is insensitive to the particulars of the molecu-
lar level chemistry and forms a fractal network with dimensionality DIII = (2.15 ± 0.06).
Representative snapshots of this – possibly disconnected – network are presented for se-
lected parameter settings in Fig. 5.7, revealing the hierarchical aggregation of elongated
micelles and ribbons into a branched porous network, the nodes of which are formed by
the intersection of pseudo-linear supramolecular aggregates. This network is consistent with
experimental “matted hair” morphologies of oligopeptide aggregates assembled under qui-
escent conditions in the absence of aligning hydrodynamic flows that are observed on length
scales of ∼1 µm [49, 53]. The observation of this large-scale network under all parameter
settings suggests that its highly conserved formation arises from the intrinsic geometry of
the peptide monomers. The structure formed is less than three-dimensional due to the fact
that entropically and energetically, end to end interactions of the rod-like monomers are
disfavored: entropically, elongated rods tend to align to preserve translational entropy at
the cost of rotational [259, 285, 286], and energetically there is a larger number of favorable
interactions available along their long axis. This directional preference causes a symmetry
breaking that results in the formation of structures of a dimension lower than three, even in
the case of the dumbbell-shaped molecules with large σSC > σBB. Experimentally, the final
morphology of the aggregates is strongly affected by the kinetics of assembly, with the pres-
ence or absence of an external flow controlling the extent to which “matted” or branched
rather than parallel linear structures are observed [52], consistent with a model in which
assembly is under strong kinetic control [53, 287, 288]. Determining the true free energetic
ground state is difficult: fibrillar networks are often, although not always, kinetically trapped
metastable states, but in some cases they may actually be more free energetically favorable
than crystallization [287, 288]. A simple statistical mechanical model of aggregation applied
to the DXXX-Π-XXXD system predicts a distribution of aggregate sizes at thermodynamic
equilibrium, rather than a single crystal or fibril, but is insufficiently detailed to distinguish
between branched structures and parallel fibrils (see Appendix E). Overall, these consider-
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Figure 5.7: Snapshots of the late-stage self-assembled morphologies for selected
{εSC , σSC , εA} parameter settings. Side chain (SC) beads are transparent and colored blue,
non-cofacial aromatic core (BB) beads are colored red, and cofacial aromatic core (A) beads
are colored green. At all parameter settings we observe the formation of a porous frac-
tal network at length scales exceeding ∼30 nm. Each panel is labeled at the top with its
{εSC , σSC , εA} values. The scale of these images can be appreciated via the 1 nm diameter
of a red BB bead. Snapshots were rendered in VMD [136].
ations lead to a rationalization of the formation of a network structure with well-conserved
features on sufficiently large length scales that are insensitive to the chemical details of the
constituent peptides. The robustness of the network to the assembly history – in particular
the imposition of non-equilibrium flow [21, 49, 52] – would require additional calculations
explicitly modeling these effects.
Regime II (2.5 nm≤ r< 30.1 nm) is defined on length scales of about one to ten of peptide
diameters and corresponds to the rough length scale of fibril width observed experimentally
(∼10 nm) [49, 51, 53]. The spread in the correlation integral curves within this region
indicates that the dimensionality of the self-assembled aggregates on these length scales can
be influenced by the choice of parameters εSC , σSC , and εA. Further analysis shows that all
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curves within Regime II are better modeled by a two-piece linear fit as opposed to a single
linear regression as judged by the Akaike Information Criterion [289]. This analysis reveals
that Regime II may actually be divided further into two sub-regions Regime II-A and II-B.
We perform the two-piece fit and identify the optimal location for the crossover point using
the L-method of Salvador and Chan [132]. The precise location of the crossover depends on
the parameter set under consideration, but falls within the range 5.0–12.3 nm as indicated
by the red shading in Fig. 5.6.
Regime II-A (2.5 nm ≤ r < 5.0–12.3 nm) spans length scales between about two and
ten peptides stacked core–core. Fig. 5.8 shows how DII−A varies as a function of the model
parameters, delimiting a range of 1.40–1.90. As was the case for cluster growth rates, εA has
very little influence upon the fractal dimensionality. This parameter governs the strength
of the cofacial interactions that, by construction, mediate parallel stacked linear aggregates,
and so this weak dependence is unsurprising. Conversely, the side chain parameters have
a relatively large influence upon dimensionality. Large εSC promotes fractal dimensions
approaching 2, corresponding to micellar porous networks on a small scale (Fig. 5.7d,h),
whereas small values favor more linear aggregates with dimensionality closer to 1.5 (Fig. 5.7a-
c), corresponding to more core-interacting assemblages. For εSC < 2 kBT , both sufficiently
small and sufficiently large values of σSC favor more linear aggregates, but small values of
σSC favor isolated ribbon-like stacks (Fig. 5.7c), medium values of σSC favor ribbon-like
assemblies that stack side to side (Fig. 5.7a), and large values of σSC favor twisted one-
dimensional fibrils (Fig. 5.7b). Notably, there is a moderate anticorrelation between the
fractal dimension in Regime II-A and the optical cluster growth rate (ρPearson = −0.47,
p < 10−6).
These observations may be understood as a transition between core-mediated (ribbon-
like) and side chain-mediated (porous micellar) interactions. When the side chains are
sufficiently sticky (that is when εSC is large enough), core–core interactions are disfavored
in comparison to side chain interactions, leading to small core-stacked aggregates of approx-
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Figure 5.8: Fractal dimension within Regime II-A as a function of model parameters εSC
and σSC for (a) εA = 2.5 kBT , (b) εA = 5.0 kBT , and (c) εA = 7.5 kBT . Uncertainties in the
calculated dimensionality DII-A are estimated over the terminal frames extracted from five
independent simulations.
imately two-three monomers interacting more promiscuously and forming porous micellar
structures, similar to the micelles identified by Vácha and Frenkel as one phase of a system
of spherocylindrical monomers with attractive end caps [273]. For side chains that are less
sticky, a sufficiently small σSC lessens the likelihood of any side chain interactions, lead-
ing to lower-dimensional ribbon-like structures, similar to the parallel stacking identified
by Vácha and Frenkel as one phase of a system of spherocylindrical monomers without at-
tractive end caps [273]. As σSC approaches σBB, side chain interactions can lead to more
interactions between ribbons, but a sufficiently large σSC forces the formation of a twisting
one-dimensional structure instead of a flat ribbon, which does not interact easily in a flat
stack-to-stack manner (compare Fig. 5.7b with Fig. 5.7c), leading to a lowered dimension.
The observed anticorrelation of the growth rate of optical clusters with the dimension of
the resulting aggregates demonstrates that the fine details of the aggregate structure are at
least partially mediated by the kinetics of aggregation, as has been observed experimentally
[52, 53].
Regime II-B (5.0–12.3 nm ≤ r < 30.1 nm) spans length scales between about ten and
thirty core–core stacked monomers. These length scales are larger than the scale of local
packing but smaller than the scale of onset of the parameter-independent porous fractal net-
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work. The dependence of DII−B on the model parameters is illustrated in Fig. 5.9, spanning
a range of 0.9-1.8. The primary discriminant of the dimensionality of the supramolecular
aggregates over these length scales is the side chain diameter σSC , with small side chains
promoting lower-dimensional aggregates (Fig. 5.7a,c,f,h), and larger side chains favoring as-
semblies with DII−B → 2 (Fig. 5.7b,e,g). There is a weak minimum observed for εSC = 2
kBT , which becomes mildly less pronounced as εA increases. Notably, there is a relatively
strong correlation between the fractal dimension in Regime II-B and the contact cluster
growth rate (Pearson correlation coefficient ρPearson = 0.82, p < 10
−6).
Regime II-B comprises the length scale of transition between the scale of lower-dimensional
packing and the scale of the two-dimensional porous network. Systems that grow more slowly
are somewhat disconnected on this length scale (cf. Fig. 5.7a,c) and their dimension is lower
because of the gaps in the self-assembled network. Increasing the side chain radius strongly
increases the growth rate (and hence causes DII−B to approach 2) because it increases the
collisional cross section of the monomers, decreasing the mean free path. The mild decrease
observed with decreasing εSC corresponds to a mild decrease in the probability of a produc-
tive collision for the more side chain-mediated growth that occurs when εSC > εBB. The
mild increase observed with decreasing εSC further is attributable to lowering side chain
disruptions to primarily core-mediated growth.
5.3.2.3 The patchy particle model successfully recapitulates properties
predicted by the Martini model and measured by experiment
Our model successfully captures aspects of peptide self-assembly previously reported in both
experimental and computational studies. Experimentally, the DXXX-OPV3-XXXD and
similar systems have been shown to robustly form porous networks of fibrils with widths
on the order of tens of nanometers on scales of hundreds of nanometers [49, 50, 53, 183],
although the precise morphology is controlled by both peptide chemistry [50] and assembly
conditions [52, 53]. In good agreement with these experimental observations, we observe
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Figure 5.9: Fractal dimension within Regime II-B as a function of model parameters εSC
and σSC for (a) εA = 2.5 kBT , (b) εA = 5.0 kBT , and (c) εA = 7.5 kBT . Uncertainties in the
calculated dimensionality DII-B are estimated over the terminal frames extracted from five
independent simulations.
the robust formation of porous, branched networks with fractal dimension D = 2.15 on the
order of tens to hundreds of nanometers, and fibril widths on the order of ten nanometers.
The fractal dimension and specific morphologies of these aggregates on shorter length
scales is controlled by the LJ parameters of their cores and side chains. Prior computational
work employing the Martini model that lumps approximately four atoms into each coarse-
grained bead showed that the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD system forms amorphous aggregates
with dimension ∼1.5 on length scales of tens of nanometers (Chapter 3 and [20]) and that
there is a hierarchy of optical and contact clusters. The results from the present patchy
particle model are in good agreement with these observations, predicting the same hierarchy
of optical and contact clusters and the formation of aggregates with fractal dimensionality
of 0.9–1.9 depending on the precise choice of parameters. The patchy particle model was not
parameterized against these higher-resolution simulation results, and the good agreement
with the more detailed model provides a strong validation of its predictive power.
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5.3.3 Pareto optimization of relative optical cluster growth rate
and supramolecular linearity
Having determined the kinetic and morphological properties of assembly under different
parameter choices, we now seek to identify the parameter set that maximizes the relative
rate of optical to contact cluster growth kopt/kcon to assure the formation of large optical
aggregates and minimizes the fractal dimension in Regime II-A DII−A to produce linear
fibrils on ∼10 nm length scales that are expected to exhibit good electronic and optical
properties due to core–core π stacking. We engage this multi-objective optimization problem
by identifying the Pareto frontier within the ensemble of 60 parameter choices we explored
(Table 5.1). A point is defined to reside on the Pareto frontier if no other point in the
ensemble is better than it along all components of the objective function [290]. In the present
case, Pareto optimal parameter sets {εSC , σSC , εA} are those for which no other parameter
set results in both larger kopt/kcon and smaller DII−A. Points that are not Pareto optimal,
and therefore do not reside on the Pareto frontier, are non-optimal in the sense that there
exist other points in the ensemble for which at least one component of the objective function
can be improved without degrading any other. Conversely, Pareto frontier points are optimal
in the respect that improving any one component of the objective function necessitates a
degradation in at least one other. The relative importance of the various components of
the objective function may be weighted to ultimately prefer one Pareto optimal point over
another.
We present in Fig. 5.10a a kopt/kcon–DII−A scatter plot for the 60 {εSC , σSC , εA} parame-
ter sets. The Pareto frontier comprises only two points P1 and P2, but four additional points
EP1–EP4 have errorbars that overlap with those of either P1 or P2. We identify the par-
ticular parameter sets corresponding to these six points in Fig. 5.10b. The Pareto optimal
and Pareto proximate points all possess the smallest values of εSC = 0.2 kBT studied in this
work, but a wide range of σSC and εA values. The optimality of small side chain interaction
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Figure 5.10: Scatter plots of the fractal dimension in Regime II-A, DII−A, versus the rel-
ative growth rate of optical clusters with respect to contact clusters, kopt/kcon. Each point
reports the calculated pair (kopt/kcon,DII−A) corresponding to each of the 60 {εSC , σSC , εA}
parameter sets considered. Values are averaged over five independent runs, and errorbars
corresponding to the estimated standard errors. (a) Red circles identify the two Pareto op-
timal candidates P1 and P2, and magenta circles the four candidates EP1–EP4 whose error
bars overlap those of either P1 or P2. (b) Parameter sets {εSC , σSC , εA} corresponding to
each of the six circled points. Scatter plots colored by (c) εSC , (d) σSC and (e) εA to resolve
trends in DII−A and kopt/kcon with respect to these model parameters.
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strength εSC may have been anticipated from Figs. 5.5 and 5.8 where small εSC led to ele-
vated relative optical to contact growth rates and more linear aggregates within Regime II-A.
Coloring the scatter plot by εSC in Fig. 5.10c clearly illustrates this trend, with increasing
εSC away from the Pareto frontier. The side chain size σSC has a much more non-monotonic
influence on the relative optical cluster growth rate (Fig. 5.5) and fractal dimension (Fig.
5.8) at εSC = 0.2 kBT . Coloring the scatter plot by σSC in Fig. 5.10d fails to resolve any
clear trends in this parameter with respect to proximity to the Pareto frontier. As noted
previously, εA has a weak effect on both the relative growth rate and fractal dimensionality,
and the scatter plot colored by this model parameter in Fig. 5.10e fails to show any clear
dependency of either component of the objective function.
The Pareto analysis reveals six of the 60 {εSC , σSC , εA} parameter sets tested to produce
optimal assembly behavior as defined by our two-component objective function. This 10-
fold reduction in the search space identifies these six candidates as good parameter choices
for additional exploration using our patchy particle model, reverse mapping to a higher-
resolution model for more detailed computational investigations, or to define physically real-
izable oligopeptide candidates for experimental testing. Moreover, the Pareto analysis also
reveals important new understanding of the significant determinants of assembly, namely
that εSC should be tuned to a small value, that the precise value of εA is unimportant
over the range considered, and that the dependence on σSC is relatively complex and non-
monotonic. Furthermore, we note that all Pareto optimal candidates possess εSC = 0.2 kBT
at the lowest end of the range considered in this work. Although this range was defined by
physically motivated concerns (Sec. 5.2.1.1), the results of our analysis suggest that it would
likely be worthwhile to extend our investigation to even smaller values of the side chain well
depth, and even explore weakly repulsive interactions lacking an attractive well.
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5.4 Conclusions and Future Work
Inspired by the work of Sărić et al. [240, 243] and Zhang et al. [246], we have developed
a patchy particle model of the DXXX-Π-XXXD system of optoelectronic self-assembling
peptides. Through simplification of the atomistic details and the use of a high-performance
cyberinfrastructure, we were able to directly simulate the self-assembly of ten thousand
monomers over 158 nm length scales and 660 µs time scales, while still preserving the salient
features of the DXXX-Π-XXXD system. The morphological predictions of the patchy model
are consistent with experimental measurements and prior molecular simulations employing
a higher resolution model, but the model enables access to very long time and length scales
with molecular-level resolution. Furthermore, the inexpensive computational cost of the
model enables us to screen over a large parameter space of intermolecular interactions to ef-
ficiently identify the important physicochemical determinants of good assembly behavior and
promising parameter regimes for more detailed computational or experimental investigation.
Our model provides new molecular-level understanding of the key determinants of DXXX-
Π-XXXD self-assembly. Decreasing the side chain well depth εSC below the well depth of the
interactions of non-cofacial aromatic cores εBB led to a significant increase in both absolute
and relative optical cluster growth. The strongest determinant of contact cluster growth
rate was side chain excluded volume, with increasing σSC corresponding to an increase in
the collisional cross section and hence an increase in the overall growth rate. For sufficiently
weakly interacting side chains, both increasing and decreasing the size of the side chain led
to the formation of linear aggregates with different microscopic morphologies (flat ribbon
versus twisted fibril). The small-scale dimensions of aggregates at all parameter sets are
(anti)correlated with their respective optical cluster growth rates, demonstrating the impor-
tant connection between kinetics and microscopic morphologies of the resultant aggregates.
On length scales exceeding ∼30 nm, we observed the the formation of an approximately
two-dimensional porous network, the dimensionality of which was highly insensitive to the
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particular choice of parameters. The assembly rates and resultant morphologies are very
weakly dependent on the interaction strength of the parallel stacked interactions εA over the
(large) range of 2.5-7.5 kBT at T = 298 K.
We performed a Pareto optimization in the relative rate of optical to contact cluster
growth kopt/kcon and fractal dimension DII−A of the aggregates over ∼2.5-12 nm length
scales, in order to identify {εSC , σSC , εA} parameter sets that produced large, linear opti-
cal clusters with good core–core alignment that are expected to possess good optical and
electronic properties due to π electron delocalization along the backbone of the stack. We
identified six Pareto optimal candidates and interrogated these results to provide a number
of important insights into the significant determinants of aggregation. We first identified
that small εSC values favor good assembly behavior, and suggest that minimizing the inter-
action strength of the side chains is a precept for rational oligopeptide design, and that it
may be worth exploring even slightly repulsive side chain interaction potentials. We also
resolved a complex and non-monotonic dependence of assembly quality upon σSC that is
worthy of further study and an almost complete insensitivity to εA.
Our results also suggest a number of follow-up investigations. First, the Pareto frontier
defines a tighter region of εSC − σSC − εA parameter space for more detailed exploration by
our patchy particle model. Specifically, screening more finely in σSC with εSC = 0.2 kBT and
the precise value of εA largely unimportant. An additional round of simulation, for example,
might perform a 1D search in σSC in more finely spaced increments. Second, we propose
mapping the Pareto optimal candidates to a higher-resolution molecular model for more
detailed computational investigation. For example, employing our previously developed
adaptation of the Martini model [54, 55, 161] in which ∼4 atoms are lumped into each
coarse-grained bead, we might identify specific oligopeptide sequences and π-conjugated
cores that are chemically consistent with the Pareto optimal parameter sets and subject
these chemistries to more detailed kinetic and morphological analysis. This pool may then
be thinned further using similar optimization approaches to select candidates for all-atom
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simulation or experimental testing. Third, we propose to perform simulations of aggregation
using our patchy particle model under non-equilibrium flow [21, 52]. These calculations
would allow us to access the length and time scales upon which flow is predicted to have an
important influence on aggregation, permit direct comparisons of the observed morphologies
with experiment, furnish molecular-level understanding of the coupling between flow and
chemistry upon assembly, and perhaps even provide new precepts by which to design optimal
flow fields.
Overall, the work in this chapter characterizes the interactions of the DXXX-Π-XXXD
system at the mesoscopic level, providing new fundamental understanding of the important
molecular determinants of assembly behavior, permitting rapid screening over molecular pa-
rameter space, and identifying good parameter regimes favoring assembly of large, linear
optical clusters with well-aligned cores. It also provides new rational design principles by
which to rationally engineer self-assembling oligopeptides to fabricate supramolecular assem-
blies for bioelectronic applications, and it forms the coarsest level in a hierarchy of models
of varying resolutions by which to perform high-throughput virtual screening of molecular
space to efficiently discover and engineer these molecules.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis concerns the understanding of protein folding and assembly for the design of pep-
tides for two specific applications: (i) antimicrobial activity and (ii) triggerable formation of
bioelectronic nanostructures. By employing machine learning techniques, multiscale coarse-
graining, and simple phenomenological and mathematical models, I have demonstrated the
effects of chemistry and environment on two systems with properties relevant to the appli-
cations in question.
6.1 Summary of Work
In Chapter 2, I focused on the PAXG system of antimicrobial peptides with radially-
segregated hydrophobic and hydrophilic elements. I modified the dimensionality reduction
technique of the diffusion map to form “composite diffusion maps” for the purposes of com-
paring systems under different conditions. I employed atomistic molecular dynamics to
perform long simulations of peptides with increasing side chain lengths and used composite
diffusion maps to identify the most important collective modes describing the backbone con-
figurations of the PAXG family. From visualization of the diffusion map modes, I demon-
strated that there exists a critical side chain length beyond which the PAXG backbones
will take on helical conformations in water. I showed that our results semi-quantitatively
reproduce experimental trends and demonstrated that the origin of the effect lies in the
competing constraints placed upon the backbone conformations by electrostatic repulsion
and hydrophobicity. Overall, I have demonstrated the use of a data-driven methodology to
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describe and motivate design of a set of peptides with antimicrobial properties.
In Chapters 3 through 5 I focused on the DXXX-Π-XXXD system of optoelectronic pep-
tides with pH-triggerable self-assembly properties. In Chapter 3, I detailed the construction
and parameterization of a coarse-grained model based on the Martini force field [55], which
was able to reach simulation length scales of hundreds of monomers and time scales of hun-
dreds of nanoseconds. By analyzing the kinetics and morphology of different cluster types
from simulations with this Martini model, I demonstrated that the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD
system undergoes hierarchical assembly wherein “aligned clusters” with strongly-interacting
cores form in solution up to sizes of about eight monomers, and these interact in a more
disordered but still core–core fashion to form “optical clusters” up to sizes of about thirty
monomers. Optical and aligned clusters then interact through promiscuous side chain in-
teractions to form the most disordered “contact clusters.” I showed that the mechanism of
contact cluster growth into fractal aggregates of dimension ∼1.5 was independent of con-
centration, and I employed the Smoluchowski coagulation theory to describe the kinetics of
that growth and make macroscopic length and time scale predictions about the system.
In Chapter 4, I employed the Martini coarse-grained model to study the effects of non-
equilibrium flow and different pH on the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD system. I demonstrated that
flow at experimental shear rates does not affect the system until length scales of hundreds
of monomers and time scales of approximately microseconds. I further demonstrated that
flow at high enough rates to affect the system on the time and length scales simulated
increases system disorder, in the sense that it tends to increase contact cluster growth without
increasing optical or aligned cluster growth. I showed that increasing the pH drastically
slows contact cluster growth while less-drastically slowing optical cluster growth and not
affecting aligned cluster growth, thus in some sense increasing the order in the system. I
then connected a simple phenomenological argument to Smoluchowski coagulation theory
to understand the effect of pH upon assembly by appealing to the dependence of aggregate
surface charge density on aggregate size and the overall fraction of charged monomers in
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solution.
In Chapter 5, I detailed the construction of a patchy particle model to reach simula-
tion length scales of thousands of monomers and time scales of hundreds of microseconds
that reproduces the salient qualities of the DXXX-Π-XXXD system previously observed at
atomistic and experimental resolutions. The peptides robustly aggregate to form approxi-
mately two-dimensional porous networks on length scales of greater than thirty nanometers.
By performing a parameter sweep across different parameters of the model, I demonstrated
that the microscopic aggregate properties are dependent on the specific model parameters.
Optical cluster growth is primarily controlled by side chain interaction strength, whereas
contact cluster growth is primarily controlled by side chain excluded volume, and the lin-
earity of the resulting aggregates on length scales of around ten nanometers is controlled
by both. Finally, I identified six candidate sets of model parameters lying on the Pareto
frontier [290] expected to display enhanced absolute and relative optical cluster growth and
aggregate linearity.
6.2 Future Directions
The first important avenue of future work on the DXXX-Π-XXXD system is to find a
mapping from the chemically-specific Martini model to the lower-resolution patchy model,
in order to identify a set of chemistries expected to exhibit the best aggregation properties
from the six candidates lying on the Pareto frontier. Such a mapping might be produced
from simple SASA and dimerization PMF calculations, in conjunction with machine learning
techniques to avoid the necessity of simulating all 203 × 2 = 16, 000 different possible side
chain chemistries. With such a mapping in hand, the specific chemistries of the peptides may
be identified for the Pareto optimal candidates and simulated at all-atom and Martini levels
of resolution to characterize their properties. Those with the best aggregative properties
may then be synthesized and tested experimentally.
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Other areas of future work on the DXXX-Π-XXXD system include understanding the
effects of flow at experimental rates on longer time and length scales, understanding the
effects of dynamically changing the pH of the system, probing the effects of changing salt
concentration in the system, and more rigorously characterizing the electronic structure of
the aggregates to better connect optical properties with growth properties. The patchy
particle model may be used in conjunction with Brownian dynamics under shear flow [291,
292] to simulate flow at experimental rates on time scales of approximately hundreds of
microseconds. The Martini model in conjunction with relatively new work on imposing
constant pH on the system [216] may be employed to perform large-scale simulations to
more thoroughly probe both the effects of dynamically changing the pH and the effects of
changing salt concentrations on chemistries identified by the patchy model as potentially
good targets for bioelectronics.
One possibility to more rigorously characterize aggregate electronic structure is to employ
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) [224] to understand how the electronic
structure and the UV-vis spectra change as the orientations of cores change with respect
to one another. TD-DFT could then be employed to study aggregates with structures
harvested from coarse-grained simulations primarily at the Martini level, and comparison of
the electronic structures from these two studies could be used to create a predictive model.
There are also a number of potentially profitable lines of future research to be performed
on the PAXG system of AMPs. Although in this thesis, I have studied the configurations of
the isolated PAXG peptides in water, it is important to understand their interactions with
different types of cell membranes. A similar multiscale approach to that employed studying
the DXXX system will be profitable, since AMPs tend to assemble on cell membranes before
lysing the cells. Important points of future inquiry will be how the configurations of the
radially amphiphilic PAXG series change when they interact with cell membranes of different
types, the mechanisms by which they lyse bacterial cell membranes, and what changes in
their chemistry might enhance their affiliation with bacterial cells while decreasing their
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affiliation with mammalian cells. These are all important steps along the road to producing
AMPs that are a clinically-viable alternative to traditional antibiotics.
Taken as a whole, the work in this thesis represents a significant step forward in the
understanding and design of short peptides for antimicrobial and bioelectronic applications,
from a multiscale perspective that synthesizes machine learning, coarse-graining, and math-
ematical/physical modeling techniques to produce a coherent body of new knowledge and
computational tools.
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Appendix A
Additional Analysis of the n-eicosane
and Polypeptide Free Energy Surfaces
and Visualizations
Ideal gas. The free energy landscape for n-eicosane in the ideal gas phase at 298 K (Figs.
A.7a, 2.3a) covers essentially the entire volume of the composite intrinsic manifold. The all-
trans configuration resides at the global free energy minimum. The free energy landscape is
robust to temperature, remaining essentially unperturbed upon elevating the temperature
to 323 K (Figs. A.7b, 2.3b). The temperature insensitivity of the landscape is more quanti-
tatively illustrated in the one-dimensional projections of the free energy into α234, φ5, and
φ6 presented in Fig. A.2a-c.
Aqueous solution. Transferring n-alkane chains from the ideal gas into the aqueous phase
is strongly thermodynamically disfavored due to the high solvation free energy penalty [121,
141, 293], leading to exceedingly low solubilities for long-chain hydrocarbons [34, 115, 294].
At 298 K (Figs. A.7c and 2.3c), the landscape is very similar to those we have previously
reported for both n-hexadecane and n-tetracosane [34], possessing two “wings” at low α234
containing helical chain configurations, and a characteristic “donut” structure in the α234-φ6
plane. The donut feature is absent in the ideal gas (cf. Fig. 2.3a), and the wings are some-
what stabilized in the aqueous phase (cf. Figs. A.7b,d, A.2b,e). We previously demonstrated
that the appearance of the wings is attributable to the stabilization of compact chain config-
urations by the hydrophobic effect, and that the donut structure results from destabilization
of the symmetric chain collapse/elongation pathway due to the high wetting/dewetting free
energy barrier associated with collective motion of solvent molecules [34, 121]. The gen-
eral shape of the aqueous phase intrinsic manifold at 298 K is preserved at 323 K (Figs.
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A.7c,d, 2.3c,d), but the “donut hole” is smaller due to the stabilization of loose hairpin
configurations around its edge (cf. Fig. 2.3c,d). Furthermore, compact hairpin and helical
configurations are stabilized relative to the all-trans configuration, lowering the free energy
of the high-α234 side of the donut and the wings (cf. Fig. A.7c,d). One-dimensional projec-
tions of the three-dimensional free energy surfaces into α234 (Fig. A.2d) shows the stability
of the all-trans global free energy minimum relative to the collapsed globular configurations
to be approximately 4 kBT at 298 K, reducing to 3 kBT at 323 K.
In gross, the single molecule FES for n-eicosane in water at 323 K (Figs. A.7d and 2.3d) is
more similar to that of the ideal gas at 323K (Figs. A.7b and 2.3b), than the single molecule
FES for n-eicosane in water at 298 K (Figs. A.7c and 2.3c) is to that of the ideal gas FES
at 298K (Figs. A.7a and 2.3a), suggesting that the relative population of the various chain
conformations in the ideal gas persists more closely upon transfer to aqueous solution at
the elevated temperature. We can rationalize the differences in the aqueous manifold as a
function of temperature by appealing to the temperature dependence of the hydrophobic
effect. As detailed by Southall et al. [141], hydrophobicity at 298 K is primarily entropic
in nature, with the free energy of solvation controlled by the reduction in the number of
configurations accessible to the water hydrogen bonding network due to the excluded volume
of the hydrophobic solute. At 323 K, hydrophobicity is a combination of both entropic and
enthalpic effects, where the latter is a consequence of disruption of hydrogen bonds within
the water hydrogen bonding network. Applied to the present work, the thermodynamic
driving force to preserve the hydrogen bonding network at 298 K causes the solvent to
arrange itself closely around the hydrocarbon chain, favoring elongated chain configurations
that minimize disruption to the hydrogen bonding network, and disfavoring the formation
of solvent excluded cavities between the arms of the hydrocarbon chain that require the
breaking of hydrogen bonds. At higher temperatures, there is a smaller free energy cost
associated with breaking hydrogen bonds within the network due to the increased entropic
compensation available – by virtue of the elevated temperature that scales the entropic
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contribution – from releasing water molecules from the network. Accordingly, formation of
solvent cavities between the arms of the chain is less unfavorable, causing the interior of
the donut to become more populated at higher temperature, and the set of globular chain
configurations to become stabilized.
Neat phase. In the neat phase crystal at 298 K (Figs. A.7e, 2.3e), only the all-trans tip at
the low-α234 region of the manifold is populated, consistent with the expectation that chains
in the hydrocarbon crystal should be fully elongated. At 323 K, n-eicosane exists as a liquid
above its melting point of Tm=309 K, resulting in an expansion of the thermally accessible
phase space out from the all-trans global free energy minimum (Figs. A.7f, 2.3f, A.2g-i). The
free energy landscape of the neat phase differs markedly from both the aqueous and ideal gas
phases. The region of the intrinsic manifold populated in the crystal at 298 K is restricted
to nearly fully-elongated chain configurations (Fig. A.2g). In the liquid at 323 K, the chain
explores a greater configurational diversity (Fig. A.2g-i), but the collapsed configurations are
disfavored relative to the all-trans global free energy minimum by ∼6 kBT , compared to ∼3
kBT in the ideal gas and aqueous phases (Fig. A.2a,d,g). In the absence of the hydrophobic
effect, the donut structure and helical wings observed in the aqueous phase are absent.
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Figure A.1: Projection of the 90,006 snapshots of the n-eicosane chain harvested from each
of the six simulations (i.e., neat phase, aqueous phase, and ideal gas at 298 K and 323 K)
into the top eigenvectors of the composite diffusion map. (a) Projection of the data into ~φ2
versus ~φ3 reveals a functional dependence between these two eigenvectors. Mathematically,
knowledge of the value of ~φ2(i) for data point ~xi specifies the value of ~φ3(i). To eliminate
this redundancy, we simultaneously represent the projection into ~φ2 and ~φ3 by the arclength
of the effectively one-dimensional manifold, ~α23, that we compute by fitting two 2
nd order
polynomials. (b) Projection of the data into ~α23 versus ~ψ4 reveals a further functional de-
pendence between these two variables, with the data collapsing to a pseudo-one-dimensional
manifold. We simultaneously represent the projection into ~α23 and ~ψ4 by the arclength of




Figure A.2: One-dimensional projections of the n-eicosane free energy surfaces in Figs A.7
and 2.3 into α234, φ5 , and φ6 in (a)-(c) the ideal gas, (d)-(f) aqueous solution, and (g)-
(i) neat phase. Blue and green filled circles correspond to the one-dimensional free energy
projections at 298 K and 323 K, respectively. Black and magenta open squares represent the
difference in the free energy of the left and right sides of each free energy projection around
the observed φ5 or φ6 symmetry plane at 298 K and 323 K, respectively. Error bars in the
plot denote standard errors in the probability distributions collected over our simulation
trajectories that were estimated from 1000 rounds of bootstrap resampling of the simulation
snapshots [295] and converted by standard propagation of errors [296] into standard errors
in the free energy and free energy differences. Differences in the free energy between the
symmetric wings are on the order of thermal fluctuations within the well-sampled low free
energy regions, providing an internal consistency check that our simulations are sufficiently
long to properly sample the thermally accessible configurational space. Larger uncertainties
in the poorly sampled high free energy regions may be reduced by employing a biased
simulation technique such as metadynamics [138] or umbrella sampling [137] to enforce
better sampling in these regions of configurational space.
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Figure A.3: Visualization of dynamical modes associated with the collective order parameters
α234, φ5, and φ6 spanning the unified intrinsic manifold for the n-eicosane systems at 323 K.
The panel organization and coloration is identical to Fig. 2.4.
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Figure A.4: Diffusion map embeddings into α234 and φ5 of the 15,001 snapshots harvested
from each n-eicosane system (red) as a subset of the embedding of all 96,006 snapshots
harvested from all six systems (blue). (a) Ideal gas at 298 K, (b) aqueous phase at 298 K,
(c) neat phase at 298 K, (d) ideal gas at 323 K, (e) aqueous phase at 323 K, and (f) neat
phase at 323 K.
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Figure A.5: Diffusion map embeddings into α234 and φ6 of the 15,001 snapshots harvested
from each n-eicosane system (red) as a subset of the embedding of all 96,006 snapshots
harvested from all six systems (blue). (a) Ideal gas at 298 K, (b) aqueous phase at 298 K,
(c) neat phase at 298 K, (d) ideal gas at 323 K, (e) aqueous phase at 323 K, and (f) neat
phase at 323 K.
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Figure A.6: Diffusion map embeddings into α234, φ5, and φ6 of the 90,006 snapshots harvested
from the six n-eicosane systems: the aqueous phase, the ideal gas phase, and the neat phase,
at 323 K and 298 K. Snapshots are colored by (a) the value of the first moment of the
gyration tensor, ξ1, (b) the second moment, ξ2, and (c) the third moment, ξ3.
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Figure A.7: Free energy surfaces for each of the six n-eicosane systems constructed over the
intrinsic manifold in [α234, φ5, φ6] (Fig. 2.2). Determined up to an additive constant, the
free energy of the most populated bin for each system was arbitrarily shifted to βF = 1.5.
Free energy isosurfaces in each panel are plotted in increments of 0.8 kBT (i.e., βF = 1.5,
2.3, 3.1, . . . ) for n-eicosane in (a) ideal gas at 298 K, (b) ideal gas at 323 K, (c) aqueous
solution at 298 K, (d) aqueous solution at 323 K, (e) neat phase at 298 K, and (f) neat
phase at 323 K. The viewing angle is intended to highlight the helical “wings” within the
free energy surface in the aqueous phase.
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Figure A.8: Diffusion map embeddings into φ2, φ5, and φ6 of the 84,006 snapshots harvested
from the six peptides: PL10, PAGG10, PAPG10, PABG10, PATG10, and PAHG10. Snapshots
are colored by (a) the root mean squared deviation of the backbone from an ideal α-helix,
RMSDhelix, (b) the effective helical radius, rhelix (r
ideal
helix = 0.23 nm), (c) the first moment of
the gyration tensor, ξ1, computed over the heavy backbone atoms of the peptide, (d) the
second moment of the heavy atom gyration tensor, ξ2, (e) the third moment of the heavy
atom gyration tensor, ξ3, and (f) the peptide identity. Representative snapshots are selected
for visualization to illustrate the progression of molecular configurations along the manifold.
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Figure A.9: Visualization of dynamical modes associated with the collective order parame-
ters φ5 and φ6 spanning the unified intrinsic manifold recovered by the diffusion map for the
polypeptide systems. Modes are visualized using the procedure detailed in Sec. 2.3.1.3 to
identify for each system the snapshots from the molecular simulation trajectory correspond-
ing to the 500 most positive elements and 500 most negative elements of the ~ql vector. These
configurations vary most strongly with each of the collective order parameters spanning the
unified intrinsic manifold, and therefore represent the extremes of the configurational mo-
tions in the high-dimensional ambient space associated with each collective order parameter.
For clarity of viewing, we isolate only the 1000 most extreme configurations, and present the
snapshots as line drawings colored according to the associated ~ql weight. The first column
– panels (a-f) – corresponds to the collective order parameter φ5, and the second column –
panels (g-l) – to φ6. The first row – panels (a,g) – corresponds to PL10, the second row –
panels (b,h) – to PAGG10, the third row – panels (c,i) – to PAPG10, the fourth row – panels
(d,j) – to PABG10, the fifth row – panels (e,k) – to PATG10, and the final row – panels (f,l)
to PAHG10.
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Figure A.10: Free energy surfaces for each of the six polypeptide systems constructed over
the intrinsic manifold in (φ2, φ5, φ6). See description on following page.
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Figure A.10 (Cont.): Determined up to an additive constant, the free energy of the most
populated bin for each system was arbitrarily shifted to βF = 5.50. Free energy isosur-
faces in each panel are plotted in increments of 0.35 kBT (i.e., βF = 5.50, 5.85, 6.20,
. . . ) for (a) PL10, (b) PAGG10, (c) PAPG10, (d) PABG10, (e) PATG10, and (f) PAHG10.
The single molecule free energy landscapes for the two random coils – PL10 and PAGG10
– span a large portion of the intrinsic manifold and contain a diverse ensemble of config-
urations. The three-welled structure of the PL10 free energy landscape in this projection
reveals the preferential adoption of weakly-structured configurations. The global free energy
minimum at (φ2 = 0.009, φ5 = 0.002, φ6 = 0.008) contains conformations with a slight out-
of-plane kink, and the two metastable basins at (φ2 = 0.004, φ5 = 0.002, φ6 = 0.008) and
(φ2 = 0.004, φ5 = 0.002, φ6 = 0.008) correspond to loose loops and extended configurations,
respectively. All the free energy minima are close in φ5, but increasing values of φ6 corre-
spond to increasing out-of-plane folding. PAGG10 possesses a global free energy minimum
at (φ2 = 0.002, φ5 = −0.01, φ6 = 0.005), corresponding to a loosely kinked, in-plane hairpin-
like configuration, and three metastable basins at (φ2 = 0.002, φ5 = −0.01, φ6 = −0.004),
(φ2 = 0.004, φ5 = 0.002, φ6 = −0.005), and (φ2 = 0.006, φ5 = 0.005, φ6 = −0.003), with neg-
ative φ5 values seeming to correspond to two-kinked hairpins and positive φ2 corresponding
to progressively less β-hairpin and more α-helical configurations. In contrast to the random
coils, the free energy landscapes for the four helix forming peptides – PAPG10, PABG10,
PATG10, and PAHG10 – occupy only a very small fraction of the intrinsic manifold, exist-
ing as highly localized single-welled free energy funnels containing structurally homogenous
conformations.
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Figure A.11: One-dimensional projections of the six polypeptide free energy surfaces in Figs.
2.9 and A.10 (Cont.) into (a) φ2 , (b) φ3, (c) φ4, (d) φ5, and (e) φ6. Error bars denoting
standard error estimates in the free energy were computed using bootstrap resampling as




Reparameterized Martini Force Field
B.1 Bonded Distributions
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Figure B.1: Normalized histograms of the distributions of bond lengths bi sampled by the
all-atom (blue) and reparameterized coarse-grained (red) models. Each plot is labeled by the
pair of beads constituting the bond according to the labeling of the coarse-grained DFAG-




Figure B.2: Normalized histograms of the distributions of aromatic bond lengths ci sampled
by the all-atom (blue) and reparameterized coarse-grained (red) models. The tight all-
atom distribution functions motivated us to treat these bonds using hard constraints in the
reparameterized coarse-grained model. Each plot is labeled by the pair of beads constituting
the bond according to the labeling of the coarse-grained DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecule in




Figure B.3: Normalized histograms of the distributions of bond angles ai sampled by the
all-atom (blue) and reparameterized coarse-grained (red) models. Each plot is labeled by
the triplet of beads constituting the angle according to the labeling of the coarse-grained




Figure B.4: Normalized histograms of the distributions of proper dihedrals di sampled by the
all-atom (blue) and reparameterized coarse-grained (red) models. Each plot is labeled by the
quad of beads constituting the proper dihedral according to the labeling of the coarse-grained
DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecule in Fig. 3.1c. All histograms have fifty bins.
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Figure B.5: Normalized histograms of the distributions of improper dihedrals di sampled by
the all-atom (blue) and reparameterized coarse-grained (red) models. Each plot is labeled
by the quad of beads constituting the improper dihedral according to the labeling of the
coarse-grained DFAG-OPV3-GAFD molecule in Fig. 3.1c. All histograms have fifty bins.
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B.2 Force Field Parameters
Bond Index i,j File
1 1 3 b0.txt
2 3 7 b1.txt
3 7 8 b2.txt
4 8 9 b3.txt
5 9 10 b4.txt
6 12 13 b5.txt
7 13 14 b6.txt
8 16 17 b6.txt
9 17 21 b5.txt
10 18 19 b4.txt
11 18 22 b3.txt
12 22 23 b2.txt
13 23 24 b1.txt
14 24 28 b0.txt
15 1 2 b7.txt
16 3 4 b8.txt
17 24 25 b8.txt
18 28 29 b7.txt
Table B.1: Tabulated potential files for bond stretching between two participating beads
in the coarse-grained Martini potential constructed via direct Boltzmann inversion. The
coarse-grained bead numbering scheme is given in Fig. 3.1c in the Main Text.
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Constraint Index i,j dcon (nm)
1 4 5 0.2359
2 4 6 0.2734
3 5 6 0.2182
4 10 12 0.2094
5 10 11 0.2171
6 11 12 0.2170
7 14 16 0.2091
8 15 16 0.2172
9 14 15 0.2172
10 19 21 0.2094
11 19 20 0.2171
12 20 21 0.2170
13 25 26 0.2359
14 25 27 0.2734
15 26 27 0.2182
Table B.2: Equilibrium bond lengths dcon for beads participating in aromatic rings and
constrained with the LINCS algorithm [1]. The coarse-grained bead numbering scheme is
given in Fig. 3.1c in the Main Text.
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Angle Index i,j,k File
1 1 3 7 a0.txt
2 3 7 8 a1.txt
3 7 8 9 a2.txt
4 8 9 10 a3.txt
5 9 10 12 a4.txt
6 10 12 13 a5.txt
7 12 13 14 a6.txt
8 13 14 16 a7.txt
9 14 16 17 a7.txt
10 16 17 21 a6.txt
11 17 21 19 a5.txt
12 21 19 18 a4.txt
13 19 18 22 a3.txt
14 18 22 23 a2.txt
15 22 23 24 a1.txt
16 23 24 28 a0.txt
17 2 1 3 a8.txt
18 1 3 4 a9.txt
19 23 24 25 a10.txt
20 24 28 29 a8.txt
21 3 4 5 a11.txt
22 3 4 6 a12.txt
23 24 25 26 a11.txt
24 24 25 27 a12.txt
Table B.3: Tabulated potential files for angle stretching between three participating beads
in the coarse-grained Martini potential constructed via direct Boltzmann inversion. The
coarse-grained bead numbering scheme is given in Fig. 3.1c in the Main Text.
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Improper dihedral Index i,j,k,l Cn or Sn (kJ/mol) n Cn or Sn
1 3 5 6 4 -49.118 0 Sn
1 3 5 6 4 100.000 1 Cn
1 3 5 6 4 -5.673 2 Cn
1 3 5 6 4 -100.000 3 Cn
1 3 5 6 4 65.102 4 Cn
1 3 5 6 4 -49.376 1 Sn
1 3 5 6 4 99.989 2 Sn
1 3 5 6 4 -88.290 3 Sn
1 3 5 6 4 29.778 4 Sn
2 24 26 27 25 -49.118 0 Sn
2 24 26 27 25 100.000 1 Cn
2 24 26 27 25 -5.673 2 Cn
2 24 26 27 25 -100.000 3 Cn
2 24 26 27 25 65.102 4 Cn
2 24 26 27 25 -49.376 1 Sn
2 24 26 27 25 99.989 2 Sn
2 24 26 27 25 -88.290 3 Sn
2 24 26 27 25 29.778 4 Sn
Table B.4: Parameters {Cn}4n=1 and {Sn}4n=0 for the improper dihedrals of the coarse-grained
Martini model generated by best fits of Eqn. 3.1 in the Main Text to the tabulated potentials
constructed via direct Boltzmann inversion. The coarse-grained bead numbering scheme is
given in Fig. 3.1c in the Main Text.
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Proper dihedral Index i,j,k,l Cn or Sn (kJ/mol) n Cn or Sn
1 1 3 7 8 6.272 0 Sn
1 1 3 7 8 -2.327 1 Cn
1 1 3 7 8 -1.797 2 Cn
1 1 3 7 8 -0.446 3 Cn
1 1 3 7 8 -0.327 4 Cn
1 1 3 7 8 -1.488 1 Sn
1 1 3 7 8 -0.568 2 Sn
1 1 3 7 8 0.215 3 Sn
1 1 3 7 8 -0.098 4 Sn
2 22 23 24 28 6.272 0 Sn
2 22 23 24 28 -2.327 1 Cn
2 22 23 24 28 -1.797 2 Cn
2 22 23 24 28 -0.446 3 Cn
2 22 23 24 28 -0.327 4 Cn
2 22 23 24 28 -1.488 1 Sn
2 22 23 24 28 -0.568 2 Sn
2 22 23 24 28 0.215 3 Sn
2 22 23 24 28 -0.098 4 Sn
3 3 7 8 9 5.433 0 Sn
3 3 7 8 9 -1.919 1 Cn
3 3 7 8 9 -0.414 2 Cn
3 3 7 8 9 0.352 3 Cn
3 3 7 8 9 0.394 4 Cn
3 3 7 8 9 -4.055 1 Sn
3 3 7 8 9 -0.556 2 Sn
3 3 7 8 9 0.136 3 Sn
3 3 7 8 9 0.128 4 Sn
4 18 22 23 24 5.433 0 Sn
4 18 22 23 24 -1.919 1 Cn
4 18 22 23 24 -0.414 2 Cn
4 18 22 23 24 0.352 3 Cn
4 18 22 23 24 0.394 4 Cn
4 18 22 23 24 -4.055 1 Sn
4 18 22 23 24 -0.556 2 Sn
4 18 22 23 24 0.136 3 Sn
4 18 22 23 24 0.128 4 Sn
Table B.5: Parameters {Cn}4n=1 and {Sn}4n=0 for the proper dihedrals of the coarse-grained
Martini model generated by best fits of Eqn. 3.1 in the Main Text to the tabulated potentials
constructed via direct Boltzmann inversion. The coarse-grained bead numbering scheme is
given in Fig. 3.1c in the Main Text.
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Proper dihedral Index i,j,k,l Cn or Sn (kJ/mol) n Cn or Sn
5 7 8 9 10 3.492 0 Sn
5 7 8 9 10 1.290 1 Cn
5 7 8 9 10 1.091 2 Cn
5 7 8 9 10 -0.137 3 Cn
5 7 8 9 10 0.064 4 Cn
5 7 8 9 10 1.611 1 Sn
5 7 8 9 10 -0.200 2 Sn
5 7 8 9 10 -0.466 3 Sn
5 7 8 9 10 0.084 4 Sn
6 19 18 22 23 3.492 0 Sn
6 19 18 22 23 1.290 1 Cn
6 19 18 22 23 1.091 2 Cn
6 19 18 22 23 -0.137 3 Cn
6 19 18 22 23 0.064 4 Cn
6 19 18 22 23 1.611 1 Sn
6 19 18 22 23 -0.200 2 Sn
6 19 18 22 23 -0.466 3 Sn
6 19 18 22 23 0.084 4 Sn
7 8 9 10 12 4.040 0 Sn
7 8 9 10 12 3.147 1 Cn
7 8 9 10 12 0.001 2 Cn
7 8 9 10 12 0.149 3 Cn
7 8 9 10 12 -0.105 4 Cn
7 8 9 10 12 0.083 1 Sn
7 8 9 10 12 0.032 2 Sn
7 8 9 10 12 -0.325 3 Sn
7 8 9 10 12 0.309 4 Sn
8 21 19 18 22 4.040 0 Sn
8 21 19 18 22 3.147 1 Cn
8 21 19 18 22 0.001 2 Cn
8 21 19 18 22 0.149 3 Cn
8 21 19 18 22 -0.105 4 Cn
8 21 19 18 22 0.083 1 Sn
8 21 19 18 22 0.032 2 Sn
8 21 19 18 22 -0.325 3 Sn
8 21 19 18 22 0.309 4 Sn
Table B.6: Proper dihedral parameters continued.
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Proper dihedral Index i,j,k,l Cn or Sn (kJ/mol) n Cn or Sn
9 9 10 12 13 2.952 0 Sn
9 9 10 12 13 -2.883 1 Cn
9 9 10 12 13 0.405 2 Cn
9 9 10 12 13 -0.186 3 Cn
9 9 10 12 13 0.663 4 Cn
9 9 10 12 13 -0.157 1 Sn
9 9 10 12 13 0.223 2 Sn
9 9 10 12 13 0.026 3 Sn
9 9 10 12 13 -0.078 4 Sn
10 17 21 19 18 2.952 0 Sn
10 17 21 19 18 -2.883 1 Cn
10 17 21 19 18 0.405 2 Cn
10 17 21 19 18 -0.186 3 Cn
10 17 21 19 18 0.663 4 Cn
10 17 21 19 18 -0.157 1 Sn
10 17 21 19 18 0.223 2 Sn
10 17 21 19 18 0.026 3 Sn
10 17 21 19 18 -0.078 4 Sn
11 10 12 13 14 2.878 0 Sn
11 10 12 13 14 2.966 1 Cn
11 10 12 13 14 0.706 2 Cn
11 10 12 13 14 0.533 3 Cn
11 10 12 13 14 0.013 4 Cn
11 10 12 13 14 0.037 1 Sn
11 10 12 13 14 0.008 2 Sn
11 10 12 13 14 -0.008 3 Sn
11 10 12 13 14 0.001 4 Sn
12 16 17 21 19 2.878 0 Sn
12 16 17 21 19 2.966 1 Cn
12 16 17 21 19 0.706 2 Cn
12 16 17 21 19 0.533 3 Cn
12 16 17 21 19 0.013 4 Cn
12 16 17 21 19 0.037 1 Sn
12 16 17 21 19 0.008 2 Sn
12 16 17 21 19 -0.008 3 Sn
12 16 17 21 19 0.001 4 Sn
Table B.7: Proper dihedral parameters continued.
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Proper dihedral Index i,j,k,l Cn or Sn (kJ/mol) n Cn or Sn
13 12 13 14 16 2.943 0 Sn
13 12 13 14 16 3.033 1 Cn
13 12 13 14 16 0.727 2 Cn
13 12 13 14 16 0.545 3 Cn
13 12 13 14 16 0.010 4 Cn
13 12 13 14 16 0.001 1 Sn
13 12 13 14 16 -0.024 2 Sn
13 12 13 14 16 -0.005 3 Sn
13 12 13 14 16 -0.006 4 Sn
14 14 16 17 21 2.943 0 Sn
14 14 16 17 21 3.033 1 Cn
14 14 16 17 21 0.727 2 Cn
14 14 16 17 21 0.545 3 Cn
14 14 16 17 21 0.010 4 Cn
14 14 16 17 21 0.001 1 Sn
14 14 16 17 21 -0.024 2 Sn
14 14 16 17 21 -0.005 3 Sn
14 14 16 17 21 -0.006 4 Sn
15 13 14 16 17 7.091 0 Sn
15 13 14 16 17 -9.748 1 Cn
15 13 14 16 17 4.483 2 Cn
15 13 14 16 17 -1.936 3 Cn
15 13 14 16 17 0.342 4 Cn
15 13 14 16 17 -0.035 1 Sn
15 13 14 16 17 0.025 2 Sn
15 13 14 16 17 -0.001 3 Sn
15 13 14 16 17 -0.007 4 Sn






Figure C.1: Comparison of time evolution of cluster number concentrations observed in
simulation with those predicted by the fitted Smoluchowski coagulation equation for the
aggregation of protonated (low pH) peptides at 5.0 mM. Number concentration time courses
for (a-l) monomers through 12-mers. Simulation data are displayed in gray for the five
separate runs. The analytical predictions of the Smoluchowski coagulation model employing
the best fit value of K = 6 ns−1 nm3 (Table 3.1) are presented as a solid black line. Red
shading illustrates the sensitivity of the model predictions to K over the range K ± σK ,
where σK is the standard deviation of K computed over the five independent production
runs. Analogous plots for the four other concentrations studied are presented in Figs. 3.11,
C.2-C.4.
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Figure C.2: Comparison of time evolution of cluster number concentrations observed in
simulation with those predicted by the fitted Smoluchowski coagulation equation for the
aggregation of protonated (low pH) peptides at 15 mM. Number concentration time courses
for (a-l) monomers through 12-mers. Simulation data are displayed in gray for the five
separate runs. The analytical predictions of the Smoluchowski coagulation model employing
the best fit value of K = 5.9 ns−1 nm3 (Table 3.1) are presented as a solid black line. Red
shading illustrates the sensitivity of the model predictions to K over the range K ± σK ,
where σK is the standard deviation of K computed over the five independent production
runs. Analogous plots for the four other concentrations studied are presented in Figs. 3.11,
C.1, C.3-C.4.
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Figure C.3: Comparison of time evolution of cluster number concentrations observed in
simulation with those predicted by the fitted Smoluchowski coagulation equation for the
aggregation of protonated (low pH) peptides at 30 mM. Number concentration time courses
for (a-l) monomers through 12-mers. Simulation data are displayed in gray for the five
separate runs. The analytical predictions of the Smoluchowski coagulation model employing
the best fit value of K = 8 ns−1 nm3 (Table 3.1) are presented as a solid black line. Red
shading illustrates the sensitivity of the model predictions to K over the range K ± σK ,
where σK is the standard deviation of K computed over the five independent production
runs. Analogous plots for the four other concentrations studied are presented in Figs. 3.11,
C.1-C.2, C.4.
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Figure C.4: Comparison of time evolution of cluster number concentrations observed in
simulation with those predicted by the fitted Smoluchowski coagulation equation for the
aggregation of protonated (low pH) peptides at 44 mM. Number concentration time courses
for (a-l) monomers through 12-mers. Simulation data are displayed in gray for the five
separate runs. The analytical predictions of the Smoluchowski coagulation model employing
the best fit value of K = 17 ns−1 nm3 (Table 3.1) are presented as a solid black line. Red
shading illustrates the sensitivity of the model predictions to K over the range K ± σK ,
where σK is the standard deviation of K computed over the five independent production
runs. Analogous plots for the four other concentrations studied are presented in Figs. 3.11,
C.1-C.3.
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Figure C.5: Comparison of time evolution of cluster number concentrations observed in
simulation with those predicted by the fitted Smoluchowski coagulation equation for the
aggregation of protonated (low pH) peptides at 44 mM. Number concentration time courses
for (a-l) 37-mers through 48-mers. Simulation data are displayed in gray for the five separate
runs. The analytical predictions of the Smoluchowski coagulation model employing the best
fit value of K = 17 ns−1 nm3 (Table 3.1) are presented as a solid black line. Red shading
illustrates the sensitivity of the model predictions to K over the range K ± σK , where σK is




the Effects of Flow and pH on the
Martini Model
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Figure D.1: The time derivative of the mass-averaged cluster size dµ2/dt in each of eight
equally-sized time blocks of 50 ns over the 400 ns run at each of the eight pH values con-
sidered. Time derivatives are computed from the slope of the best linear least-squares fit
over each block. Data points represent averages of the slopes over the five independent sim-
ulations at each pH, and error bars denote the corresponding standard deviations. dµ2/dt
decreases in time for all pH values, corresponding to a slowing of the growth rate. By 300 ns
all slopes lie within error bars of zero, but it is not possible to conclusively state within the
uncertainty of our data whether growth has been arrested or simply slowed to exceedingly
low rates. This illustrates the difficulty in distinguishing between very slow growth and
kinetic arrest from the time and length scales accessible to our molecular simulations.
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Figure D.2: Mass-averaged cluster size µ2 of contact clusters versus time at pH (a) < 1.0,
(b) 3.43, (c) 3.68, (d) 3.90, (e) 4.12, (f) 4.37, (g) 4.75, and (h) > 7.0. The five indepen-
dent runs conducted at each pH are denoted by different colors. The dashed lines show the







mal parameter estimates computed by finding tconc = (5.0198 ± 0.0001) ns that minimizes
the overall sum-squared error of nonlinear least-squares fitting against the simulation data
of the pH-dependent λ values reported in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure D.3: Mass-averaged cluster size µ2 of optical clusters versus time at pH (a) < 1.0,
(b) 3.43, (c) 3.68, (d) 3.90, (e) 4.12, (f) 4.37, (g) 4.75, and (h) > 7.0. The five indepen-
dent runs conducted at each pH are denoted by different colors. The dashed lines show the







mal parameter estimates computed by finding toptc = (0.5564 ± 0.0001) ns that minimizes
the overall sum-squared error of nonlinear least-squares fitting against the simulation data
of the pH-dependent λ values reported in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure D.4: Mass-averaged cluster size µ2 of aligned clusters versus time at pH (a) < 1.0,
(b) 3.43, (c) 3.68, (d) 3.90, (e) 4.12, (f) 4.37, (g) 4.75, and (h) > 7.0. The five indepen-
dent runs conducted at each pH are denoted by different colors. The dashed lines show the







mal parameter estimates computed by finding talignc = (0.2377 ± 0.0001) ns that minimizes
the overall sum-squared error of nonlinear least-squares fitting against the simulation data




Prediction of Mass Fraction of
Aggregates an Ideal Gas Model of
Self-assembly
In this section, we present a minimal model inspired by statistical mechanics to predict the
most probable mass fraction distribution of an ensemble of generic self-assembled aggregates.
We model our system as a set of featureless non-interacting ideal gas particles, where each
particle represents a k-mer with some associated free energy of formation containing both
entropic and energetic components. We begin by considering the probability of a single




exp (−βF ({nk})) , (E.1)
where nk is the number fraction of k-mers, {nk} is a particular distribution of number
fractions, F ({nk}) is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the distribution, and Q is
the partition function formed by summing the probabilities of all possible sets of number
fraction distributions satisfying the requirement that
∑
k knk = N , where N is the total





The Helmholtz free energy contains contributions from both the potential energy and the
entropy. We may write the energy in terms of the contributions from the internal potential
energy of the k-mers, the interaction between k-mers, Uinter, which we have assumed to be
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nkuk + Uinter + Usolv, (E.3)
where uk is the potential energy of a single k-mer. We may write the entropy as the sum of












nksk + Ssolv, (E.4)
where the first term follows from the Sackur-Tetrode equation for the translational entropy




thermal de Broglie wavelength of a k-mer, sk is the configurational entropy associated with
a single k-mer, and Ssolv is the solvent entropy, which, like the solvent energy, is assumed to
be independent of the particular state.
Rewriting the probability of a microstate in terms of these new quantities results in the












k nkgk , (E.5)
where gk = uk − Tsk is the free energy of a cluster of k monomers comprising the energetic
and configurational entropy terms.
This equation can be simplified by normalizing with respect to a reference state, which
allows us to deal with changes in free energy rather than absolute values. We choose as the
reference state the system of N isolated monomers ({n1 = N, ni = 0}, i > 1) and compute
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the ratio of the probability of any state with respect to this reference,
P ({nk})
















































































We now prepare to take the thermodynamic limit by transforming from the extensive
properties of total number of monomers and total number of k-mers to intensive properties
of the system. To this end, we specify ρ ≡ N
V
, the fixed number concentration of the system.
We also introduce wk =
knk
N
, the mass fraction of k-mers. The properties of the mass fraction
are
∑
k wk = 1, wk ∈ [0, 1]∀k.
























































































We can express the free energy gk in terms of the formation of a k-mer from isolated
monomers, ∆gk, and the free energy of a monomer, g1, as
gk = ∆gk + kg1, (E.11)











When we take the equation to the thermodynamic limit, we make the Laplace approxi-
mation to retain only the most probable state of the system, and find this distribution,{wk}∗,
by performing a constrained (nonlinear) maximization of all possible mass fraction distri-





















subject to the constraints that
∑
k wk = 1 and wk ∈ [0, 1]∀k.
E.1 Application to DFAG system predicts finite
distribution
We perform a constrained optimization upon a vector of 1000 bins to calculate an approxima-
tion to the most probable mass fraction distribution for the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD system of
peptides. Previous work on the DFAG system has demonstrated that the free energy change
of association of two monomers, ∆g2 ≈ −14.5 kBT differs from the free energy change upon
addition of a monomer to an aggregate of size k > 1, ∆gk+1 ≈ −25 kBT [160]. We employ
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these values to generate,
∆gk =

0 k = 1
−14.5 kBT k = 2
∆g2 + (k − 2)(−25 kBT ) else
.
Setting the model parameters based on the DFAG-OPV3-GAFD system at 4.4 mM as in-
vestigated in Chapters 3 and 5 results in ρ = 2.6497× 1027 m−3, T = 298 K, mmon = 1151.2
g-mol−1, and Λ1 = 2.9807 × 10−12 m. We then employ the “fmincon” function in Matlab
[297] to perform a constrained nonlinear maximization across all mass fraction vectors of
1000 bins subject to the constraints
∑
k wk = 1 and wk ∈ [0, 1]. The resulting distribution
is shown in Fig. E.1.
Quantitatively, the gross simplifications within this model makes its predictions inac-
curate, as it predicts a mass-averaged cluster size of 372 monomers, whereas simulations
under similar conditions imply a linear growth rate in the mass-averaged cluster size well
beyond 1000 monomers. Qualitatively, however, it makes two valuable predictions: (i) the
distribution peaks at a finite value and (ii) the distribution is relatively extensive, with a
long tail that is not entirely captured in the 1000-bin model employed. This demonstrates
that we do not expect the aggregating monomers to form a single aggregate of infinite size,
thus an infinitely long fibril is not the free energetically most favorable state.
E.2 Strong alignment occurs near line of
“appreciable” growth
Next, we study the effects of changing dimerization (∆g2) and oligomerization (∆gk+1) free
energies. Employing a vector of kmax = 500 bins, we compute the most probable mass
fraction distribution for a series of 23 dimerization free energies evenly spaced over the range
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Figure E.1: Most probable mass fraction distribution for DFAG. The distribution was cal-
culated via constrained nonlinear optimization over a vector of 1000 bins, using values
previously computed for the DFAG system. Although it is quantitatively inaccurate, it
nevertheless provides important qualitative insight into aggregation.
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Figure E.2: Ideal gas model size and alignment dependence on dimerization and oligomeriza-
tion free energies. (a) The mass-averaged cluster size computed for the most probable mass
fraction distribution, µ∗2, at each pair {|∆g2|, |∆gk+1|} (kBT ) of dimerization and oligomer-
ization free energy magnitudes. Open circles denote an underestimate of the true size due to
the finite length of the mass fraction distributions employed. (b) The predicted alignment,
a = n̄a−1
n̄c−1 , where n̄a is the average number of peptides in an aligned cluster and n̄c is the
average number of peptides in a contact cluster. The red dashed line in panel (a) indicates
the line of equivalency between the free energies. The magenta dotted line in both panels
indicates the threshold past which large-scale aggregration occurs. Free energies and align-
ments are predicted from chemistries by employing the QSPR model and bivariate Gaussian
described in Thurston et al. [280]. Peptides with good alignment tend to lie close to the line
of appreciable aggregation.
|∆g2| = 0.5–150 kBT and a series of 15 oligomerization free energies evenly spaced over the






and we note for each distribution whether wkmax > 0.1 maxk wk, in which case we expect
the computed mass-averaged cluster size to be an appreciable underestimate of the actual
mass-averaged cluster size that would be computed for a system where kmax → ∞. (The
computed mass-averaged cluster sizes do not change appreciably as kmax is increased from
500 to 2000, so we retain kmax = 500 for computational efficiency.)
We plot in Fig. E.2a how the mass-averaged cluster size of the most probable mass
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fraction distribution changes with changing dimerization and oligomerization free energies.
There is a sharp divide between regions dominated by aggregates of small size and regions
for which large-scale aggregation occurs; the border is marked by a dotted magenta line.
The slope of the line is s = 0.46 ± 0.6, indicating that it is close to the line at which the
two free energies are equal, and thus, increasing the “stickiness” of oligomers beyond that
of dimers will almost always lead to large-scale aggregation. For sufficiently sticky dimers,
however, it is possible that large-scale aggregation will occur even when oligomerization is
slightly less favorable than dimerization.
We plot in Fig. E.2b how the predicted alignment value for aggregates changes with
changing dimerization and oligomerization free energies. The alignment value is defined
as a = n̄a−1
n̄c−1 , where n̄a is the average number of peptides in an aligned cluster and n̄c
is the average number of peptides in a contact cluster. Aggregates with larger alignment
values are expected to display better optoelectronic properties due to tight interactions
between their aromatic cores. Dimerization and oligomerization energies are taken from
those predicted for different chemistries of peptides in the DXXX-Π-XXXD series from
a quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) model from Thurston et al. [280].
Alignment calculations are performed by using the relationship described by the same paper
relating those dimerization and oligomerization free energies to the alignment quality of the
aggregates. In brief, the QSPR was constructed by nonlinear regression from a set of training
data of different peptides with PDI and NDI cores to predict from a set of physico-chemical
descriptors the dimerization and oligomerization free energies of any peptide in the DXXX-
Π-XXXD series. The same paper presents a bivariate Gaussian model connecting the free




It is notable that chemistries expected to display good alignment lie approximately along the
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line of chemistries predicted to display appreciable growth, while chemistries not expected to
display good alignment may or may not lie along the appreciable growth line. This suggests
that one factor contributing to good alignment is slowed kinetics of growth such as might
be expected to occur near the transition to appreciable growth; it also demonstrates that
one way to narrow the search space for the formationz of highly-aligned aggregates is to





This section includes supplementary files that contain the full parameters of the reparame-
terized Martini force field. Files b0–b8.txt and a0–a12.txt contain the tabulated force-field
files and file topology.txt contains the DFAG coarse-grained topology. Files are uploaded




This section comprises a set of movies illustrating the simulations described in Chapter 4.
Below I show a snapshot from each movie and describe the file name of the movie, which
are uploaded alongside the main text.
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Figure G.1: Simulation at 0% charge, corresponding to pH < 1, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7a in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, charged termini as red beads, and uncharged termini as blue beads.
Coarse-grained water is omitted for clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames
rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie is found in the file movie1.mov
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Figure G.2: Simulation at 25.13% charge, corresponding to pH 3.43, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7b in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, and uncharged termini as blue beads. Coarse-grained water is omitted
for clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie
is found in the file movie2.mov
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Figure G.3: Simulation at 37.57% charge, corresponding to pH 3.68, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7c in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, charged termini as red beads, and uncharged termini as blue beads.
Coarse-grained water is omitted for clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames
rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie is found in the file movie3.mov
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Figure G.4: Simulation at 50.00% charge, corresponding to pH 3.90, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7d in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, charged termini as red beads, and uncharged termini as blue beads.
Coarse-grained water is omitted for clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames
rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie is found in the file movie4.mov
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Figure G.5: Simulation at 62.43% charge, corresponding to pH 4.12, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7e in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, charged termini as red beads, and uncharged termini as blue beads.
Coarse-grained water is omitted for clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames
rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie is found in the file movie5.mov
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Figure G.6: Simulation at 74.87% charge, corresponding to pH 4.37, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7f in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, charged termini as red beads, and uncharged termini as blue beads.
Coarse-grained water is omitted for clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames
rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie is found in the file movie6.mov
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Figure G.7: Simulation at 87.57% charge, corresponding to pH 4.75, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7g in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, charged termini as red beads, and uncharged termini as blue beads.
Coarse-grained water is omitted for clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames
rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie is found in the file movie7.mov
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Figure G.8: Simulation at 100% charge, corresponding to pH > 7, from which the snapshot
in Fig. 4.7h in the Main Text was drawn. Aromatic cores are rendered as green bonds, side
chains as grey lines, and charged termini as red beads. Coarse-grained water is omitted for
clarity. The simulation trajectory is 400 ns with frames rendered every 2.5 ns. The movie is
found in the file movie8.mov
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